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^
County Sheep Industry.

Waldo

meeting called as tne nrst annual meeting of the Maine Section of the New England
Wool Growers’ Association was held in Seaside Grange Hall, Belfast Tuesday, Oct. 4th.
Owing to the wording of the call for the meeting, which gave the impression that it was to
be confined to members or intending memA
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present condition and its future outlook
and possibilities.
The first paper of the day was read by
James G. Harding of Waldo on the subject
“Sheep Raising in Waldo County.” Sheep
raising, he said, has never been a leading industry iu Waldo County. Few, if any,
farmers make it a leading branch of their
business.
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farmers

our

wool

production

will

never

be the

chief object of sheep husbandry in this
county—mutton first, wool second. It costs
less to stock a farm with sheep than with
any other animals. The profits are quicker
and surer and they yield returns without
the necessity of sacrificing the flock. Sheep
come
nearer
to eating everything that
grows on a farm than any other stock and

fertility'of
the farm. J. W. Lang in his “Survey of
Waldo County,” in 1873, says: “Sheep are
the corner-stone of good husbandry.” If
sheep were the corner-stone then, they must
will maintain and increase the

he the whole foundation
ful iu our selection of

We

now.

are care-

breeding animals

dairy herds, but for our
records as fiock-masters we ought to blush
for shame. Mr. Harding then cited the
different methods of breeding sheep pursued
by different farmers, and spoke encouragingly of the possibilities of the county for
raising first class stock, both thoroughbred
horses ami

our

and

lie then compared the advandisadvantages of fruit growing
u ith those of the
sheep industry, to the benefit of the latter, and concluded with these
words, “1 am firm in the belief that there
are better returns for the amount of capital

grades,
and

tages

invested

than in any other branch of farm-

iug”
Secretary, O. B. Mmiroe of Boston
R. Leach of East
paper by E.
Newport, Me., on “Early Lambs for MarThe
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ket.1’

He said

farmer who decides to
raise early lambs for market should not
wait until fall before beginning to preHe should cut his
pare for that business.
riuest grass the last of Juue or tirst of
July and put it away for the winter feeding.
a

Tiie second crop of

clover,

cut in

September

cured, makes good milk. Early
lamb's cannot be made profitable in large
bucks, in August select the best milkers,
these 4 years old or more are best, and put
It- is
them in a good pasture with a buck.
important that sheep come to the barn m
good condition. If the feed in the pasture
The best feed
gets short, give them meal.
for fattening sheep is milk, therefore feed
for milk production. One pint per day of half
cracked corn and half meal is a good feed for
a sheep.
Their quarters should be warm but
and

well

well ventilated.
on

Give them the

pleasant days.

After

run

of the

they drop

their

lambs increase their feed. One quart is not
much when giving milk, and when the
lamb is (1 weeks old they need more. Do not
let the lambs have feed before them ail the

too

only what they can digest.
Lambs dropped in January should be ready

time.

Give them

for market from

April

1st

to

tlie 10th.

Chairman Bennett spoke of the possibility
farmers raising thoroughbred stock
on a large scale for the Pacific coast markets,
railroad rates from Maine comparing favor-

of Maine

ably

great sheep raising

with those from the

centres.
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same attention to this industry that they
have to others they would be better satisfied with it than with any other branch.
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gave the opening address, in which he spoke
of the sheep industry of New England, its
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Saugus, Mass.,

Bennett of

Reynolds of Brooks said the worst
cheat he knows of |is a farmer cheating himself, and the farmer does cheat himself who
shearing and marketing his
wool. He spoils the fibre of his wool if he
packs it when it is wet. Wool should be
thoroughly dried before being packed or it
in

is careless

damp or green hay in
a mow.
Wool properly dried will increase
in weight after being packed, while damp
Wool should be sheared in
wool will spoil.
a clean place, and be free from chaff and
will sour, the

dirt.
Chairman

drought

or a

feed makes

same as
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change
a

weak

to

remarked

a

poor pasture or poor
in the fibre of the

place

fleece. Wool grown when the
condition is weak of fibre.
E. C.

that

sheep is

out of

Dow of Monroe said wool may be

spoiled while on the sheep, or after shearing,
by improper methods. He also read a paper
on Sheep Farming in Maine.
He reviewed
the

past, from the time when our ancestors
the wool, carded, spun and wove
it for the use of the family. As new methods
of business were introduced the loom, the
wheel and the card disappeared from our

raised

farms, ami sheep raising, from a necessary
part of the farm and household work, became
a branch which was carried on or not as the
individual farmer might think there was or
was not sufficient money profit in it to warrant.
By these and other causes our docks
became

greatly reduced;

but

now a

reaction

has set in and there is a growing interest in
sheep husbandry. Under present conditions
it is the most profitable branch in which a
larmer

can

engage.

large ami quick
branch

so

isot

only Goes it pay
dividends, but no other

quickly and surely

flocks by using thoroughbred males.
We should avoid in-breeding.
Dipping is.a
necessity, and the Cooper Dip is almost exclusively used in this section. Keep more
and better sheep and give them
intelligent
care and you will find and that
they are indeed the animal with the golden hoof.
The Secretary read two long articles on
Sheep Husbandry intended for publication
in a periodical with which he is connected.
They were “A Few Thoughts on Rams,” by
of his

restores the
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Granite Grange Visits Seaside.

NUMBER 40.

—-—-

City Government.

Had the weather Sept. 29th, been made to
order for the benefit of Seaside Grange of
Belfast and Granite Grange of North Searsport, it could not have been improved. It
was perfect—warm, calm and clear, with a
good moon. The brothers and sisters of
Granite Grange, to the number of 90 or more,
appeared at Seaside Grange Hall early and
were greeted
E. E. Edgerly of Princeton, Me.; “The Num- as they entered the hall they
the words in gilt letters across the unions
by
ber of Sheep in a Flock” by Asa
Quint of
“Welcome
Burlington. The thoughts contained in of two large flags over the stage:
them were covered by the remarks and to Granite, P. of H.” The hall was very
prettily decorated with red, white aud blue
papers which had preceded them.
aud flags, with flowers and everI. G. Reynolds, in -answer to
questions, bunting
greens tastefully arranged at the officers’
said he has pasture for 200 sheep, but
keeps
them in small flocks. When raising lambs stations, on the piano, and other places.
At 7 o’clock the grange was regularly
25 sheep is enough for a flock.
Large flocks
have a larger perceutage^of sickness. Ite opened, Worthy Master Henry J. Chaples
has been a sheefi-raiser from boyhood, has presiding, after which the visitors were
made a study of the business, and has tried escorted to the dining room below', where
Most of The
a picnic supper was ready.
to profit by experience.
He uses thoroughJournal’s readers know' what a grange supbred males.
per means; but for those who have never
A. Carruthers of Wiunepeg, Manitoba, a
we will say
Canadian wool dealer, gave some valuable partaken of a “harvest feast,”
is always an abundance of substantial
points on the sheep industry. He tliiuks the there
trouble with wool received from the farmers and “hearty” food, aud no lack of pies,
is caused more from carelessness than inten- cakes and delicacies. And this supper was
no exeepti' n.
Seaside Grange well maintional neglect.
The farmer needs to be educated as to the best methods of dealing with tained its r--potation for generous feeding,and
of its lac v members for preparing good
his wool, both on and off the sheep. Good,
clean wool finds a ready sale at prices some- things and serving them nicely.
After the supper the grange was again
what above the market quotations. He thinks
there should be more sheep iu Maine. We called to order and the following hearty address of welcome was given by Frank P.
have our wool and mutton market right at
Wilson of Seaside Grange:
our door, while the western farmer is hampered by high freights. He described the Members of Granite Grange, Brothers and
Sisters:
sheep husbandry in Scotland, where condiSpeaking for Seaside Grange, I bid youtions are vastly different from those in

PERSONAL.

The regular meeting of the City Council
was held
Monday evening. There were
three absentees from the Common Council
and one from the Board of Aldermen,
The roll of accounts was passed.
The
under the various appropriations
follows:

amounts
were as

Contingent...$ 903.11
Highway.
505 48
Fire Department.
39 13
Library. 103 63
General school purposes.

School

contingent.

Permanent repairs, etc.
Free text books.

154.23
17 60
711.75
100.35

394*50

Sewers.
Repairs and insurance.

21.81

Total.$2,951.59

A petition was received from the School
Committee asking for an appropriation for
an evening school and one to
buy shoes,
etc., for needy school children. The matter
of evening school was referred to the committee on schools, and it was voted to
appropriate $50 to buy shoes, etc.
Petition of Israel A. Gardner that a road
now built from his house to the Paul
road,
so-called, be accepted was referred to the
committee

highways.
on Lights reported

on

The Committee
lows

as

fol-

whom was referred the matter of chauging the street
lights most respectfully submit the following
report: We have carefully investigated the
“The

:

committee

to

lights as compared with the lights
of other cities, and in our opinion the city
is in need of better lighting service. There
are at present 26 arc lights furnished at the
cost of 17 cents per light each night, which is
equal to about $1,350 per year, and we would
recommend that the changes in lights recoinwelcome to our home. It is a pleasant duty
Maine. He quoted one Manitoba farmer as which has
mended by Mr. Maxtield be made at a cost
developed upon me to voice the
saying: “I would keep 9heep if they hadn’t sentiments of this Grange, aud as you grasp to the city not exceeding 21 cents per night,
the Land of fellow-patrons may you feel the Light & Power Co. to make such
an ounce of wool, and the skins were so
changes
tLat tLeir
words of welcome do inin the location of the lights as the committee
tender I could tear them. I can make sheep deed comeheartythe heart.
from
raising profitable from mutton alone.” Mr.
We greet you with a feeling of good fel- may deem advisable.” The report was acCarruthers agreed with the local farmers, lowship wLich should exist between all the cepted and an order was passed to carry it
wealth producers of our land. Where could into
effect.
that small flocks are more profitable. The
it better exist them among the tillers of the
A few orders were passed authorizing the
Winnepeg farmers who raise early lambs soil, for there the nation finds its stability;
have flocks from 25 to *>0 sheep. Scab was in them centre tbe resources of the country ? Treasurer to settle back taxes, and the
History tells us that when the Roman Boards adjourned to the next regular meetstamped out in Wiunepeg by dipping.
farmer followed the plough he sowed the
Prof. Gowell of the University of Maine seed of contentment anil domestic tranquil- ing.
said, in answer to questions, that we have lity and at that time the Roman government
was the best in existence, but when he beMeeting of Waldo County Grange.
little trouble in Maine from scab or internal
came imbued with the spirit of conquest,
parasites. Dipping is a remedy for all out- and left the plough to take up the sword,
Waldo County Pomona Grange held its anside insect enemies of the sheep. The inter- then began the gradual decline of the Roman
ual meetiug September 28th with
Honesty
nal parasite which gives the most trouble Empire.
Among those who must work for a living Grange, Morrill. The officers were all preshere is the lung worm, a very small worm who is better fitted to uphold the dignity of !
ent except Lecturer, aud Joseph Ellis filled
from 1 to 4 inches long. It affects young and labor than the farmer? Adam farmed in j
that place. A class of two was instructed in
the
Garden of Eden, Noah and his sons were
weak lambs and sickly sheep. The
remedy farmers. From the beginning of time to the ; the fifth degree.
is to burn sulphur, and
change pastures fre- present day farming has been one of the
Fourteen granges were represented. The
quently. He drew a parallel between the most honorable of pursuits. Cincinnatus, following were elected officers for the ensuthe Roman soldier, was called from his farm
dairy industry ami sheep industry. Thirty to
B. F. Foster, master
W. S. Dollead the legions of Rome against the bar- ing year:
years ago cows were kept at pasture and
barian invaders of bis country. Israel Put- litf,
overseer; J Ellis, lecturer; J. F. Wilwere most profitable during the summer.
nam, the American Patriot, left his plough
son, steward: Frank Clements, assistant
in the furrow and mounting his farm horse
Now, by intensified methods, they yield the led
the raw American troops from victory steward; A. Stinson, chaplain; H. Murphy,
round.
The same changes are taking to
year
victory.
treasurer; C. A. Levanseller, secretary,
The farmer by the application of muscular
place iu sheep husbandry. More attention
Joseph Gordon, gatekeeper; Mrs. W.S. Doito
the
natural
resources
of
the
earth
is being paid to winter
feeding, and the idea energy wealth. He is a
produces
strong link in the loff, pomona; Mrs. A. Stinson, Flora; Mrs.
that anything is good enough for sheep has chain of our natnna.
greatness. It is to him B. F. Foster, Ceres: Mrs. Frank Clements,
gone by. He gave the experience of the Ex- that, the people look for sustenance.
lady assistant steward. Recess was then
The present year lias been one of the most
periment Station, as keeping 25 breeding
productive m large crops the farmer has taken for dinner.
ewes on 5 12 acres for t>
years, with profit to ever known. He has tilled the soil, he has
The afternoon session was opened with
the flock and also on the ledger.
ended his labor
Sheep must tended his liocks: he Las
music by the choir. The officers elect were
matter of

v

and salt at all times.
Moses Parsons of Newburg showed how
prices of sheep and wool in Maine compare
with those, of Montana, being very much
higher here. His experience is that sheep
pay better than any other stock kept in
have water

Maine.
Prot. Woods of the l

uiversity

Maine
spoke of the scientific side of the question.
The scientific man and the practical man
must work together. The man of science
studies the question in the laboratory and
prints his conclusioas. The farmer should
read and profit by h s
investigations, applying at the same time his own good, common
sense,
ences
man

and

taking

into

of

:he account the

differscientific
a parasite
The farmer applies

conditions. The
studies the life history of
u

:ocal

and he will receive his reward.
The time of harvest i.-> nearly past. As the
farmer gatln-rs his crops and reckons up his
profit and loss, he should not forget, to add
in Ins year of contentment, which only good
health, honest labor and fair dealings with
his fellowumn can bring.
Hoping that your visit this evening may be
one of pleasure aud profit to us all, 1 again
bid yon welcome, winch means to salute,
with kindness.
Fellow patrons, with kindness aud true
hospitality, Seaside Grange
salutes you.

Master Alfred Stinson of Granite

Pas*

sponded in a feeling manner.
A literary program was then presented

re-

Ree.,

“The

as

Mrs. A. J. Morrison
Letter.
Battle of Lookout Mountain,”

a

Miss Cleora Haney
from “II Trovatore,”
Mrs. Morrison and Miss Lu Mason
Ree., “Genius is Power,”
Mrs. E. P. Alexander
Mrs. Jesse Webber
Song, “Cradle Song,”
Ree. “In the Catacombs,” Miss Cora Eames
Cornet solo, “As I View Those Scenes,”
A. J. Morrison
Piano

duett,

remedy.
the knowledge thus gained. Sheep j ay a
larger percentage of profit than any ther
stock kept at Orono.
Some discussion was held
on the dog
Re
The Lightning-Rod Agent,”
question, but no remedy for the evil was
Mrs. Henry Staples
suggested.
Remarks were made by Worthy Masters
The Secretary read a paper by O. P. AlH. J. Chaples of Seaside Grange and Fred
len of Palmer, Mass., on "Some Problems of
M. Nickerson of Granite, the latter calling
the Wool Growing Industry” after which
for a rising vote of thanks by his grange to
the meeting adjourned. Another meeting
Seaside for their entertainment, and every
will probably be held at Newport in the
member jf Granite arose. Remarks were
near

suggests

a

future.

lhe Churcnes.
Rev. S. 0. Reach of Bangor will preach at
the Unitarian church next Sunday in exchange with the pastor.

Meetings
sion

every

will

be held at the People’s Mis-

Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday

and Sunday evening at 7 o’clock.
welcome.

All

are

Capen at the Baptist church last
Sunday evening preached the first sermon of
a series on the 5th chapter of Matthew the
1st, 2ud, 3d and 5th verses.
Following are the services at the Baptist
church for the week: Thursday evening,
prayer meeting at 7.30. Subject, The Third
Grape of the Spirits Cluster—Peace; Friday
evening at 7 30, teachers' meeting. Saturday
at 4.30 p. in., Junior Endeavor. Sunday
morning worship at 10 45; Sunday school at
12; Christian Endeavor at 0.15, a missionary
meeting, subject, The Hawaiian Islands;
evening worship at 7.15, subject, “The Teaching on the Hill,” continued.
There will be the usual mid-week prayer
meeting at the North church this, Thursday,
evening at 7.15. Topic, The fellowship of
faith, John 17:11-20; Acts 2:41-47; 1 John
1:7.

Sunday

there will be

morning worship
with sermon by the pastor, Rev. G.
S. Mills. Sunday school at 12 in. C. E.

fertility of the farm as this.
After adjournment for an hour for dinner

at 10.45

the afternoon session

was opened by a paper
“Successful Sheep Husbandry,” by L. F.
Allenwood of Belmont, read by his father,
N. B. Allenwood,
Sheep husbandry, he
said, should be followed by every farmer.
No animal will pay better, but they must be
properly managed. Much depends upon the
shepherd. The breed is a matter of taste.
Decide what breed is wanted and get good
animals.
Learn how to manage them by
reading standard works on sheep husbandry,
and then practice what is learned. Flocks
should be divided—25 sheep are enough to
run together, as disease is more apt to attack
large Hocks. In feeding care should be
taken not to overfeed. Before lambiugewes
should have good Hue hay and roots. The
barn should be warm and well ventilated.
There should be a feeding-rack out of doors
for use in pleasant weather. The Waldo
county farmer should not attempt to raise
thoroughbreds, but should improve the grade

meeting

on

33:1-22. At 7.15 p. m. there will be a
lecture by the pastor in the vestry.
Services at the Methodist Episcopal church
next Sunday will be as follows: Sermon by
Miss Jennie E. Scott of Cincinnati, O., at
10.45 a. m. Miss Scott has the reputation of
being a very able and interesting speaker.
The public is heartily invited.
Sunday
school at 12 m.; meeting of Junior League at
4.30 p. m; meeting of Epworth League at
0 15; leader, Miss Georgie S. Pratt; topic,
‘‘The Victory of Israel,” Gen. 32:24-29.
Song and prayer service at 7.15. Prayer
meeting Tuesday evening at 7.15. Class
meeting Thursday evening at 7.15.

at 0.15 p.

m.

Topic,

Patriotism.

Psalm

Past

Moody,

F.

Gray and J.
appointed at

(i.

Harding.

the last meet-

ing to arrange the meetings for the coming
year, reported as follows: The October meeting to be with Granite Grange; November
meeting with Georges River Grange; December meeting with Equity Grange; January meeting with South Branch Grange;
February meetiug with Tranquillity Grange ;
March meeting with Comet Grange ; April
meetiug with Sebasticook Grange; May
meeting with Silver Harvest Grange; June

meeting

with Northern

Light Grange;

Au-

gust meeting with Frederick|Ritchie Grange ;
September meetiug with Un.on Harvest

Grange
TLe next meeting will be held Oct. 25th
Granite Grange, North Searsport. Fol-

with

lowing

is

the program:

conferring

there

highly amusing
were

remarks

H.

Cuuningham

Fred

of

of

closed at

11

Transfers in Keal

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo country Registry of
Deeds for the week ending Oct. 5, 1898:
City of Belfast to LydiaM. Packard, Belfast;
land and buildings in Belfast.
Ephraim

Braiey, Burnham,

Mary J. Braley, do.;
A. Dickey et ala.,
Northport, to Benj. Colson, Bangor; land in
Northport. Abbie F. Edwards, Brooks, to
Hattie Merrithew, do.; land in Brooks. A.
L. Howes, Liberty, to Isabel Howes, do.;
land and buildings in Liberty.
Geo. E.
Rogers, Frankfort, to Harriet L. Rogers, do.;
iand

in

Burnham.

Granite Grange.

Obituary.

Raekliff and

Farmers’ Pride.
The
o’clock, after which
those who wished remained to a dance
which continued until the we sma’ hours.
Raekliff

recess;
degree;
topic,
“Friendship” opened by Mrs. Churchill:
topic, “Needed Legislation” to be opened by
A. Stinson; remainder of the program by

to

F.

land and buildings in Frankfort. Kate L
Sherman, Belfast, to Elmer I. Rankin, do.;
laud and buildings in Belfast. Wm. F.
Lowe estate, by executor, Frankfort, to
Thomas Page, Monroe; land in Frankfort.
Leola A Pierce, Belfast, to Thomas M.
Robinson, do; land in Belfast.

Robie F. Jackson died at his home in
South Montville Sept. 28th, aged 66 years, 6
months mi 20 days. Mr. Jackson was born
in Moutviile and always resided in that
town, removing a few ye ars since from the
old homestead in the eastern part of the
town to South Montville. In all the relations of life, and in his intercourse with his

fellowmen,
and true.

only

in his

The Belfast

Schools.

—

The school teams have all been furnished
with cushions, painted, and otherwise improved.

Death of George.

schools in the city were re-opened
a week’s suspension
on account of scarlet fever, but the attendance is small.
The school-houses, books,
etc., have been thoroughly fumigated and
other precautions taken, and the superintendent says if any further contagion occurs
it must come from outside sources. The

George was a cat. He was born on the
Col. Hall farm and died at Ballard Park,
Rockport, Sept. 2G, having spent a life of
seventeen years with Mr. and Mrs. C. L.
Pascal. [ Waldoboro News.

contagion is past if proper precauused by those who have been exposed. The diphtheria reported in ward 5
was investigated, and it was found to be
severe cases of tonsilitis and not diphtheria.

The

Monday morning after

danger

of

are

obliging, reliable
He will be greatly missed, not
immediate family, but by a large
he

was

ever

circle of friends, who esteemed him for his
integrity and high moral and religious character. He left to mourn their loss, a wife
and three children—Hollis F. Jackson, Mrs.
D. C. Cain and Mrs. A. Wentworth—all of
whom reside in Montville.

which Mr. Jackson

was a

Of the
member

family of

only

two

Mrs. J. F.

Smalley

Mrs.

for

a

Mrs. R. A.

28th from

a

Gurney arrived home Sept.

visit in

Boston.

Jesse E. Wilson
days the past week

in Portland
business.

was
on

a

Jefferson L. Larrabee spent
relatives in Unity.

Annabel Walker went to Boston
Saturday for a visit of a few days.
Miss

Mrs. Francis Whitmore went to Massachusetts iast

Monday

for

short visit.

a

Oramel E. Haney went to North Penobscot Saturday for a visit of a few
days.
Eliza Huunewell went to Camden
for a visit of a few weeks.

Mrs.
last

Boston last week ou
business for the Belfast Farms Creamery.
in

was

Mrs. Win. J. Baker an»l children returned
home last Saturday from a visit in Boston.
Mrs.

Anna

Thursday

Rand

of Lagrange arrived
and Mrs. S. A. Little-

to visit Mr.

field.

setts.

Mrs. Relief Brier, Mrs. F. R. Downes and
daughter, left Monday to spend the winter in
Boston.
Mrs. A. C
Burgess and child and her
mother, Mrs. John Kenney, went to Boston

Saturday.

Mr.
with consumption.
Young was born in Medford ,but came to
Camden from Boothbay twenty years ago
and during his stay there made friends
whose hearts were saddened to learn of his
untimely death. Mr. Young was a man of
excellent character, honest in all his dealings
and a good, kind hearted citizen.
He was
for many years a faithful employe of the
Camden Lumber Co., but on account of failing health was obliged to give up his duties
last May, since which time he has gradually
failed and after six weeks of suffering passed
peacefully from this to a higher life beyond.
He was the son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
James H. Young of Belfast and was 33 years
of age. The funeral was held Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock, Rev. Henry Jones offiweeks

Jennie \Yhidden returned Tuesday
from a visit to her father, Win. H. Whiddeu of Everett. Mass.
Miss

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Howes and son Eddie
of Liberty visited Mrs. H.’s brother, Albert
M. Parsons, last week.
Miss Elizabeth K.

Robbins left last Thurs-

Newtonville, Mass..

for

to

visit her

ciating.

Mr. and Mrs. George Mixer arrived here
from their wedding trip Wednesday morning, Sept. 28th. They went at once to their
home in the Wheeler house on Chestnut
street. [Camden Herald.

Mrs. Katherine S. Burr of Patten returned
home yesterday from a visit to her uncle, L.
H. Murc-h.
Edmund P. Brown has gone to Milo to rehis work for the Bangor & Aroostook

sume

R. Co.

R.

Mrs. W. A. Walker of Castine
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A W. Keating
last week.
Mr. and

were

Hon. W. (J. Marshall went to Lewiston
to attend a meeting ot the State
Fair trustees.
Clias. Ludwick of Attleboro, Mass., is in
town, called here by the illness of his

daughter

Winona.

Clara and Abbie Allen of Camden
were in this city last week, visiting Rev. and
Mrs. G. G. Winslow.
Misses

Mr. and Mrs.

Boston lust
Ralph G. Lombard went
Saturday to enter the Boston Dental College

three yeais

a

Lawrence, Mums., who

has been visitin.. his sister, Mrs. W. T. Howard. returnee ;.ome Tuesday.
Miss Sadie Blchardson returned •:«
Lewiston Saturday after a visit of
weeks in Belfast and vicinity.

t

me
a

1

few

Orlando Herrick of Castiue has bought
Janies Albert Wilson place in Belfast

and has moved Ins

family

over.

John Macdonald left Saturday for
her home in Boston after a short visit to
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Biekuell.
Mrs.

Mrs.

Moore lias returned home
where sin- spent the
Her daughter, Mis* Abbie Moore,

Mrs. Churl,

Lynn,

summer.

Mrs. C. W. Brown anil Miss Sarah Miller,
who have been spending the summer in
Waldo county, left for tiie:r in.me in Washington, D. C., Monday.

Roberts brothers and their sister,
summer residents of the North
Shore, Northport, have returned to their
home in Reading, Mass.
Roberts,

Mrs. John Littlefield of Penobscot was :u
Belfast last Friday, on her return from Boston, where she visited her husband, who is

Mahoney returned

I).

where

:.

1: >•/

ami

Crawford

are

brother. W, C. Crawford, in

their

Aiistot), Mass., and Miss Fram-es
the winter there.

county boys.

Mrs. A. C. Mosman went |to Ellsworth
Friday for a short visit. She was accompanied by Miss Angie Barlow of Wollaston,
Mass., who lias been visiting her.

Capt. Alban F. El well of Northport was
called to Boston last Saturday by the unexpected death of his wife, who was in a
hospital there, and was thought to be gaining.

Howes of

Win. L

:

a,

spend

Auburn visited rela-

He

past week.

tives in B- ifast the

is

;

,t

the First Maine Regiment, now it
Augusta, and was uu a furlough. He returned to Augusta \esterday.
of

vate

1 l’U
J. W. Dougan h-tt on ti
Monday for their b me in New
York city. They closed their <• *ttage a ; inwe.
e
North Shore about a v.
ag
Mr. ami Mrs.
train

guests of Dr. «J. (r
their departure.

Bp

.s

J. C. Whitten and N K. K
in Freedom and v.sip i

is’

■

Saturday
the

familiar

scenes

-heir yo

:u

■

g

?h- A
They speak in high -run
all pertaining to it, having
thorough inspection of the in.-iir

Among tbp prominent per.-i i.To attend the wool gc a

boro

Dr. Twitchcl: <»t the Mu

were

io

—.

n*

<

...

■. on-

w.

.1

mg
F *r. L.

Lewis'-'ll ,i:: 1
Profs.
Woods of Tlie I'nPvrsirv of

Abbott of the

G0well and

Maine, 1L W. Kllis "f Km den,
ed of Burnham, Mo*.•> Pars
and others.
Walter A. Packard of
is

;

-.n»

and

visiting

this

his aunt,
Mr.

city.

soldiers

(ru-

rgb.

Sprmgtie.,!. Mass,

Mrs. I

Packard

..

N

H

was one

of the Second Mass.

Sherman of
f Tim brave

Regiment and

was in the battle of Santiago.
It was i. this
battie that his brother Arthur re -. ivedhis
death-wound. Both are sons of
ontributor, Mrs. Helen N. Packard.

dredger.

J. Dickey went to Rockland Saturday to join a party of Sons of Veterans from
Kennebec county in a fraternal gathering

Congregational Conference.
The semi-ahnual meeeting of the Wald
ount.y
Conference <»t Congregational chur< he--, will be
held with the church in North Beltasr.
t. 11th
and 12th. Following is the program
■ <

riESPAV.

10.30 a. m. Opening exercises .out .rganization.
2.00 p. m. Devotional service
t
< in.rch
2.30. The Business .Management
Rev. R. G. Harbutt.
3.00. The Church and the l "dm. R,(}. S
Mills.
3.30. The Problem .d the Sunday School, Mr
W. R. Howard.
4.00. The Problems of Church Service. Rev. F
S. Pollin'. General discussion
EVENING.

Georgie Wentworth,

Miss

visiting

her

who has been

Mr

ami Mrs. Daniel
parents,
Wentworth of Knox, returned to Boston
Sept. 28tli accompanied by her sister, Miss

Myrtle.
Capt. J.
day for a

Bennett arrived here last Frivacation, the yacht Gleam,
of which he is master, being at Nyaek, N.
Y. During his vacation he will make some
improvements on his house in Brooks.
short

call last Thursday
Portland, who has
been spending the summer in Ilockport. He
was on his way to Banger by wheel and reported the weather and roads just right for
The

Journal

had

a

Hausconi of Tliomaston has been

Warreu

appointed

a

guard

Tliomaston.
Maine

He

Infantry

at

was a

and

the

prison

State

in

member of the First

was

recently

mustered

wife and child, he
lias been visiting his wife's father, David E.

Bird and

they

Ralph, Roy

With his

left

Saturday

for Tliomaston.

Rena, the triplet children
of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey S. Cunningham,
were 9 years old Sept. 29th, and are all in

good

and

health and

as

smart and

capable

as

children of their age. There is but one
a half pounds difference between the

weight

Praise service.

7.<>o.

7 30. Review of Shelden's In His Steps, Rev.
C. P. Marshall. “Wliat would .Jesus do
^ > in
Business, Mr. 11. W. Prentiss: (2 As a Citizen
Mr. W. S. Hatch; (3 In Social lute. Mrs Kdward
Sibley. General discussion. Collection lor con
ferencc expenses.

W.

from Mr. A. W. Tolinan of

of the heaviest and

lightest.

Mrs. G. A. Lancaster, who has been at
the Thorndike for the past week, returned
to her home in Revere, Mass., Thursday.
Mrs. Lancaster was formerly a resident of
this city, Miss Stella Snowdale, removing
from here some 23 years ago, ami returning
only twice during that lapse of years. During her visit she met with the most cordial
reception from her old-time friends. Mrs.
Lancaster is well-known in Massachusetts
from her connection with a recent extensive
successful land deal in Revere and the purchase of Shirley Park, in which transactions
she has been proved a lady of marked business

trance*

Misses

visiting

Orrin

with the Knox

H.

Roll Dyer, a Bath boy. > ing v 'th
Portgreat success m the shoe h n.i.--land
His father, ( aptain Dyer, s ass. .ated with him. [Bath Times.

The

a

Pennsylvania.

Mrs.

Mrs. M. C. Percival of Portland p-turned
home by steamer Salacia M"v, lay o ,u a
•;
visit to her mother. Mrs. Mary A. C

F.

in command of

of

and

Tuesday evening from Fanning*.
they visited their son, Charles A.

s

Mass.,

with her.

came

Mr.

p. u.

the

from

Mrs. E. M. Flanders.

course.

Mahoney

J. S.

Enoch Hodgdon of Rockland
Tuesday from a visit to Mr.

Luther S. Mason left Monday for Philadelphia to resume his medical studies :u the

ras-

ter, Mrs. F. W. Chase.

any
and

Mrs

Mrs. Henry Webber went to Tb> maston
Monday to visit^her cousin, Mrs. Arthur C.
Wyman.

University

out of service.

six

from Boston
mother.

Bean.

H. E. Knowlton of Cambridgeport,
home last Thursday after a
short visit in Belfast.

Miss

Arthur left

son

Portsmouth, X. H.

Mrs. Abby B. Cox returned
Tuesday, accompanied by her

returned home

Dr.

for

visit in

Saco.

Mass., returned

day

a

Xell e P. Colley arrived lioum Friday
visits in Old Orchard, Portland and

and

Mr. H. M. Howard.

Edward B. Young died Sunday morning
the home of Mrs. Amy Shaw on Elm
street, Camden, after being confined to the

Miss
from

for

Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Shaw went to
Brunswick Saturday for a week's visit at
Otis Bowen’s.

bicycling.

at

H. Cobbett and

Mrs. H.

Monday

Mrs. T. S. Ford of Swanville arrived
home last Friday from a visit in Massachu-

last

Frank W. Patterson went to Auburn

Mrs.

yesterday for a short visit.
F. M. Staples returned borne last Saturday
from visits in Washington, Me.

Thursday

S. W. Levis

bicycle trip

a

H. E. McDonald went to Bangor yesa short visit.

Mrs.

Monday

Mr. and Mrs.
with

Keating.
Emery White recently made
through central Maine.

few

Miss Susie Dean of Rockland is visiting
relatives in Belfast and vicinity.

Sunday

M. Cobt of Chicago spent Sunday with

Austin W.

terday for

Salmond went to Boston last
short visit.

Ellen

Thursday

on

Ira

Bangor visiting

is in

relatives and friends.

Pottle of South Montville and Mrs. Miller of Lincolnville. The
funeral, which was largely attended, was
from his late residence on Friday at 10
o’clock.
The services were conducted by
survive—Mrs. W. S.

house

tions

fifth

by

Chaples of Seaside, J.
Equity, M. I. Stevens,
Mrs.

songs, after which
worthy Master

Miss Ida B. Roberts visited friends in
Rockland last week.

W. 11.

Fred

several

day

H. Haney was in Haverhill, N. H., last
week on business.
E.

visit in Boston.

upon their hay crop, was discussed by I).
J. Ellis, J. Cunningham, I) O. Bowen,

PERSONAL.
O’Connell went to Boston Monbusiness.

Charles

a

Dyer,

also

made by Edgar Thayer, Arthur Boyd,
Black, Wm. J. Mathews, Chas. O. Fernald, Mrs. C. O. Fernald, Mrs. Fred Black
and Mrs. Julia Dow, of Granite Grange.
Melvin Clark was called upon and sang

S. L. Dodge returned Tuesday from
visit in Rockport.

Florence Patterson of Bangor made a
brief rail on her father, A. A. Gilmore, Tuesday, while >>n her way home from a week’s

opening exercises;
address of welcome by F. M. Nickerson; response J. G. Harding; report of Granges;

grange

Rev. R. T.

Master J. G. Harding. Remarks for the good of the order were
made by the Worthy Master, Steward aud
welI). O. Bowen. An excellent address
come was given by Grade Bowen aud was
responded to by P». F. Foster. The question, Resolved, That it is for the interest of
the farmers of Maine to use their dressing

The committee

follows:

Solo, Hnly

duly installed by

|

Mrs.

abilities.

[Rockland Courier-Gazette.

WEDNESDAY,

8.30 a. m. Prayer service.
9.00. Business ami report of committees
9.15. A word from the Stale o inference, Rev
G. S. Mills.
9.30. The outlook
rthe your. Wliere strength
en the defences?
How to do more mr^ressive
work? All.
10.00.
Sermon, Rev. <_\ P. Marshall. Com
mui. ion service.

Concerning

Local

Industries.

Belfast Light. & Power Cn.
prepay
make repairs to the dam, and the
water will he let down as soon as the work
is ready. Other repairs and
improvements
The

iug

to

are

to

be

stagings,

made to

buildings,

ice

bouses,

etc.

Lime Co. is finding a ready
lime and the quality keeps up to
highest standard. Their ipiarry and

The

Maine

sale for its

the

kilns at
their

Rocklime, Islesboro, are running at
capacity. Sell. Empress loaded

full

l,f>00 barrels there last
South

Mo.ntyille.

week for
W.

B.

New York.
Morse and

Grange Fair in Freedom
last Saturday-The finest display of fruit

wife attended the
aud

exhibited at Hall St
J. W. Prescott ever
man in this
county.
| -Herbert Skinner
of Port Clyde visited
j his
grandmother, Mrs. Nancy Colby, last
week-Rohie Jackson passed peacefully
vegetables

was

George last week by
displayed by any one

away

last

place

after

Wednesday

at his home in this
illness of ihree weeks of
heart trouble. He was a devoted
Christian,
was
regular in attendance at the church
and his earnest appeals to the unsaved in
his last attendance cannot but leave a
deep
and lasting impression on their
memory.
a

brief

ARMY USES NERVURA.

whithersoever he may take them.) However, there is doubtless much to be said
in favor of water drinking aud bathing,
one of the most popular uses being that of
drinking a certain amount at stated times
per day, either hot water, cold water, or
mineral water of some particular brand.
Most authorities agree that the majority
of people drink too little water for the
needs of the system, while some physicians of high repute iusist also that it is
not the temperature of the brand, but the
pure water alone that is beneficial. At
any rate, we have all seen wonderful cures
resulting from the regular and persistent
I recall a young girl,
use of
water.
slender, pale, delicate, with little appetite for food, and very little interest in life,
whose days were heavy and spiritless, and
whose nights were unrestful, who had
exhausted the value of many different
patent medicines in her effort to restore
She
her system to a normal condition.
was induced by her physician to try pure
water as remedial agent. “Do not be discouraged,” said he, “if for a mouth you
do not feel the particular benefit, and I
am sure, if you persist in it according to
Dismy directions, you will find relief.
card all drugs, aud directly after each
meal, drink, rather slowly, two glasses of
pure, cold—not ice—water, and before going to bed the same amount. It may be
difficult at first to swallow the whole
quantity, but keep at it aud you will
finally do it.” Directions were perseveringly followed, and the result was certaintainlv wonderful. For some weeks there

Dr. Greene's Nervura.
High Officers of Salvation Army Recommend
People to Use Dr, Greene’s Nervura, Because it Cured Them.
They Know it will
Cure the Sick and Suffering Everywhere.
Maj. Raws.>n Caygle, Trade
Secretary of the Salvatiou
Army at National Headquar-

ters. 120 West 14th Street, New
York Citv, says:
“I have used I)r. Greene's
Nervura Mood and nerve remedy now for some time, and on
than

occasion when

ne

from
nervousness
suffering
brought 'Hi through over-work,

I have found it to act as an immediate cure I have also found
it to be a great relief for neu-

ralgia
Whenever I hear of any case
;i:
dicers of sickness,
among
■

either

uienta'

physical,

or

brought

e;
through the strain
of their'.'ai led duties, I invari,ii> y
recommend Di. Greene’s
Nervura, and I know of several
ases in winch
t has proved of
the greatest possible benefit,
it gi v.-s me great pleasure to add
m\
Testimony
to
tin* many
'fliers in its iver
Ma
H
M a. Pebbles. Commander of S< uthern Division,
Saivafion
Army. P2S R St.,
Washing? mi. I > C.. say s
"I ha"-- used Dr
(ireene’s
Nervura bi.i and nerve remin- tunc past.
edy b
I was
very i!! and quit-* unable to
rf(». m in', daties. but with
:
I
Gre tie’s Nerura I have been able t
peril rm a great amount of work,
wlm l; I (ie net thniK I should
iotve V.eel!
[,, fjo in my OWtl
str-ngth. i believe Dr. Gn -lie's
Nervura has been a help and
benefit to me.”
Dr (4 reel-, 's Nervura blood
and nerve remedy will care you
b
you will use it. Bear' in
-oiim a No ti.at you can consult
d< c: ymr case
or

was

in

a

Tin*

The

Pastor.

I

1
carl it st recollections is of a
win* left his native town in vvest-

vi.i'.'iiu

past

'i

Maine and settled among the Dixhills.
He was a man who was

in

mont

liberally

by

endowed

nature, physically,
mentally and morally, lie was not likeHis
> to remain unnoticed in a crowd.

stamped with mildbenevolence. In early manhood,

countenance

mid

ness

was

after his conversion, he joined the Free
Haptist denomination. A while after lie
felt a call to be a watchman on tlie walls
of Zion.
He

worker in the MasHe drew people to Christ
by < ords of love. Kvei after his life- work
began he went in for the reforms of the
was

earnest

an

vineyard.

ter's

day. He was very ; ctive in the cause of
iempeiance, from the time the question was lirst agitated,
lie took a decided stand in favor of the anti-slavery
movement, and
the abolition of

was

a

faithful worker for

slavery.

The pastor was united in marriage with
a woman of intelligence and refinement
in his native town.
Two daughters blessed the union.
lie
:n

was one who seemed forgetful of self
doing all the good he could lor others.

How- ■•Hen he passer,
hr< ugh t e valleys t
<

le with the

ou(ii

ally

<

so

over

the hills and

visit the sick, and
He gener-

rowing.

tliciated at funeials in the

vicinity.

Hie s«urowing friends seemed t" be surrounded by a sympathetic atmosphere in
his j

There

resence.

was a

church erected

by his home where he broke the bread
] think there is not a
life iur years.
surviving member of his flock. He was a

near

of

member of the Legis ature one term.
In those days good and suitable
were

apt

more

office than

men

be selected for that
have been at times in later
to

they
After reaching

years.

mature years, the
the younger resided
home. No doubt the par-

daughters settled,
near

their

ents

;

.her

early

uticipated much pleasure
in their

in

having

declining

But
years.
God ordered it otherwise; and after a few
years, she was taken very suddenly from
her little family.
It was not long before
so near

the older daughter joined her sister, “over
there.” The parents bore their great affliction with Christian patience and fortitude.
As the wheels of time rolled

aged couple

were

the end of life’s
the wife's health

round, the
passing toward
a

serenely
journey. After awhile
began to fail, and it was

lung

before she le:t her devoted comhis lonely home.
But God provided good Christian people to care for
him the last part of l.is life.
Before he

mot

panion

in

passed away he became entirely blind. lie
had quite a large share of life’s sorrows:
but he bore his afflictions without
mur.

He

knew' it

a mur-

safe to trust in
lie realized that good
was

God at all times.

often, afflicted in this life, for
a wise purpose.
He felt that it would all
be made plain, after the mists have cleared

people

were

away.

I "think he

resided in Dixmont

nearly three score years. Ilis name was
above reproach. The words of the psalmist are very applicable for him.
“Mark
the perfect man, and behold the upright for
the end of thatmau is peace.”
When the
death angel called he was ready to pass

through

the

pearly gates into the city.

On the stone erected to the memory of
him and his companion can be seen the
names of Ptev. Ebenezer Allen and wife.
Julia C. Mudgett.
Stockton

Springs,

THAT

Me.

JOYFUL FEELING

With the exhilarating sense of renewed
health and strength and internal cleanliness,
which follows the use of Syrup of Figs, is
unknown to the few who have not progressed beyond the old-time medicines and the
cheap substitutes sometimes offered but
never accepted by the well-informed.
Buy
the genuine. Manufactured by the California

Fig Syrup

and

It

Tribune.

seems

to explain frequently our clubbing
arrangements with the New York Weekly

:ar

•,

Boston,

.Mass..

ycKnmvi-

Co.

Monarch over pain. Burns, cuts, sprains,
stings. Instant relief. Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil. At any drug store.

our

contract

with that paper it can only lie sent free to
those who pay their subscription to The
Journal one year in advance. It is not sent
unless, requested by the subscriber. The
date will not correspond with the date on
The Journal slip, but each subscriber entitled to the Weekly Tribune will receive it
for a full year from the time the first number is received. The Tribune is printed,
published and mailed in New York, and not
from this office.

he Fair at Unity.

al v x i:'; .i! i on of t! le N ortli Wal«i«.» Agik-ui; urai
opened at Unity
Sept. 21s!. and was a great success in all
Ac an early hour Wednesday
respects.
morning the people be gan to come in, and
soon ail the departments were in good
working older. Th»* earth- department
was well tilled with unusually line stock
of various descriptions.
Horses and sheep were also entered in
goodly numbers and of a quality reflecting credit upon their exhibitors. A very
small show of poultry was made, being
confined to two exhibitors: Mr. G. R.
Pillsbury, Unity, with two coops or light
Brahma chicks and Mr. E. Knight of
Troy, who exhibited a line pair of Talouse geese.
The show of agricultural implements
was confined to two exhibitors, the firm
of D. M. Osborne & Co., Auburn, N. Y.,
showing, from their branch house in Bangor, a good line of their goods, including
Corn Harvester, Columbia Mower, Steel
horse rake, Steel tedder, Steel land roller,
harrows, etc., under the charge of Mr. S.
II. Goodw in, travelling agent for the company. assisted by Mr. Frank A. Bartlett of
Unity, their local agent. The Waterville
Iron Wor s. Waterville, Me., was the
other exhibitor, showing a full line of
plows of their manufactuie.
The exhibit of farm and garden produces
in the hall was exceptionally good
as was also the needle and fancy
work,
combining to make the hall exhibit one of
unusual interest.
Tin* weatLer was favorable on both
days and the attendance equally large.
The races were good and in most cases
hotly contested. Following are the premiums awarded:
The

the terms of

l mler

a a n

<

OW

is

the

ideal

cooking

fuel when used in

a

modern

Simply

perfect for hot
cooking. You turn
light it and begin to

it on,
cook. Turn it off when the
meal is ready. Fuel lias cost
you

Hussey, Unity, one pr. Herefords, 1.year old.
Master Clair Stone, Troy, 14 years old,
one pair 2 years old,
nicely trained by

but

a

trifle, and the

to-day for every cooking
purpose by over 2,000,000

housekeepers, who find it
cleaner, cheaper, more convenient and quicker than

The demand is proof of
their worth—Dr. Agnew’s Liver Pills are
beating out many fossil formulas at a
quarter a box—They’re better medicine—
Easier doses and 10 cents a vial. A thousand ailments may arise from a disordered
liver. Keep the liver right and you’ll not
have Sick Headache, Biliousness, Nausea,
Constipation and Sallow Skin. Sold by
Kilgore & Wilson.and A,A. Howes & Co. 24.

leveiaiui

some-

inclined

Don’t

And all who illustrate the Blue;
But ne’er forget iu prideful joy
The humbier hand that toils and delves—
Sing, too, the private soldier bov ;
Honoring him, and thus—ourselves!

If yoar dealer does not sell Vapor Btovea
and Stove Gasoline, write to tbe Standard
Oil Company, New York City.

He stands for country. Hag and right,
Asking no meed of rank or praise,
Wheu through the hurtling hall of tight
He seeks the foremost place—and stays !
His to obey, to starve and toil:
To dig the trench—perchance his grave;
Kill, or be killed, on foreign soil—
A freeman most, when Duty's slave!

1,033,933.
This

was

t*-

printed, mailed and
subscribers by

papers,
delivered to

The BANGOR
DAILY NEWS
during the months of April,
June and July, which made

a

net

day (Sunday’s

average for every
excepted) of

9,942 each

May,

The News shows
to this effect.

Roosevelt’s Rough Riders led the fray;
The Second Massachusetts bled ;
Seventy-first! those words to-day,
Slid golden gleam from background red!
While sturdy, brave, but shattered bauds
Of Regulars fresh glory bring
Upon the Hag that foreign lands
Now first unite to praiseful sing!

those unsung names forgot,
’Neath dust of War Department shelf;

sworn

statement

The Greatest Daily Paper
in Eastern, Northern and
Central Maine.
A

and wet, footsore and worn—
Fever and foe—and want as well—
Bring home to him the truth that’s borne
Iu Sherman’s axiom; “War is hell!”
Yet never plaint nor h n‘ betrays
His trials to the folks at home;
Full let him share the show’riug* bays—
Gild his name, too, oil Fame’s high dome!

Nor be

issue.

clean,

reliable family newspaper,
giving all the latest reports by Associated Press, and The News’ own

special [telegraph service from all
News Centers.
us <.0 cents for one
month’s trial subscription.

rV-i!L

St.

Louis.

New

York.

Boston

Bangor Publishing Co.,
2w40

>

l,
r

THE CREAr

NATIONAL FAMILY

NEWSPAPE
For FARMERS
and VILL ACt P<|

Left iu vile camps to burn and rot
With fever, famine—all for pelf!
Theirs equal meed. No fault their own,
Who with no way’ still showed the will.
Inactive left to chafe and groan,
They line up with their brothers still!

am! your favorite !iom>

^

THE REPUBLICAN JOURN
BOTH

ONE

THE N. I. weekly

YEAR FOR $

est

mm^r&sr:

Gives you all the lo, ;d news,
keeps you in close touch \vr
and friends, on the farm and in the village, inform.- you as to lot a
the
condition
of
and
products,
crops
prospect.- for the year, and iwelcome and indispensable weekly visitor at your lionn* and fireside
SKN1>

ALL M RSCIiU’l IONS

K)

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CD,. Bt

WE REPAIR
WATCHES,
CLOCKS,

WE SELL

JEWELRY,
Wo tost the eyes FitFF anil
tiuaranler to Fit <llas,e, -atisl

a,

one

H.J. LOCKE & S N
»

Belfast

Livery Co

D, B, SOUTHWORTH & SON
PROPRIETORS

FURNISHED TO ORDER. NK'.HI OR DAY

Coaches, Hacks, Barges

we

Buckboards.

Pectoral

FRED ATWOOD,

A whole Medical
Library Free.
Fur fiuir cents iu stamp*!
book.j.

or

ORDERS BY TELEPHONE PROMPTLY EILLED.

Plasters over your lungs

age.

,

BELFAST, MAINE,

of

Ayer’s Cherry

CS DC AT A f
Or&U I A".

fury

'“IrS:1

preventive to consumption.

Put

00

and World, comprehensive and reliable market reports, able edi
short stories, scientific and mechanical informal ion. illustiated to
morons pictures, and is attractive and entertaining to every membei

It
stops coughs of all kinds.
does so because it is a soothing and healing remedy of great
power. This makes it the great-

M

Winterport

INSURANCE and REAL ESTA

pay postwill solid you sixteen medical

Medical Advice Free.
We have the exclusive services of
ut the most eminent physicians
United States. Unusual opportune es and
ong experience eminently tit. them t"r giving you medical
advice.
Write freely all the particYou will receive a
cast*
ulars in your
prompt replv, without cost.
Address, DR. J. C AYKR.

Representing

some

in tin;

Lowell, Mass.

Over

Twenty

Million Assets.

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE (iLASS, TORNADO INSl
I
J
I

JtySTEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION.
Security Bonds tore...
ors, Administrators and Trustees. | Correspondence solicited.
Real estate b
>

^

7/rSJ'crrc//(/
JS<zi/

^

The Burgess f w

GRAY’S B u'sYn^S S COLLEGE
and School of Shorthand and

j

JOB PRINTERS

Typewriting.

DRY THEORY DISCARDED.

TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE.

Address frank

l.

gray. Portland,

me.

Opera

House Block. B

THE SPORTSMAN’S JOURNAL.
Travel

Fishing

Adventure

Nature

Hunting

Yachting

The Dog

Trap

and
T arget

The huikling and land. No. Ill lMuenix Row,
known as the Andrews store, m Belfast. Apply to
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Bellas!, Me.,

Shooting
Canoeing
Forest and Stream h a beautifully illustrated journal, devoted to the sports of the

Camping

Field and the enc< >uraging in men and women
of a healthy inteiest in outdoor recreation.
Weekly, 32 page-; terms, $4 per year; $2 for
six months. 10 cents a copy. Sample free.
\\e are the largest American publishers of

1511.1

Brick house, known as the Thu flow house, on
WM. C. MARSHALL.
Congress street.
Belfast, June 1, 18»8.-22tf

on

HEADS

LETTER HI
PROGRAMS

REIT.

outdoor sports. Send for our free illuscatalogue of books.
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
346 Broadway, New York.

works
trated

CARDS,
POSTERS,

Or JULIES ANDREWS,

\

PAMPHLETS

And all

kinds of I

«

u

neatly and prompt

\

The rostered dead hold

names of rank;
High-titled colonels, captains—with
Far longer lists of—“Thompson, (blank)”
Or; “Ninety-second—Private Smith.”

BUY YOUR WINTERS

Yet these the men who wrought the end—
Who thrill the West, the old Bay State,

Where anguished kin, suspenseful friend,
Their final losses still await!

Honor the private!
done—

sleeps for
Bring forth his
He

™

When—his work well

aye upon that tropic
name from shadow,

F. G. White

shore,

that the

Company

Haddock’s, Plymouth Vein and Lattimer Li

sun

bleed?

IN THE NEWS IT’S NEWS.

rrr

•*=*

*

Philadelphia.

Honored enough that he could toil and

IF YOU SEE IT

Bangor, Me.

Chicago.

Ir^TF,

ed—

Pills.

^

and you can change your working clothes for resting
clothes early in the day. It saves time, work and
worry. Largest package—greatest economy.
THE N. K. KAIBBANK COMPANY,

^

May gild and halo it forevermore.
His the true hand that did the work ordain-

Semi

your

a

■ftsr'feSB.;

Hungry

the number of

your working apron all the
sign of poor management. Do
cleaning with
wear

y®all time-r-it’s

I

saummis-

honor the Private!

SHEEP.

Fossil

j
|

praises, well deserveiSand high—
Sing sounding anthems, just as true—
For Wheeler, Dewey, Lawton, Schley

HULLS.

E. Rand, Unity, 9 head of grades Oxford downs, including^ buck lambs, Cewe
and year old buck, tine animals.
F. W. Thompson, Freedom, 23 head,
Cotswolds and Southdowns; 12 of the
latter; all good ones.
Ed. Shibels, Knox, 1 full blooded Ramboulett buck, 4 years old and 5 grade
lambs cross from grade Oxford-down ewes,
a fine lot and unusually large.
Fred A. Myrick, Troy, 2 buck lambs, 3
months old, very large and fine.
E. T. Reynolds 7 head grade Oxforddowns.

and
are

POWDER

j

Print

himself.

F. A. Bartlett, Hereford, 1 year old.
E. A. Ware, Thorndike, one Hereford,
2 years old.
Ii. L. Rogers, Troy, one Durham 1 year
old.
W. C. Libby, Unity, one Durham bull,
3 years old, 7 ft. 2 in., and a very fine and
well-bred animal.

we

should not be made to conform to the
law so far as to be required to give their
rames and residences, to enter and leave
out pain.
the enclosure by the proper gates, to unHis wife, his two daughters, Mrs.
fold
their ballots, mark them and refold j
Warren and Miss Florence Bayard, and
1
his son Thomas F. Bayard, Jr., were them in the voting compartments, and !
observe in the main the provisions of
present to the end, while his third daughlaw.
Of course, there are some cranks
ter, the Countess Launhaupt, was on her
and fools whom it would be advisable to !
way to Dedham.
humor
rather than have any bother with
The remains will he taken to his native
them.
But if election officers would do
j
State, Delaware, and the funeral services their
duty, the great majority of citizens,
will be held, Saturday, in the old Swedish
who do not habitually make asses of
church at Wilmington.
themselves, would, we are sure, willingly
Thomas Francis Bayard was a distin- comply with all these requirements. But j
in some wards in this city, all of them
guished member of au eminent family.
1
In Ward 3,
Since long before the revolutionary war are habitually disregarded.
I
times the Bayards have been conspicuous which prides itself on having the quietest
in the country’s history as patriots and voting place in the city, there is no pre- i
tence of observing any of them.
Voters
statesmeu, and many acquired national do
exactly as they please, and it does not
fame as jurists.
Four members of the Bayard family please them to pay much attention to the
At the election last week, a promi- :
have had senatorial honors bestowed upon law.
them by the little State of Delaware— neut citizen of the ward, apparently for j
James A. Bayard served from 1804 to 1813. the purpose of showing absolute con- ;
!
His son. Richard H. Bayard, served from tempt for the law, unfolded his ballot,
1830 to 1839, and again from 1841 to 1845. spread it out on the Warden’s table and
James A. Bayard, another sod, was Sena- marked it, so that everybody in the room
saw where he made the mark, and put it
tor from 1851 to 1804, and from 1S07 to
in the box, without going into a voting
1809, when he was succeeded by his son,
The law makes this
compartment at all.
Thomas F.
a criminal
offence, punishable by a fine of
Thomas Francis Bayard was born in
from s;> to si00.
Vet, in most of the
Wilmington, Delaware, Oct. 29, 1828. In
his 13th year he entered school at Flush- wards, voters are permitted to show the
marks
on
their ballots without any
ing, Long Island, for two years. Then
This is anarchy.
[Rockland
he became clerk in the establishment of protest.
Opinion.
Mr. Bayard's brother-in-law, August Van
Courtlaudt Schermerhorn, where he reSave the Constitution.
ceived an excellent business training.
In 1848, having a liking for his father's
A special to the New York World from
profession, that of law, he became a student with that end in view,and was admit- Washington says: The frigate Constituted to the bur in 1851. He immediately be- tion, whose eventful history began almost
gan the practice of his profession with
with that of the Republic, is to be rehis father, and was successful from the paired and put in shape again for a
fame
his
Three hundred
rapidly spread- renew il of her life.
beginning,
legal
In ls.53, he was appointed United thous tnd dollars is to be expended by the
ing
States District attorney tor Delaware but
navy lepartment as soon as congress apresigned in the following year.
propriates the money, and the old ship
In 1855, Mr. Havant removed to Philawill be an exact
counterpart of her
delphia, where he formed a legai co-part- original self when the task is completed.
as good a sailer
This
conhe
as
and
will
She
strong
nership with William shippeu.
nection lasted live years, being terminated as when she first left the stocks in Boston
by the death of Mr. Shippen. Mr. Bayard in 1797on the death of his partner once more reT1 e ( onstitu; ion had lain at Porsmouth,
turned to Wilmington: where he was
V H.. fm many years. She was sent t<>
needed by his father, who was then enBoston last year for her centennial celebragrossed with public duties.
tion on Oct. 21st and has not been taken
Wheu th War of the Rebellion began
She will be repaired at Portshack since.
Mr. Bayard wa< pursuing his profession.
mouth.
This old ship is the same ConA militia company was organized and
stitution that would have been torn to
Thomas F. Bayard was elected its 1st
pie< s many years ago but for Oliver
lieutenant. In June, 1891, the famous Wendell Holmes' poem. “Aye, Tear Her
Tattered Ensign Down.”
peace meeting of the citizens was held in
Dover, and Lieut. Bayard was one of the
the
He
denounced
principal speakers.
war and
his remarks on that occasion
have been quoted in late years as an argument against his availability as a Presidential candidate.
Meanwhile Mr. Bayard’s popularity in
his native State kept growing rapidly and
in 1898 he was elected to succeed his
father in the United States Senate, and
was
subsequently twice re-elected. It is
a
noteworthy fact that on the day lie was
elected to the full term, his father (who
had resigned) was re-elected a senatoi
from Delaware to serve for the unexpired
part of his original term. This is the
only case of a father and his son being
voted for by the same Legislature to fill
Vi'e are sure you do not.
senatorial offices.
Almost at the outset of his senatorial
Nobody wants it. But it comes
to many thousands every year.
career, Mr. Bayard took a leading posiItcomcs to those who have had
tion on the Democratic side.
In October, 1859, Senator Bayard was
coughs and colds until the
throat
is raw, and the lining
married to Louisa, daughter of Josiah I^ee, ,
a
membranes of the lungs are
Baltimore banker. Twelve children
inflamed.
were the result of that union.
lu 1877, j
Stop your cough
when it first appears, and you
Senator Bayard received the honorary deremove the great danger of
gree of L. L. D. from Harvard College.
future trouble.
When the Democratic national convention was held in 1880 his friends rallied in
force to secure his nomination for the j
Presid ency and such was their strength !
and the popular feeling for him that >u |
the first ballot he stood next to Hancock, !
who was elected on the second.
In the
Democratic convention of 1884, at which |
Mr. Cleveland was nominated, Mr. Bay- |
aid received the next largest vote to !
<
the successful candidate on the two ballots
which were taken.
iii une close or Air. t

kitchen is not overheated.
Stove Gasoline is used

OXEN.

H.

inquiries,

WASHING

to think that elections are very loosely
i
! conducted in this city; at least, in some
1
of the wards.
We don’t believe in being
But there is no reason why voters
j fussy.

tration, Mr. Bayard returned to private1
life and his legal profession.
In March, 189:3, Mr. Bayard was ap- j
pointed ambassador to the court of St.
Janies and served during Mr. Cleveland's
second term.
Mr. Bayard’s first wife died during his
first term as secretary of state.
Four
years later lie was married to Miss Mary
W. Clymer of Washington, who survives
him. Seven of the children are living, as
follows: Mrs. Samuel D. Warren of Boston, Miss Annie Bayard, Miss Florence
Bayard, the Countess of Lauuhaupt,
formerly Miss Nellie Bayard. Janies A.
Bayard, Thomas F.
Bayard, Jr., and
Philip Francis Bayard.

cow, grade Jersey.
Eli Moulton, Unity, five cows and heifers, including a Jersey yearling heifer in
milk, coming in at 13 months old; a beauty
aud the best specimen of the kind we ever
Also four fine Hereford calves.
saw.
one
Nutt. Unity,
Holstein
Fsburn
heifer, 1 year old.
R. B. Pillsbury, one heifer, 2 years old
and one calf.

E.

limited observation

what extended

DUST

GOLD

•

Rockland.

i

weather

Wm. Knowles, Troy, one Jersey heifer
year old.
J. E. Pierce, Troy, two Jersey heifers,
1 year old.
J. II. Farewell, Unity, one cow and two
heifers.
E. A. Hussey, Unity, two stock heifers.
Joseph Stevens, Unity, one Jersey heifer
and one milch cow.
F. R. Coruforth, Thorndike, one Durham lieilei 2 years old.
Joseph Gordon, Thorndike, one milcli

STEERS.

in

■

VAPOR
STOVE

1

calves.
Knott Cates, Thorndike, four pr., 2
pair 4 years, one pair 3 aud one pair 2
years old. All fine animals, the 2-yearsold exceptionally so.

From

Ballot

I

S AND HEIFERS.

S. P. Larrabee, one pr. matched Herefords, 7 ft. 2 inches.
O. J. Far well, Thorndike, one pr.
Herefords, fat, 7 1-2 feet; one pair 6 ft.,
10 inches, fat.
E. II. White, Thorndike, one pr., 7ft.,
7 inches, workers, and a pair of nice

Australian

summer residence of his daughter, Mrs.
His death was withSamuel I) Warren.

perceptible improvement,

Journal

Tribune

-marge, with Dr. <. reetie, :*4 J. etapic s
cessful physician in curing ilisra-*.

Dixmont

a

necessary

j

m« st siii

The

hardly

but, in live or six months a change so
marked bad been effected that one could
hardly recognize the frail girl of the halfyear previous in the rosy, plump, energetic. perfectly well and happy girl who had
s<
courageously taken this simple cure.
[ Examiner.

personally

•■}

The

Bayard.

It is a reputed saying of Dr. Austin The Famous Lawyer and Democratic Stateman is no More.
Flint, Sr., “Plenty of water, plenty of
Family With Him to the
water, outside and in, for health.” Quite
End, Which was Very Peaceful.
in contrast with tlie old method, water in
Dedham, Mass., Sept. 2S. After an
its various uses is becoming a familiar illness
of over six weeks, Hon. Thomas
human
must
be
confessed
cure-all.
(It
F. Bayard, the first ambassador from this
of
who
like
a
flock
are
much
sheep,
beings
country to (ireat Britian, died at 4.30
blindly follow the leader over the wall, or o’clock this afternoon, at Karistein, the

Maj. Gaygle and Maj. Pebbles Cured by

more

Thomas F.

Plenty of* Water.

Use

I

Give him full share of every triumph gained
Whose act made possible each brilliant
deed!
fT. C. De Leon.
“It was almost a miracle.
Burdock Blood
Bitters cured me of a terrible breaking out
all over the body. I am very grateful.”
Miss Julia Filbridge, West Cornwell, Conn.

Delivered and

Prices at

IS OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.

we Guarantee it

put in (in

Stove ;i"
Chesrn

CUMBERLAND COAL
i

I
I

!

barrels).$.600

in.Dump Carts. 5 s."
Wharf.. 5.00
Lehigh 25c. per ton extra.

WOOD OF ALL

All Coal

guaranteed satisfactory in weight, quality and delivery.
jyipecial attention given to delivery outside city limits.
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in Santiago.

periences

>iialtP

1

From

inline

ui

crossing some
difficult place in
his
working
career ;
spurring

What?

-<a\angers.

>•

Journal.]

.if The

<*

all

This has been

n.i.

ney,

himself
swept out of the
j sadd 1 e by the

tinge of blue to the
comrades who have

h

the near future.

v;,rcts in

were

mortals

f

\
\

young LieutenMmhigau who oeeurite

and

>j.ital corridor,

'j
\

uih

numbered.

are

battle unscathed,
mirse, from its days

?

}

After-

xperiences.

-•npany, he had “the
where the men were
iked

[

alter-

ground,

011-day, drenched
j'our and shivering
They had low dogto

around

go

by

•
cuts, and in most
^«-i, the men having

!

a\\a\

lit- li

-nderthat for

w

of

>iit

a

kius

days

duty!

company
An over-

made

occasional

n

dieine was quinine,
dysentary there was
;>ual beans, bacon and
in

required

i>..11 have

stores

healthy

power

by reviving

D

of

Pierce's Pleasant

cure

Pellets.

—

Never

night

day

Cubans,
with com-

doubt have saved

sun

to assist the chilly dews
and the fierce rays of the noonin engendering fever.
But these

“Immuues,” you say. Immuues
front what—from the natural conditions
of the climate and front all the ills to
which flesh is heir? Yellow fever is
men are

among the least of dangers to be avoided
in Santiago—for while it has reaped its
hundreds during the last few months,

inalarhi, dysentery and other diseases inby improper living have been garnering their thousands in the Cantpo

duced

Santos.

Fannie Brigham Ward.

Literary

News ami Notes.

With the first number for October, The
Living Age, the weekly eclectic magazine
which for more than fifty years has been a
favorite with American readers, begins a
new series and appears in a new and attractive dress, suggesting The Atlantic
Monthly in the clear legibility of its page.
The familiar cover is retained, but it
has been newly engraved and otherwise

doing.”

constipation

boys

inviting malaria

Vowle.- M. P.. of Fowler, Adams Co.,
writing to Hr. Pierce, says: 'I send herewith
thirty *11 e o cents in stamps l'or The People's
Common Sen*;e Medical Adviser' in cloth bindWith this pittance l’or so valuable a work
ing
itruly a gift to the public,. I must express my
high appreciation of the vast amount of good
that you have rendered the public
A correct
measure of your usefulness never lias been, and
never will be estimated b\ the public: no. not
even by the multitude of afflicted humanity that
has been reliev d and cured by your medicines
Wherever J go or have been in the
I'nited Suites, I find persons who ha- e used, and
are using Hr. Pierce's medicines with satisfaction. tor -ill conditions for which they are recommended. Never ha- one spoken disparagingly
of their action, and from having seen so often
their good effects. 1 am also enthused with confidence in their action in cases and conditions
fur which they are recommended.
It is not
common for regular physicians to endorse and
recommend proprietary medicines, but in this
case 1
have no equivocation or hesitancy in so

quick

no

our

duty is done,
the wearied sentinels crawl under their
tents
and lie down on the sodden
ground in their rain-soaked clothes—thus

the in

W

The

ungrateful

many precious lives.
When their disagreeable

sources of vitality in the nutritive
It enables the digestive and
system.
blood making organism to manufacture
good blood abundantly and rapidly, so
that tlu immense waste of tissue and nerve
fiber entailed by hard labor is offset by
a speedy upbuilding of fresh energy and
strength.
A prominent-ami venerable Illinois physician,

nermost

feeding

forts which would

ulant
j

a

would have furnished

Doctor

gripe.

the

satisfy the town, shambling up its steep acclivity.
The “suspect’"pen—a smaller boat-house
id a mile away.
This a few rods from our hospital, also built
out over the water and reached by another
ai d the Chaplain of his
modernized.
to send its frequent
service, forgetting long pier—continues
The Living Age, in its issue for October
aud 1st, begins a
cargoes of yellow-fever patients
n the care of others,
new
serial story, transto Siboney.
Day after day, as I lated for its pages from the French of Tli
penny to procure corpses
sit in our corridors—keeping the dies Bentzon, (Mine. Blanc.) The story is enicr comrades,
writing
titled “Constance” and it is the
of
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the life of a young girl.
Important ethical questions, especially that of divorce,
are
touched upon, and the story has a
high moral purpose. The translation is
made by Mrs. E. W. Latimer, and is authorized by Mme. Blanc.

up to the
stairs of “the pen.’’ 1 put myself between
it and my patient’s range of vision; but
though we both pietend to ignore it, we
know

too

well what is

come

going

stiff, still shapes, lashed

to

on.

Two short stories, said to he of unusual
interest, will be published in October
numbers of The Youth’s Companion, due
is “Jessica’s Career,” a story for girls,
by Mrs. Margaret E. Sangster, and will
appear in the issue of October 13th. The
issue of October JOtli will contain the
story of “The Elihu Primbles,” by Mrs.
Annie Hamilton Donnell, whose stories of
New England character are true to life
and charming in their sentiment and

Some

planks,

are

brought down the stairs and put aboard
the boat, followed by a mournful procession of soldiers, sick unto death.
If the
latter are alive when they reach Siboney,
sixteen miles distant, they will go into
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sound of tearing—
and when the black clouds lifted, there
was nothing left of each shape but clean
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CARTERS

picked bones and bloody rags of uniform.
Yet there is a good deal to be said in
favor of the vultures, the scavangers of
the tropics. Without them the pestilence
which follows close

on

the heels of

instinct to corpses hid in the
which the burial parties fail to

IfITTLE

Tiver

war

chaparrel
find, is as

that of their fellows above
necessary
the Persian Towers of Silence.
lmmediatly in front the hospital is the
new “immune”
camp, their white tents
strung in triple rows half a mile or more
as
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d by the
crumbling pink along
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CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
BAN

Louisville.

FRANCISCO, Cal.
new yoke. n.
ks.
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Growing Friendliness.
The growing friendship between the
people of the United States and the subjects of good Queen Victoria, manifestations of which have of late been frequent
both in this country and Great Britain
and her Colonies, has been again pleasantly attested in the course of the Exposition recently in progress in St. John.
Friday, the loth, was “Maine Day” at the
Exposition. Governor Powers was in attendance with his staff, as well as many
private citizens of the Pine Tree State,
and they were received with a degree of
courtesy and a warmth of hospitality
which showed the strong feeling of kinship ami mutual regard which have been
born as a result of the recent war with

Spain.

I

PILLS

SICK HEADACHE
Positively

cured by these
kittle Pills.
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,

the water-side street of Santiago.
When the sun shines, the men appear to
be having a pretty good

fect

Suffering

Brighten it by Co-Operative

we

Vet, lackadav! it leads in pert,
In pinches, pests, and paiu,
Perverse, and petulant, and pry,
And also in profane.

Q stands for Quaker quietness,
For quinces, quality,
For quickness, and for queenliness,
For

quaint, and quittance free.

But then, it heralds quake and quail,
And querulous—indeed,
All quibbles, quarrels, quips, and quirks,
And quacks, it serves at need.

Then watch them, little maids and men;
For folks will soon excuse
Full many a fault and foible, when
Vou mind your P’s and Q’s.
[Elizabeth Carpenter in October St. Nicholas.

This veteran

fought Jor his country; suffered unhardships, and returned with health shattered.
Many a brave soldier has the same history. To-day
this one rejoices in a
new-found strength and tells his
experience to benefit others.
told
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The JLJ h u oil
will prove it to ho the right
for Catarrh. It will cure the
stinate case.

remedy
most

ob-
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Limited tickets fur Boston are nuw sold at $5"'"
from Belfast and all stations up. Branch.
Through tickets to all points West ami Northwest. via all routes, fur sale hv
N. Gr.o'.or,
GKO. F. I VANS.
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
F. K. Boothnv, Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
1‘ •rtlaii'l, Sept. 28, 1898.
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TOO pages and
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Kni vel' pedia. which has novel
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many departments ina> he mentioned the Farm
anil harden. Market Report*. Fruit Vulture, Plans
anil Invention*, Ihe Iplary, Talk* with a Lawyer,
Around the hlobe. Live Stock and Dairy. The Pout*
try Yard, Question Bo\, The Veterinary. Plants
and Mowers, Fashions and Fancy Work, Household Features, etc.
Farm am* Ho.mk. is publish,1.i semi-monthly,
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Many have been taking local treatment for years, and find themselves
than

* E< ^.
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Boston
Boston,

ten years, the disease had 3
firmer In.ld than ever. I tried a number ol
blood remedies, but their mineral ingredients
settle,} in my bones and gave rm rheumatism.
I was in a lamentable condition, and ift
x>
hausting all treatment, wasdeclared mumble.
Seeing >. S. s. advertised as a cure for blood
diseases. I decided to try it. As goon as my
system was under the effect of the medicine,
I began to improve, and after taking it for
two months I was cured completely, the
dreadful disease was eradicated from my system. and I have had no return of it.”
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“I was afflicted from
infancy
with Catarrh, and no
one can know the

though

Biggest Offer Yeti

FROM

writes:

bettor

Maine Central R, R.
On and after Oct. 3.ISDN. tram?
connecting ai
Burnham and Waterville with thruueh
trains for
and from Bauftor. Waterville, Portland and Boston will run as follows:

But it can not be cured by sprays,
washes and inhaling mixtures which
reach only the surface. The disease is
in the blood, and can only be reached
through the blood. S. S. S. is the only
remedy which can have any effect upon
Catarrh; it cures the disease permanently and forever rids the system ol
every trace of the vile complaint.
Miss Josie Owen, of Montpelier, Ohio

sprays

read articles rethat had been effected by
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale
People, I
decided to try them. That was in 18%.
I bought a box and took the pills according to instructions.
“Four days later I had the happiest
hours I had known for years. That
night
I went to sleep easily and slept soundly as
a child and awoke refreshed.
“After I had taken four boxes of the
pills, I found th at I was cured and had also
increased 27 pounds in weight.
i his greatly surprised my friends, who
thought my case was a hopeless one. I began my work again and have continued
ever since in excellent health.
Another valuable gain to me war., that
while I was taking these pills I had been
cured of the smoking habit, which had
formed when I was a boy and had clung
to me all these years.
The craving for
tobacco left me and I have never expe
rienced it since.
“I cannot say enough for these pills and
have recommended them to many.*’
To verify this statement Mr. Harrington
made affidavit to its truthfulness before
Lincoln M. Coy, Notary Public.
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People
strike at the root of disease by acting directly upon the impure blood. Their
power is marvelous and many wonderful
cures have been made.
Druggists cor side*
them a potent remedy, and all sell them.

avail.

garding

time-table.

Not Incurable

suffering

No man is better known and liked in
that rich tier of Illinois counties, of which
Peoria is the centre, than genial Chester S.
Harrington, of Princeville, 111.
Mr. Harrington is a veteran of the late
wax.
Like many another brave soldier, he
suffered not only during that service, but
for years afterwards from diseases contracted then.
bor years his health was shattered; his
ufferings increased. He was unable to
gain relief, but now he tells a story which
.s of profit to many;
“
I served three years in the 124th Illinois, enlisting at Kewanee, 111.,” said he.
*I was in Libby Prison and suffered like
many another Northern soldier.
uThe strain of army life did its work in
undermining my health, although the collapse did not come for sometime after.
4<bor fifteen years I suffered from general
debility and nervousness so badly that I
could not sleep. Indigestion resulted and
my misery increased.
My eyes began to fail, and as my body
lost vitality my mind seemed tc give way.
I could scarcely remember events that hapbut a few weeks before.
pened
u
For two years I was unfitted for business.
I was just able to creep around during part of this time, and there were many
times when I could not get up.
“My brother is a doctor, but all his
efforts to help me failed to give any relief.
4*
I tried a number cf remedies without
4*
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If you want to make a good
impression WHEN YOU GO
TO SEE HER.
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I
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£2.1 o.
Address all orders
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wharf, Portland. Tuesdays and
at *1 a. m.
Touching at Rockland,
Nortliport*, Belfast Bucksport and
Winterport, arriving at Bangor at 7 P. M.
Returning—Leaves Bangor Mondays and Thursdays at 5 a. m making above landings. Arriving
Camden,

ton

Portland at about 6 p. m.
Lands at Lewis wharf, Belfast, Tuesdays and
Saturdays at 3.30 p m.; Mondays and Thursdays

at

Dwight P. Palmer,
Masonic Temple, Belfast, Me.

Ro- kland
Belfast

Portland and
•*

*•

JOBBERS OK

CRAIN,
FEED.
SEEDS and
GROCERIES
Salt.

"TRY GRAIN-0 !

or

Camden

Single Round
Trip.
Trip.
>1.25

2.00

2 00
Bucksport.
Bangor. 2.00

*•

Rockland

Swan <£ Sibley Co.

Vinalhaven
Belfast with

At

PASSENGER RATES

*•

...THE...

for

Belfast.

••

Bucksport
♦Calls when

75

Bucksport. l.oo
Bangor. 1.50
Bucksport....5o
Bangor.l.oo
Bangor.50
Weather permitting.

Belfast

SALE.

six horse power ermine and horizontal tubular
lioiler, lint little used, are < lie red lor ,-a
For
further particulars apply ar
isku-wst J iiiib < i;i
28ft
Common st.. Itelfa-t. Me.
A

at 8 a. >i.

Connections—At Rockland
North Haven and Stonington.
Maine Central Railroad.

and Boiler

Engine

Saturdays

WK CAN
PLEASE YOU.

rfiS

V*C T**r

3m31

leaves Franklin

White and Colored

|

jJ.PKM rales of tuition. I
llicst equipped imps’ -p.wl |

PORTLAND AND BANGOR.

Neckwear,

TRY GRAIN-0 !

Ask your Grocer to-day to show you a package
"1 GRAIN-O, the new food drink that takes the
place of codec. The children ma\ drink it with-

S2.25
3 5o
3 50
3 5o
1.25
1.50
2.50
.75
1.50
.75

out

injury

like it.
Mocha

as

well

as

the adult.

GRAIN-O has

Java, but

that rich

All who try it
"••a

1

mown

is made from pure ^- ams
and the most delicate stomach receive- it with- ut
distress. 1 -1 the price of c.-iTec an
it< p
package. Sold by all grocers.
or

it

flagged.

Hi H. LAMSON,
EAMES, M. D, D. D. S., Licensed Auctioneer.

<>. C. OLIVER, President.
CHAS. R. LEWIS, Treasurer.
26
HENRY D GILMAN, Agent, Belfast.

CEO. F.

P.

0. ADDRESS,

The Nose and Throat.

FREEDOM, MAINE.

INo. ^40 Newbury Street,

quality of

Anthracite and

(Near Corner «>f Fairfield Street)
«

.

LiOBlS*

JET-ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

33, 35, 37 Front St.. Belfast, Me.
TELB^HOUE

<■

to

'%+e'

dealers in the finest

wi: !■

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,
BELFAST, .MAINE.

from Boston.
RETURNING TO BELFAST:

steamer

Commencing Monday, Sept 5, 185)8,

of

d
etc.

of

Steamer SALACIA

Importers

-’;«;i-t

not

Maine Coast Navigation Co,

Gloves,

Shirts

>.

be
»u-

rcg

CrsiNtss- Snoilrnwft- Ini.iish.

the latest

Hats, Caps,

Chilli

uase

■
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CHAS. E. JOHNSON. Agent. Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l. Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL. Gen’l Manager, Boston.

Furnishing,

Men’s

Do

From Boston. Mondays Tuesdays, Thm>d.iy*
and Fridays at 5.00 p. >1
From Rocklaml. via Camden. Tuesday-. Wed
nesdavs. Fridays and Saturdays at from 5.00 to
6.00 A. M
From Bangor, touching at way-landings. Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at

Women notice a man’s way
of dressing, and are quick to
aj predate good taste. That’s
what makes so many of our
customers successful wooers.
seen

steamer*

Bangor.
^
For Searsport, Bucksport. Winterport, Hampden and Bangor. Tuesdays. Wednesday-. Fi in.i\and Saturdays at (about) 8.00 \. m., or upon arrival of

Come in find
th ng in

26. IS'.is.

will leave Belfast
For Boston, via Camden and I{-><*kland. Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursday- and Sarurday* at
(about) 2.30 p. m *, or upon arrival of steamer fr< >m

one at

ousta r!\

fail to take ad...-,
is
delay
| remarkably libera! oiler, whi>-h wc m.ikt ho
I limited time only, by special arranm u.*i with
the publisher-. Remember, wc
bath papers
a
full year, including book, t 11 %»•
..u price

I

j

that

questions
dates, places, persons, incnleni

to

Look Here,
Young Man!

Blacksmith
Offensive even to Myself. F. A. Bot'
tom, druggist, Cookshire, Que., says: ‘'For
20 years I suffered from Catarrh.
My breath
was very offensive even to
myself. I tried
everything which promised me a cure. In
almost all instances I had to proclaim them
no good at all.
I was induced to try Dr.
Agnew’s Catarrhal Powder. I got relief
instantly after first application. It cured
me and I am free from all the effects of it.”
Sold by Kilgore & Wilson and A. A. Howes
& Co. 22.

Soldier.

lives must, first of all, be made easier,”
writes Edward Bok of “The Girl Who
Feels Isolated,” in the October Ladies’
Home Journal.
“There is too much
menial work being done on our farms by
wives and daughters which ought to be
done by hired help.
If the women on
our farms would form
among themselves
‘Leisure Guilds,’ and devise ways and
means to have some of their work done
for them, and not do it all themselves,
the initial step would be taken toward
the emancipation and a freedom from isolation of thousands of women. See, for
example, what can be done in a town for
the improvement of everybody in it, and
start, if you will, with a public library.
There is a public gallery of prints of the
best paintings: of good photographs—a
gallery made as the nucleus for an amateur
photograph club, with summer
jaunts and an exhibition in the winter.
There is a collection to be made for such
a gallery of specimens of all the
rocks, and
plants, and flowers, and insects of the
ce—the
finest
material for pleasant
ph
winter evening studies and classes in natural history. There is the organization of
a baud for music in the summer
evenings
on the green, with refreshments served
by
girls to raise money for some other object:
a concert or lecture in the
fall, perhaps.
There are reading classes and dramatic
clubs to be formed for the winter. There
is a woman’s club for the
study of current
events and books; a farmer's club for the
men for the discussion of
agricultural
science and economics; a sewing club for
the girls; a manual-training club for the
boys; a debating society for the boys; a
branch of the Chautauqua Circle; a King’s
Daughters’ circle for some specific neighborhood need or purpose; an art exhibition of the pictures from the magazines;
a singing-school for a concert during the
winter; a neighborhood guild for girls; a
guild for men and women for the betterment of good roads and the planting of
hedges by the side of them; a dinner club
for young men, where each member gives
one dinner to the club during the season at
his house.”

ing

For pleasantness ami plays,
For patience and for promptitude,
For peace, politeness, praise:

Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A per|*0f:
remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiof the old Moro de San
Mag
paMssMore-ward
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
side an amphitime—cracking Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER. They
p>eatrt .,j " &reen
hills, topped here noisy jokes, pitching quoits and playing Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
r Mieret a
now dismantled
Spanish cards, grouped, Indian fashion, around a •mall Pill.
pl ri
Small Dose
L^e gray,
poverty-stricken dirty blanket spread on the ground. When
Small Price.
,.

—

j

Ablaut fellows headed for would claim more victims thau shot and
"n,1A —to make that music shell. Their work of sanitation, though
(»1 their
disappointed com- terrible to think of,—guided by unerring
«

THE EXCELLENCE OF SYRUP OF FIGS
is due not only to the originality and
simplicity of the combination, but also
to the care and .skill with which it is
manufactured by scientific processes
known to the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, and we wish to impress upon
all the importance of purchasing the
true and original remedy. As the
genuine Syrup 01 Figs is manufactured
by the California Fig Syrup Co.
only, a knowledge of that fact will
assist one in avoiding the worthless
imitations manufactured *by other parties. The high standing of the California Fig Syrup Co. with the medical profession, and the satisfaction
which the genuine Syrup of Figs has
given to millions of families, makes
t he name of the
Company a guaranty
of the excellence of its remedy. It is
far in advance of all other laxatives,
as it acts on the
kidneys, liver and
bowels without irritating or weakening them, a id it does not gripe nor
nauseate. Ik order to get its beneficial
effects, please remember the name of
the Company

“Maine Day” at the Exposition, accordto all accounts, gave the representatives of our State evidence of sincere
friendship and neighborly good feeling on
the part of our provincial kinsmen across
the line, and it will tend in its influence
the great yellow-fever hospital, with
to still closer and more cordial relations,
and a better understanding between the
perhaps one chance in teu of recovery; and humor.
people of the two sections.
the shapes are bound for cremation someA writer in the October Cadies’ Home
N'o war has ever brought about happier
where down the river.
Journal shows how easy it is to establish or more desirable re-adjustments and
One ol' the near by hills, greener than j and maintain public libraries even in the
changes of conditions than the one just
It
the rest, with gruesome suggestions of small'country towns. Co-operation of ended between Spain and this country.
effort under capable, enthusiastic direc- lias secured for Cuba for all time the
exuberant verdure, is faced on its watertion, it is pointed out, will bring the blessings of freedom and good governside with the high adobe walls and massought-foi results. The article details ment; it has opened a new eia of progsive gateway of a Campo Santo.
It needs j with exact directness the best way to pro- ress and enlightenment for Porto Rico
and the Philippines; it has unified, harno funeral urns and carven crosses to in- < ceed, even suggesting entertainments by
which money can be raised for the library monized ami strengthened the United
dieate the purpose of that enclosure;—
fund. At a small money cost, tiie writer States.
Lastly, and it is by no means the
the vultures that continually circle above i makes it clear that
every small town can least of the good it has accomplished, it
it attracted by the odors they love, tell its ! enjoy the benefits of a good library.
has given unity of feeling to the people of
Great Britain and the United States, and
horrible story of bursting vaults and shal- i
I lie publishers of The Youth’s Complanted friendship where there was forlow, rented graves from which bones are ! panion promise a n amber of attractive
merly envy, jealousy, bitterness and
1 atures for the issues of the four weeks
evicted to make room lor new tenants. !
udice.
in October.
That of October Oth will con- prej
Tlie United States cannot forget, if she
affects
our sick men so unpleasNothing
tain an article on the Boston Subway.
In
!
antly as the sight of these disgusting buz- those of October 13th and 20th Col. Henry would, the inestimable service Great
Britain rendered her by her sympathy and
/.aids, which abound everywhere in tropi- j Wattersou will relate stories of the great
ken
friendship in connection
orators of the stump.
The issue of ( 'etc- outsp<
cal countries and have increased a him- \
Had it not been
her 20th will also contain two stories, one with the Spanish wai
for the positivejterms in which this supdied fold in C uba within the last three
by Mr Margaret E. Sangster, the other
and
sympathy fuuud expression, the
years. Impelled by their uncanny instinct | by Mrs. Annie IIami ton Donnell. Lord port
continental powers of Europe would have
of approaching death, they often tly so j Dulferiu will contribute to the issue of
and
actively espoused the cause of
October 27th, “My First Cruise,” the ac- openly
low over the open corridors of the hospital
Spain. The United States has wrested
count of a pleasure trip in war-time.
Cuba from the clutch of Spanish tyranny,
that one eou Id al most touch them with ;
Professor Shailer Mathews is to be the and planted the Stars and Stripes on the
ones hand and
occasionally a gorged bird editor of a series of New Testament hand- soil of
Porto Rico and the Philippines didrops into our midst a reeking chunk of | books. The series will include “The His- rectly by reason of the valor of American
!
carrion from its tired claws. Such is the tory of New Testament Times in Pales- sailors and s ildiers, but indirectly as a resoldiers’ horror of these most loathsome j tine" by Prof. Mathews: “The Hist-ay sult of tlie moral support of Euglaud.
of the Textual Criticism of the New TesThe era of good feeling which has come
creatures of the air that a near by glinipse j
tament,” by Prof. Marvin R. Vincent, if to the people of these two mighty naof (me will sometimes throw a nervous in- Union
Theological Seminary; “Introduc- tions of kindred tongues should be esvalid into convulsions.
And no wonder tion to the Books of the New Testament.” pecially welcome and grateful to all who
Prof.
B. \V. Bacon of Yale University; live, as we do here, near the border line.
by
—for they have seen them o.u battle-fields, i
“The Life of Paul," Prof. Kush Rhees of We are of necessity mingled together so1
at
the
of
faces
dead
comperhaps tearing
Newton Theological Institution; “The cially and in business relations, almost as
rades.
1 have heard the men talk among History of the Apostolic Age,”
by I)r. C one people. A very large percentage of
themselves about the vultures and tell W. Yotaw, of the University of Chicago, Aroostook people are of Provincial oretc.
The
publishers hope that the first of igin, sturdy, honest, frugal and industrieach other stories of personal experiences.
the volumes will be published early in ous, and it is pleasant to have them
They all feel that tlie nauseous birds form ! ISO!).
brought in” > still more cordial relations
the chief horror of war, and know too well
with the community of their adoption,
The Art Amateur for October contains
and to cause them to owe to us and to
the meaning of their approach when the a
superb color plate by Henry Mosier en- ours an attachment as warm as that
dead are lying in the underbrush.
One titled “An Algerian Sailor.”
It is re- which
they acknowledge to the soil and
man says that after the
fighting at Bar- markably strong in color and handling, j institutions of their native land. [Presque
The body of the magazine is full of exIsle Star-Herald.
ic uiri, he lay two days on the field.
ceptionally fine material.
Among the
wounded in the thigh, shooting at the contents
may be noted “The Study of
buzzards as they settled down to their American Indian Art,” “The Field ColThe leading features of the October
feast,—and that he believed another hour lection of Indian Art Objects.” “Arthur Harper’s are “The Santiago Campaign,”
E. Black more, a Noted Piano Decorator,” b Caspar Whitney, illustrated from phoof it would have left him a raving maniac.
“Jacques Iieich, the well-known Portrait tographs by the author, James Burton,
Do you remember that horrible old picEtcher,” “Drawing for Reproduction,” William Dinwiddie, and others; “On the
ture of the Jewish mother madly beating
“Drawing in the Public Schools,” “The Hoof of the World,” by Sven Hedin, illusoff the vultures from the bodies of her Painting of Animals,” “Wood Carving,” trated after sketches and photographs
etc.
For the Ceramic Decorator will be made by the author; “Social Life in the
live sons, hanged in a row? There is a
found articles by Franz B. Aulich, Anna British Army,” second paper, by A Britwounded Rough Rider in the hospital B. Leonard, E. C.
Darby and Fanny Row- ish Officer, illustrated by R. Caton Woodwho looks the personification of courage, ell Priestman. In the department of “The ville; “Our Future Policy,” by the Hon.
House”
there
is
a
but who trembles and shudders whenever
“Drawing Room with J. G. Carlisle; “Our Navy in Asiatic
Oriental Furnishings,” “A Cosy Fireplace Waters,” by William Elliot Griffis, illusa vulture is seen, even afar off like a black
for a Country House,” and the first arti- trated by C. D. Weldon, Guy Rose. Harry
speck in the sky. They say that he fought cle of a series of interesting, practical Fenn. T. K. Hanna, Jr., William Thorne,
In “The Henry McCarter, and Otto H. Bacher,
like a tiger in the taking of Santiago and talks, entitled “The Salon.”
London Letter,” “The Note Book,” ind and from photographs and prints; “Mr.
never flinched in the face of Spanish
guns; “The
the
newest
Reminiscences,
Collector,”
topics are Gladstone.
Anecdotes,
but afterwards, when he lay in the long discussed. The
Supplement contains de- and an Estimate,” third paper, by
grass with a bullet in his breast, he went signs for Wood Carving, Pyrography, George W. Smalley.
and China Painting and
into an hysterical fit when lie saw the Embroidery
for the Decoration of!
vultures coming, cowering away from Working Drawings
Some P’s and Q’s.
a Piano in Norse
style. The illustrations
them and crying like a frightened child. which
each
article are superb.
accompany
Pray, little lads and lasses gay,
He knew they would uot molest his own (Price 35 cents.) J. W. Van Oust, Pub
One lesson do not lose:
As through the world you wend your way,
body so long as life lingered in it; but lisher, 23 Union Square, New York.
Oh, mind your P’s aad Q’s!
there w’ere still shapes lying all around,
For while 1* stands for pears and plums,
upon which the evil birds setiled in
clouds.

Life.

want the lives of our girls and
women on the farms to mean more, their

a

vested in

It is a very simple though eminently
scientific medicine. It is not a mere stimlike so many malt extracts.
It re-

Uncle Samuel.

of

-is

“If

pacing,the quiet

to provide each of his soldiers
rubber blanket? If not, the people at large iu the United States would be
glad to supply the deficiency. A very
small portion of the money we have in-

with

restoration.

never

or

enough

swi ft-i un ning
current of
disease—then is the
time when the
marvelous rejuvenating properties of Dr.
Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery will
prove an unfailing means of rescue and

of the fortunate

squat

pouring rain; and if “discipline must be preserved at any cost of life
and comfort, is not Uncle Samuel rich

health
way and

feels

It cannot be de-

L'r,;"

street in

suddenly

giving

to

need of sentinels

uo

finds his

number of convalesiuu.u in tlie promise
icss

some

Country Woman’s
Effort.

lie on the wet
ground and pass the time as' best they
can.
In these peaceful days there seems

critical passage in
his business jour-

and many others far

The

How She Can

leaky

dog-tents,

his energies to

accomplish

both patients
iv,
several of the men
to

|i

the windows of heaven are opened and the
rain decends, it is quite another matter!
Then all not on duty retire to their

Carried Down
Stream.
When a man

___

4-2.

ltf

MASS.

Hours, 12 to 2. Others hours
by appointment only.
Oct< her, 1897—Ij45

TO COW BOYS AND BICYCLERS

Fine farm in Northport, two miles from Camp
135 acres land, nice buildings, large
350 bbls. apples last year. Good soil,
never failing water. Will be sold very low and on

Ground,
j orchards,

I

;
! easy

terms.

40tf
M. (J.

HILL,

89 Miller St., Belfast

TO LET.
The store in Johnson Block formerly
by H. H. Johnson & Co. Apply to

BOSTON,

occupied

C. O, POOR

All persons are hereby forbidden driving cows
or other animals or riding bicycles
upon the sidewalks of the city of Belfast.* The laws in relation tothese offences will be rigidly enforced.
WM. H. SANBORN, City Marshal.

Belfast, July 19,1898.—tf29
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THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

A Rousrti Rider’s Experiences.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
BELFAST,

was made in The Journal last
Charles E. Hodgdon, a member of
Roosevelt’s Rough Riders, was visiting his
aunt, Mrs. Geo. W. Cottrell, of this city, a
representative of The Journal called on Mr.
Hodgdon last Friday and found him in good
spirits, although at times he is weak and depressed as a result of a complication of diseases contracted in the army from exposure.

Mention

THTKSDAY, OCTOBER <5, 1S9S.

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican

j „nsi^H,|Sager

ULES A. FILS BURY,

<

The city el' Boston will cut her
no ice.

own

ice.

Hodgdon's discharge papers show that
a
private of Troop A., First U. S.
Cavalry, and was enrolled April MO, 1898, for
He was born in
2 years, or during the war.
Petaluma, Calif., and was at the time of en-

he

It is said that Bryan may get sick leave,
lie in sick of t lie army.
Waldo e<unity’s poultry interest furnishpin money to the amount of 8154,'.42.-

10.
\\ aldoboro News is justified in
rowing over the fact, revealed by recent
The

<

.State statistics, that Waldoboro leads in
the hen business, having 23,704 of the
feathered bipeds that

“lay

venture to

join

in

the commenda-

tion, with the hope that it may not
before this item appears in print.
The Ancient and Honorable

('ompany of Boston

is in

Quebec

snow

Artillery
on

its

an-

The city and province
of Quebec have just voted overwhelmingly
igainst prohibition.

pilgrimage.

nual

hi icf sketch of the late Thomas F.

A

published in another column.
this to be said further—Mr. Bay-

id

is

he

!

the courage of his convictions,
-as a gentleman in the fullest ac-

id
>

t'pptii.-n of the
>

...

the

lin 1

from the

scene

o*

conflict and others presented to him
Those which he prizes
since his return.

of

most

highly

are

the hat which he
vice.

The

his

discharge papers
throughout the serheavy soft grey felt,

latter is

a

lington”

and the newspaper notices of him-

seif, his regiment and his colonel.
He was known among his comrades as
“Happy Jack of Arizona,” the name being
given him on account of his cheerful disposition and his ability to keep the company

in gooil humor by story-telling.
In speaking of him, the New York World of Sept. IT,
[said: “In the crowd is Happy Jack Hodgdon of Troop A. He comes from Arizona,
loss jo\oiisio.-sH and splendor, hut
and is the most popular trooper in the regi.pried
wives languishes
who
nient. * * * It, was he who brought a
package <>f ice cream inti the theatre the

o]

p. i1

jail.

night and offered it. with true western
Another
gallantry, to his fair companion
tin- icjeut agricultural fairs in St. Join..
a per speaks of this incident a* introducing
N. l; end Halifax, X. s., seruing on the a in v, and 'easing custom into New York
other

1>. H. Knowlton of Farmington attended

fruit at each fair,

Hood’s Pills

rdeegivi’r?icy

barbed wire fence and refused to return to the lines until the job was
completed. Some of the straggling Cubans
who bung about the army proved a nuisance, and it was these who gave the Cuban
soldiers a bad name.
Mr. Hodgdon agrees with Mrs. Ward aud
many other writers that there was criminal
out to cut

some

authority
negligence by
gard to forwarding supplies and medical
some one

in

in

re-

hospital doctors skill-

stores.

He found tlie

ful and

faithful men, and their assistants in

all
ed

grades did nobly, but they were hamperby lack oi supplies. When they left Tam-

several car-loads of ambulances
the war was over the solthere,
diers wli 'returned that way found them still
on the ears.
As a result of this many a
poor soldier was obliged to walk hack from
the front to the hospital, some a distance of
pa

there

were

and after

1J

miles, suffering from

weak*

1

ed

himself,

from

in

one.

loss

day

of

severe,

wounds and

blood.

carried

back

Hodgdon,
out

mediate danger seven men who were
ly wounded they could not walk.

of im-

so

bad-

Speaking of the men who composed the
Rough Riders, Mr. Hodgdon said: “Col
Roosevelt is

noblemen, and
every man in the regiment will bear me out
ill the statement." The men were picked
from the various localities and during their
entire service not a member of the regiment
was ever in the guard house.
While there
was
perfect discipline, there was, except
when duty required, perfect- equality. Col.
one

of nature’s

theatres.
an office
The Rnug! Riders, Mr. Hodgd-ui said,
lie reports the crop «»t j
ti apples about half the yield of j wen arnn-d with the Jorgesen rifles, which,
while
d S' rapid of action as the Mausers,
>•.*'.
iiutofvei} excellent quality. with whii I «];c
Spaniards at -Santiago were 1
■>
wr<5 ubte< ’y right in saying that
I greater power.
armed. <i\
Both carry
•
p.
Roosevelt mingled on s.acial and friend i\
Xova Scold; is earned to
what
abed
“humane” bullet, which !
5 P.5
>legm of perfection. There is does not. nnr,the tiesli or cause blood terms with all h:s men, and often sat with
them around the campfire or lay in the
xoom to: improvement in Maine in this
poisoning. The Jorgesens are of hO-calibre;
trenches, sharing with them the lot of the
direction.
I lead covered
the hail is 1
inches long,
soldier. On cue occasion he rode to the Red
with stcei; and tlie whole cartridge is d
A < ><•"] gin man sold out his business
Cross headquarters, when the hoys were on
inches ..mg; centre tire. The hall when it
rations of salt pork and liard-tack and proiiu: went to Alaska, despite the protests
first leaves the rule takes a spiral course, retwo sacks of dried apples which
lie
of 1iin wife. She was
young and good volving very rapidly, and making a hole cured
.■ookiug," and, convincing herself that about an inch in diameter. After going' brought to the camp across the back of bis
.she would nwei see her hubby again, ap- about 500 yards the course of the hall burse.
Mr. Hodgdon drew a vivid picture of the
plied foi and secured a divorce. The ex- straightens, and after that it makes a hole
of the non-combatants, and said
husband kturned recently with $20,000in only of its own diameter. It who kill at 2 sufferings
that Mrs. Ward has, in her letters to The
and
will
5
feet
of
solid
oakmiles,
penetrate
dust
and
found
that he had no wife
gold
Journal, stated the case impartially, vividly
a waiting him.
Hut he hunted up his late hut will he stopped by 18 inches of blue and
accurately. He has met Mrs. Ward
sand. The soldiers often slept behind low
v> :
showed the gold, and now they are
mounds of this sand not over 2 feet in thick- and has read her letters with interest. He
to ho
en a it i c d.
Of course every bod y’
considers her one of the most reliable ami
ness and were perfectly protected from the
will wonder what the result would have
vivid writers who lias dealt with Cuban afMauser bullets of the sharpshooters.
Mr.
be on had he returned penniless: but that
Hodgdon had some of the brass-jacket bul- fairs during the war.
we have no means of know
He also gave many interesting accounts of
ing.
lets which were taken from the Spanish
soldiers, and which are prohibited by the battles and incidents, which have been published from time to time as they occurred,
I lie movement foi
rebuilding the Cros- rules of civilized warfare. They are wicked aud one
can almost sec the events he dis!'.v Inn has taken a j.rarftica’ shape, and it looking missiles, aside from their poisonous
cribes, so vivid are his descriptions.
nature, being 45 and 48-calibre.
1.>i>ks now as though we
may have not
When tlie Rough Riders lauded at Daiquiri
only a first class hotel but an investment
Troy. Apple buyers arein town now, and
that will return perhaps I per cent, to the they were weakened and cramped by their many farmers are selling their apples for
fourteen days on shipboard.
Twelve hun>a r!,!.
aUis.
SI.50 to S-"'1 per bbl.
Jt is estin.uted that the
Chester Hillman
dred men were on a single transport. The
sold onejlmndred barrels at S'J.OO per barrel.
,ins limy lie clean .! aw ay r.d the foun58.0 Rough Riders lauded under a heavy fire,
It is (juite sickly in town at present and
■'! 'll mane
ready for the new building w hich, thanks to the poor marksmanship of I->r.
Dodge is kept very busy.Mr. and
■.wtbin tec days at a cost of
the
was
not
In
disastrous.
and
Spanish
gunners
that
-100,
Mrs. Leighton of Gray are visiting Mrs. Flora
;-8 hours after
Hie hotel may be built for
a
made
forced
landing
they
w
o
0,000. 'I
Phiibriek-Mr. and Mrs Frank Bacheider
j'ripere- ate in circulation, one a subscrip- march of 12 miles to Si honey, defeated be- of
Lowell, Mass., are visiting relatives in
tween
and
and
5.000
tion for stu< k headed
Spanish soldiers,
town.... Mi. Albion Piper of New York is
by M c. !l. Haz- took 4,000
a
fortified
lull
that
the
Cubans
had
l'u.e with si,ooo, and the other a
tin- guest of bis brother, David Piper.... M r-c
jieti- been
trying in vain to capture for three Julia Mitchell of Mass, is the
!l"l: '• '1-e
city government taking for an
guest of Mr.
years. All through that section the underl*3 1,111
and Mrs. William Knowles.... Mr. ami Mrs.
taxes and assurance that for
growth was 30 thick the soldiers could see' hut
Almon Forbes of Brooks, and Mrs. F. P,
'•'"•I- «) i be no tax additional
a few yards or
perhaps feet ahead and they
1 on the
Crosby estate. Build- were obliged to crawl on the ground. It was Clough and daughter Inez of Water bury,
1"
Com:., were in town recently, the guests of
tvoi l is begun in t ictober
through this tangled undergrowth that the
Mrs. M. C. Parsons and Mrs. B.F. Harding.
M
erected foi less
barbed
wire
was strung.
the
Of
10,000 nipmoney
Mr. Forbes recently recoverd from a broken
than ill the summer, and as lumber is
issued to the army in Cuba, the Rough
very pers
He is now getting about on crutches,
leg.
uow
it
who were most in need of them, got
is hoped the project
neap
may Riders,
aud is smart, although eighty years old. He
hut 22.. These intrepid troopers, however,
eceive all poss hie aid and en
.ouragement.
thinks his leg will be as good as uew_Mrs.
did the best they could without them. One
Sarah J. Stevens is iu Stockton Springs for
man would raise the lower strand as high as
It will no doubt
some
of our
surprise
a few weeks with her son, Dr. George Stevens.
readers to learn that in Louisiana French possible ami hold it up with his gun while
-Elmer Bagley will go to Palmer, Mass.,
others craw led under. Ail attempt to climb
was until
recently an official language. It over was met with a
this week, where be has a position in an
of
shower
bullets
from
was only
dropped by action of a Constitu- the trenches
Walter Hillman’s new house
just beyond. Through all this asylum-Mr.
tional Convention bed in
is progressing finely and they expect to
New Orleans. lighting the troopers had
only their rifles.
Commenting on this fact the Boston Their revolvers and swords had been taken occupy it iu a few weeks.Mrs. Emma
Prescott Harding, who lias been very sick
Transcript says:
from them by orders from some blundering
with heart trouble, has recovered sufficiently
Hut if the French
language has lost officials when they landed in Cuba and had
to ride out_Mr. and Mrs. Frank Call aud
ground in southern Louisiana and New most nee*d of them. There was
considerable
Mrs. Sarah Norton were called to Newburg
Orleans, the French influence has maindone at close range, and had the
tained itself.
The, customs and usages fighting
last Saturday by the death of Mrs. Wallace
men been supplied with revolvers they might
are almost
entirely French, the fashions
Norton-Some of the schools iu town are
t
have
as
done
much
well
more
effective work. In
as the mode of life and the
i'encli,
closed for a week, to evade the scarlet fever
holidays. The opera is
always in French, one place in the woods Mr. Hodgdon came
nevej in Italian.
epidemic, one case of which has been reThe music is French
upon a large negro in the U. S. uniform
even to the
tremolo, and Wagner is ab- stabbed in the hack, dead. In front of him ported from North Troy... .Mr. Beuiah Hardnoned.
lie paintings are
French, the were five Spaniards, each with a broken ing returned from a trip to Hampden anti
cuisine
essentially French.
last Thursday, and went to Pittsfield
head, while the negro’s rifle-stork showed Bangor
I ime was in ante helium
layrs—wlieu that it had been used as a club. The barrel Saturday for a visit.
Vew Orleans w as as much a French
city as aud magazine of the ride were empty.
North Stockton Springs.
Little GerFails.
The war brought many
changes,
Many soldiers say that while they have trude Partridge is seriously ill with cholera
-'ome of the old French families
tired
in
battle they do not know infantum.... Forrest Clark’s little girl has
were -immany shots
poverished: others who retained their positively whether or not they ever killed a been very ill with scarlet fever, but is now
man.
Mr. Hodgdon knows of killing one,
wealth wen to France to
improving. The Robert’s school is closed,
live, and many
and his experience through the rest of the but if there are no new cases it will
<>f the young men laid down their
open
lives on
Miss Clarice Partridge has some fine
.''outhern battlefields. The close of the service is like that of others—he does not soon
know. At the battle of San Juan a sharpfor
sale....The
Centre
coon cats
Sunday
v.ai broughtan influx of
business men aud
shooter in tlm top of a cocoanut tree was
school were pleased to have several visitors
speculators tomi the north and west and
dealing death to whoever appeared upon a Sunday. Thomas Heagau ami wife of Prosto a certain degree the
city became Amer- certain spot of which he had the range. His pect Ferry and Messrs. Willard Berry and
icanized, though still retaining, as the victims already numbered five members of a Elman
Dickey, Jr., from the village were
Transcript says, many of the French cus- negro regiment aud two lied Cross men when present-Mr. Eugene Partridge lias gone
toms anil usages.
the Rough Riders came that way.
Mr. to Bangor, where lie iS
employed on the
Hodgdon passed the fatal spot aud a Mauser steamer Pentagoet... .The pupils in the
bullet whistled over liis shoulder, almost
Sons of Veterans.
Centre school are much pleased with their
touching his ear. He saw the fellow who new globe and numeral frame, and are makOlder No. (3 of the Maine division, S. of
fired it, raised (his sights to COO yards and
ing excellent progress in their studies with
\
has been issued by Col.
George E.
The Spaniard tumbled end over end Miss Inez Maxfield, an
up-to-date Normal
Leighton of 8kowhegan. The resignations fired.,
In the same battle Mr. Hodgof Capt. E. L. Bartlett of A. D. Bean to the ground.
teacher... .Miss Grace Curtis is iu town
Camp, No. 55, of Brooks, and Capt. Hi- don was near liis captain, Win. O’Neil, as for a few days-Mr. Truman Lathrop of
ram W. Carr of Pittsfield have
been ac- that officer was cheering on his men. Capt. Stockton Springs village called on friends in
cepted. The following officers have been O'Neil said : “Boys, the Spanish bullet is not this vicinity Saturday. Mr. Lothrop was
elected to fill vacancies caused
by resigna- yet moulded that is to kill me.” He had recently employed in Brunswick, Ga., but
tions, promotions and removals: W. 8. not closed his mouth after
uttering these was obliged to return on account of illness
Howe Camp, No. 15,
Pittsfield, First
Lieutenant M. B. White was promoted to words when a bullet entered his mouth and and his friends are glad to hear that he is
captain and Bro. 8. 8. Carr elected first killed him instantly. Soon afterwards Mr. now rapidly recovering-Capt. S. B. Littlelieutenant. Dates aie given for inspection Hodgdon was in a charge with Private Lew field has exchanged his valuable colt for
of the Camps, aud the Belfast date is FriReynolds on his right and Private Henry the trotter “Dot,” owned by Willard Berry
day, Oct. 21st. The order closes with a Weller, formerly of Moseby’s guerillas, on at the village.
memorial to Capt. Geo. W.
Young of An- his left. Reynolds was shot through the
derson Camp, No. 7, of Rockland and Ira
Monroe Centre. The harvest concert at
Heal of A. E. Clark Camp, No. 3 of Bel- stomach and Waller through the arm, both
the church last Sunday was largely attended,
at one volley. Waller bandaged his woundfast, recently deceased, who were memnearly every seat being filled. The church
arm and fought all day.
bers of Co. H., 1st Maine
regiment volun- ed
was very prettily decorated with flowers
teers.
Speaking of the Cuban soldiers Mr. Hodg“Upon their country’s altar these hero- dou says the Rough Riders have no fault to and fruit, and the music, recitatioitfl and exas 'were also
ic lives were lain and may this devotion find with them.
They were good fighters, ercises were very interesting,
and loyalty even unto death be the
price- when properly handled, and the only case of | the remarks by the pastor, Rev. ft. P. Blair,
less legacy which they bequeath to us as
insubordination among them that he knew who is working earnestly for thggood of the
an Order.”
__
of was when a company of them were sent people.
uru

-ittee

la

o

on

'.;-st year.

sun

Is the best—In fact the One True Blood Purifier.

wore

with broad brim, and bears upon the front
the crossed swords of the cavalry with the
figure 1 above, denoting the regiment, and
the letter A below denoting the- troop. The
words “Rough Rider,” are branded in one
side of the crown He had a few of the cartridges used in the rifles of Rough Riders,
and The Journal extends thanks to him for
souvenirs. Other relics he brought home
include a handsome cane of a rate southern
wood, presented to him by a New York
millionaire, a silk flag from a Broadway
merchant: a silver cigar case, inscribed “To
Happy Jack, from his friend Pellham Dar-

thereby

After doc-

HOOd’S SpaM.'la

and

i.avp hetn married fifty
} '< v
>5.4 ; :iip their golden wedding with

on;

.’ u

W<

term.

Buffalo, says the
v; v.
\.
.hum.;d, has more wives than
.ir laid.
a: \ M.uii i'i.
Brigham Young,
ti c i;a’ pi*>n ..i\g.iiidst of Utah, had 20
-.t
ill ui; of Buffalo has 50.
M
*

brought

miles from Frisco.
My Dear Mother : This is Sunday evening, August Htn, but with you it is Aug.
13th, we having crossed the 180th meridian
aud
gained a day on the western
hemisphere. Just now it is raining very
hard, so hard that every oue has gone for
shelter below.
It is very hot here and all
we can do is to sit around and perspire; it is
impossible to do any work with .Lie burning

and feeling no better I
try Hood’s Sarsaparilla, it
having been taken by some of my acquaintances with benefit. Before I had.,
finished the first bottle I began to improve, and it was wonderful to see what
a change there was in my feelings.
When
I had taken six bottles I was cured, and,
best of all, I have never had any return of
those sufferings.” Mrs. E. E. Philbrook,
Remember
Frankfort, Maine.

listment, 29 years and 9 months old. He
a resident of Prescott, Arizona, and by
occupation a miner. The discharge gives
the list of battles in which he participated
as Las Quasinas. June 24; San Juan, July
His
21 and the siege of Santiago following.
character is marked “Excellent.”
Mr. Hodgdon has a number of mementos
some

for relief.

5,000

decided to

the

many of our contemporaries are extrolling the beautiful autumn weather,
we

j

best of good fortunes:
On Board U. S. S. City of Rio de Janeiro
en route to the Philippine Islands,

could

against something
toring for months

was

of the war,

on.”

So

that

was

one

..

1

beating

down upon

us even

though

we

have awnings.
We are only twenty degrees
north of the equator and sailing along the
20th parallel. You will not receive this for
quite a long time as we send our mail back
on the next
transport leaving Manila, which
we do not reach fur ten days yet.
We left
Frisco on the 23d of July aud we expect to
of
the
24th
complete our long voyage on
August, one month and one day from the
coast of the U. S.
It took us seven and a
half days to reach Honolulu, where we had a
splendid reception from the people there.
Met Harold M. Sewall from Bath, Maine,
who is our minister to, the Island aud
aud he seemed very pleasant and spoke
so nicely of
my father, who was oue of his
best friends. Said be could tell I was bis
son, as I resembled bim in several ways.
We were not introduced but he came up aud
asked me if my name was not Milliken.
Mother dear, I never saw such delicious fruit
in my life,-— pineapples that need no sugar,
coeoauuts and many other fruits totally new
to me. Climbed a banana tree aud ate all
the yellow beauties I could safely keep.
They have a much different taste from those
we have
in the States. Honolulu is certainly one of tiie most beautiful cities I ever
have seen. The vegetation is so luxuriant
and the palms are the finest grown.
Magnificent drives and streets aud the bathing
facilities at Waikiki are unexcelled. Tinview from the Pali, a very high mountain, is
unsurpassed in our country. There is a
winding macadamized road all the way to
the top, and to see the fertile valleys beneath
and the immense breakers from the ocean
makes one think how small we are in comparison with these noble works of our Creator.
It would certainly repay a person for
travelling many miles to gaze upon the
scenes ami you could easily spend a day
with this subj.-et alone. Now if Hart Woodcock could only be there and spread his
iarge umbrella and sketch the different
views about this island of Oahu lie would
not think < I Matinicus again, but would rapture all tin- pi :/es at the Boston exhibit.
Just think of making a long trip by water
like this, over a month. Ten thousand miles
from home
Will add to this some every
day, for there is not very much to tell, it is
so
monotonous here on shipboard, and so
fearfully hot. Why the people in Honolulu
wear only m-ckl ices, ami in Manila they have
nothing hu: tin horizon around them,
othe word.* their iarthdav clothes.
w
are within seven uays oi
August i. •, h.
the eud of -uir journey aud provided we encounter no typhoons in the China Sea v<shall hi- in- ving upon the fortifications ind
batteries in-ode of two weeks. S" far i have
been very well.-anisidermg I have had no exercise on hi a rd.
N news to write, about all
we do is tu eat, drink and be merry.
Several West Pointers are aboard, In. t none
from my lass. I.->nt. Babcock, who gradual
ed last Aprii.aad Oapt. Edgar Kusse, 1 wlm
was
instructor at the Point.
You would
hardly know me now as I have a big black
1 only
moustache widen is quite becoming.
did it for fun as I was out of civilization for
as
soon
as
awhile.
Shall
cut
it
off
finite
just
1 get to the Stati s. It makes me look older,
and I am quite a young captain so I must, uphold the dignity of my office some 'way.
Will send you one of my pictures just as soon
as I receive them.
Do not feel worried it
you do not receive a letter from me regularly as transports are not always sailing
back and forth from Manila, aud then again I
may not, be stationed at Manila but at Iloilo
or some other place in the island*.
Last
night we passed a volcanic island about
twelve o’clock, but it was so dark we could
not see the eruption which was quite a number of miles away. Your affectionate son,
Seth.
<•

>
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The Jackson Town Fair.
annual fair and cattle show of the
town of Jackson was held on the society’s
grouuds in Jackson, Oct. 1st. Amid the
plaudits of hundreds of spectators, and under
skies without a cloud, the stock and other
show products wended their way to the fair
ground and by nine o’clock the Jackson fair
was in full swing.
The neat stock was out
in full numbers and the cattle sheds and
pens were crowded. The various departments were all well tilled, but the fruit and
vegetable hall carried off the honors. Here
we found the largest and best exhibit ever
It is needless to say that
seen at this fair.
the attendance was large, for seldom has the
town been the scene of a more animated and
brilliant spectacle. The Jackson Cornet
band furnished the best of music: and all in
all it was one of the most notable days in
The

the

tell what ailed me. I had a
dreadful feeling in my stomach and a
constant pain underlay shoulder blades.
Many times I was compelled to lie down
flat on my back to press my shoulders

Mr.

>thei cities cut

es

Suffering Completely Relieved.
I was suffering with my stomach, and
prescriptions did not do me any good.
No

Manila.

in

We are indebted to the family of Capt. S.
M.
Milliken, son of the late Hon. S. L. Millikeu, for permission to publish the following
home letters. Everybody will be glad to
hear news of “Mell" and all will wish him

This Grand Cure by Hood’s Sarsaparilla Is Permanent—Dreadful

week that

PUBLISHED E\ KHY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Capt. Milliken

Best of All

j
|

the

of

the town.

history
premiums awarded:

of

1.

CLASS

WORKING

Following
OXEN,

is

Kimball, 1st.
Working oxen—Joseph Kimball, 1st.

East

Searsmont.

Mrs. Emma Hills of

spejit last week with her aunt,
Mrs. Abbie Marriuer-Miss Eva M. Donnell of Belfast was the town Oct. 2d, the
guest of her grandmother Mrs. Eliza Donnell.... J. S. Mahoney left Oct 3d for his
home in Lawrence, Mass-Albert Marriuer spent Sunday in Belfast-Mr. and
Mrs. J. Harvey Stiuscn of East Belfast
were in town Oct. 2d the guests of Mr. ami
Mra. E. P. Mahoney-G. E. Donnell is
shingling his house-Arad Mahoney picked a ripe held strawberry Sept. 28tli.

Arc You m
Easily Tired?

2-year old steers—M Kimball, 1st: Del
Wingate, 2d; Daniel Hanson, tfd.
Fat steers—Del Wingate, 1st; M Kimball,
2d.
1- vear old steers—D H Dodge, 1st: C Y
Kimball, 2d.
Trained steers—D Wingate, 1st.
Best pair steer calves—M C Kimball, 1st.
Fat calves—C Y Kimball, 1st.
Farm stock—!' Y Kimball, 1st.

jerseys—D

H

Dodge,

Our

FRUIT and vegetables.

Colored potatoes—T E Sauhorn, 1st: F H
Brown, 2 1 : A D Holmes, 3d.
Pens J lio. Waite, 1st.
Beets— A E Davis, 1st: Juo Waite, 2d.
Flat turnips—T E Sanborn 1st; Jim Waite.
2d.
>

,

Rutabaga ruruip—Jno Waite, 1st.
A F Davis, ist ; T E Sanb>
Unions
Jim W lite, 3d.
White Pearl Onion—J Waite, 1st.
Y E Beans—Juo Waite, 1st.

1

T^Je
has

war

opened

the woods

is over, but the game season
and reports of casulties from

are

now

in order.

a

C

j

Hat conceptions

■

>pped tomatoes—Mrs

Ruth

Wright.

1st

i.
2d; Geneva Jewett
pickles—Geneva Jewett, 1st.
Spiced •ueumber?—Ruth Wright, 1st.
No!lie Cates, 2 i.
poar preserves- Nellie Cates, 1st. >n.l
P tuns—Nellie Cates, 1st Ruth Wright. 2d.
Sweet tomato—-Geneva Jewett, 1st

t'ucnmbe:

Kaspber

y

preserves—Nellie

Cates

1st

Genova Jewett 2 l.
Blackberry preserves—Mrs Jno Larrabee.
1st.

Strawberry perserves—Mrs Jno Larrabee,
: Geneva Jewett, 23.
Jelley—Meda Chase, 1st; Nellie Cates, 2d.
Flowers—Pansies—Mrs Jno Larrabee, 1st
Emily Brown, 2d.

1st

Sweet peas— Mrs Ruth Wright, 1st
Petunias—Mrs. S F Ridley, 1st.
FANCY WORK.

Crochet tidy—Miss Vesta Fletcher, 1st ;
Mrs. L D. Chase, 2d; Mrs. Ruth Wright, 3d.
Linen and crochet tidy —Mrs. Meda Chase,
1st.
Drawn work—Mrs. F. S. Dollil’f, 1st.
Table mats—Mrs. Ruth Wright, 1st.
Crochet lace—Mrs. VV. E. Warren, 1st.
Crochet edging—Miss Julia Brown, 1st.
Sofa pillow—Mrs. Chase, 1st.
Hooked rug—Mrs. Julia Hatch. 1st; Mrs.
Matilda Cilley, 2d; Mrs. Laura Chase, 3d.
Knit rug—Mrs. F. S. Dolliif, 1st.
Lettered quilt—Mrs. Louisa Rowe, 1st,
Worsted quilt—Mrs. Julia Hatch, 1st:
Mrs Mary VV arreu, 2d

.satisfied.
F

Catarrh
with LOCAL
reach

the seat

Trainor, Sec’y of Fair.

L.

Cannot

He

Cured

APPLICATIONS, as they
ol the disease. Catarrh is

cannot
a

blotwi

constitutional disease, and in order to cure it
Hall's Catarrh
y< u must take internal remedies.
Cure is taken internally, and acts directly on the
blood and mucous surfaces. Hall’s Catarrh Cure

or

quack medicine. It was prescribed by
for
one of the best physicians in this country
years, and is a regular prescription. It is composed of the best tonics known, combined with
th^r best blood purifiers, acting directly on the
mucous surfaces. The perfect combination of the
two ingredients is what produces such wonderful
results in curing Catarrh. Send for testimonials,
is

not

a

free.

E3P* Sold

F. J. CHENEY A Co., Toledo. O.
4w4(>

by druggists, 75c.

Resolutions of Respect.
Whereas, death has again entered the
Golden Rule Order and called to the bright
home above our honored and beloved sister
Etta V. Lombard
Therefore be it resolved, that as an Order
we have sustained an irreparable loss, and
as

members

feel

that

a

sister

of

highest

Christian character,beloved by all who knew
her, and whose memory will ever be cherished, has been taken from irs.
Resolved, That the members of the Order
extend to the bereaved husband, mother and
friends our heartfelt sympathy, and commend them to look for comfort to Him who
has power to give and power to take away.
Resolved, That these resolutions be placed
upon our records and scut to the Bangor
Commercial aud Republican Journal for
publication, also a copy sent to the bereaved
families and intimate friends.
) Corn.
Adhie M. Giles,
on
Li la Harding Whitaker,
Res.
A. Faustina Whitaker.
Haldale.

Rev. T.

R. Pentescost

failed

tlie people here last Sunday, as an
non need_Mr. Ernest Wilson of Boston i
visiting his uncle, Fred A. Clement.. .Miss
Hattie Hall returned last Saturday from
A.
visits in Searsport ami Belfast... C.
Lowell, Mass., is visiting relatives

anil

more

beautiful than

before,

ever

ever

With this

shown in this community.

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
Oct. 12th and 13th (next week

103-105 Mam

WELLS & CO.,
Mystic Grange
Tin

Fair.

tlie in >st successful it. has ever
fair was held Thursday. Sept.
h, and the weather conditions were perfect. The attendam m was large and the

was one

held.

of

The

and their

wives

vied

with

each

bring the best. That
this fair is held in the eutre of t ti ie ag:i
tural section we proved by a view of the
exhibits; or if that eoiild not be ha.I, by
reading the following list of premiums
awarded.
r as

to who could

Knight, L m luvide. h.rst premium
M
!’».
on variety of general farm produce:
Hunt, 21: Everett Donnell. 2d.
Corn, Freeman lv<*ud ill, first : Everett
Donnell, 21 L. S. Marrinvr, 2 1.
Apples, A. 1 If- Pitcher 1st: N B. Allen-

CAPITAL STOCK, *1

SURPLUS,
r.M'O

Slie 1..-

tvm's

.air

a

t

A. lh

wood. 2d: T. F. Iviuib tii. 1.
Sweet corn, M. V. Greer, 1st.
Charles Heal lirst on potatoes.
Among the other exhibits of the nest excellent character were2 kinds of • ahbage, 7
YY
kinds of beaus and 1 of tomatoes by
Morse; 2 kinds of apples, 1 kind of potat >es,
by W. S. Foss; sweet corn by Lillian Lamb;
21 kinds of beans, 1 of tomatoes, very good,
Mrs. If. B. Farrow; 2 kinds of

by

*

Mystic Grange,Belmont

annual fair of

fanners

Nolle- Cates.

larger

are

new,

invite yt.m to witness tlie display

oth«

ANNED GOODS.

stocks

direct from America’s great fashion centre, New V..
gathering of trimmed and untrimmed Hats that surpass in M

tirely

2d.

Foster of

50c. and $1.00; all druggists.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New York.

ROSES, WINGS, BIRDS, QUILLS.
AIGRETTES AND MILLINERY ORNAMI

1st.

Collection of apples—J W Jewett, 1st: W
E Warren, 2d; E H Brown, 3.1.
Plums A E Davis, 1st: 0 A Chase 2d.
Sweet corn—A E Davis. 1st; John Waite,
2d.
E
Field corn-James Kimball, 1st. A
Davis, 2 i.
1st:
Geneva
Cucumbers—Julia Brown,
El well, 2d.
Pumpkins—Jno Waite, ist: E Edwards
2d .1 W Jewett, 3d.
Hubbard Squash—F H Brown, 1st: F W
\Yright, _d.
Turban squash—A 1) Holmes, 1st.
Citrons—T \Y Rowe, 1st.
Tomatoes—C E Davis, 1st: A D Holm..*,

you eat.
If you need more
then take

of Cod-Liver Oil with Hypophosphites. The oil is the most
easily changed of all foods into
strength; and the hypophosphites are the best
tonics for the nerves.
SCOTT'S EMULSION is the easiest
and quickest cure for
weak throats, for
coughs of every kind,
and for all cases of debility, weak nerves,
and loss of flesh.

OSTRICH AND FANCY FEATHERS,
CHENILLE BRAIDS AND NETS,
VELVETS, RIBBONS, SILK and VELVET

Dodge. 2d.

to meet

SCOTT'S
EMULSION

NEWEST EFFECTS IN

Milch cows—C Y Kimball, 1st; 2d; "> l.
2- year old jerseys—D H Dodge, 1st; 2d;.‘id.
1-year old jersey—E H Small, 1st; D H

Just remember that all your
strength must come from your
food.
Did you ever think of
that ?
Perhaps your muscles need
more strength, or your nerves;
or
perhaps your stomach is
weak and cannot digest what

strength

IN ALL THE LATEST SHAPES AND COLOR-

old steers—Daniel Hanson, 1st: A J

Webb, 2d.

Herd

Millinery,

-COMPRISING-

UNTRIMMED , FOR laoiEs
HATS and BONNETS
t

—

Belmont

Autumn and Winter

Matched steers—C Y
year

WEEK)

TRIMMED and

STEERS

Manila, P. I.. August 28.
U. S. S. Rio de Janeiro.
My Dear Sister:
Arrived at Manila
Wednesday, August 24, aud we have not is
yet unloaded our stores, although all the
men have gone
ashore, the last detachment
having gone this morning. When we first,
On the whole the fair of IS!'8 passes into
value in we anchored beside the wrecks of j
In the evening
the Spanish ships sunk by Dewey on May
memory as a grand success.
! 1st, and I can tell
the young people gathered together at the
you they are fearfully torn
| up by* shot and shell. Have been ashore jusr,
Good Templar s Hall, and after listening to a
once since I have been hen
now four flays.
few select airs by the baud passed the
Went to Manila in an English steam launch
loaned to ns by an English trailing house estime in pleasant games and social chat, with
tablished in the city. They took Gen. Otis, an intermission <>f half an hour during
Gapt Murphy and myself to call upon the
served to all.
English officer commanding the tleet here, which iee cream and cake were
Gant. Edward Chichester, who is a great
Then good nights were exchanged and the
friend of the Americans and a typical Enggay* company dispersed to their homes, well
lish sailor.
Everything is confusion here
and there is much delay, necessitated by lack
of accommodations. We are to be. quartered
at Cavite in the
palace of the Spanish Admiral Monti jo, which is really a very tine
to
live
m.
The
steamer China leaves
place
in a few hours and 1 must get this note on.
Will write you all the news in my next.
Manila has fallen and we have about one
hundred and fifty men killed and wounded.
1 arrived too late to take part in the action,
hut men are being shot every day along the
lines by the insurgents, with whom we expect much trouble. Have received no letters
from the States and it will be a long time before I do, probably. Give my love to ail the
family and friends, aud with much love. I am
Seth.
your affectionate brother,

CNEXT

4-year old steers—C Y Kimball, 1st.
0-

Thursday,

Oct, 12th and I3|

list

a

and

Wednesday

ki nds of

corn

8

kinds

of

apples,

1

*nr new
1

2

!.
Heifers—(one year old) L F. Alhnw
: Geo. Knight, 2.1 ; C. Lamb. '1
lirst
F.
A
lien
wood.
Jersey Co ws--L.
Steer calvef -Clifford Marriuer, lirst.
Herbert Donnell, first, on Pekin ducks: S.
■

■

1

renting b">ces
privilege •>! taking then
vaults.

CilU-

I’ll K

MAINE FES'!
SKCOM)

Bangor,

*

SKASC

?

Oct,6

Portland, Oct
\VM.

peas

fourth.

ea

inn-

Those

of

kinds

and 2 kind of beans, M. V. Greer:
largest tomatoes, 0 C. Cammett; largest
trons.
cucumbers, Herbert Flagg; best
H. F. Morrill ; I kinds of apples.! ,,f tom itoes
Blanche Wellman; corn, R. F. Alexander:
2 kinds of apples, Klbridge Church'll.
Oxen—Edmund Brewster, 1st; Goo. Donnell. 2d; Llewellyn Townsend. 2d.
Steers—(•"• years old) L. S Marriuer, 1st
A hum.
and 2d : Percy Tower, 2.1, and W

vault is

r.
a

UNEXCELLED
on*
burglary in the

ami

pumpkins,

by Albert Marriuer ; pigs, L S. Marr.mo 1
kind of cabbage and 2 kinds of corn, by F. I
Ferris; bull cochin hens, by Everett Donnell : best Leghorn hens, S. P. H 'ward

»r

$!<

<«r:»n<l

CHAPMAN

P

OielHStra

ol

TO

>,

of 100O
World Uenowtied

\

S:

concert ticket* a
Amlrew* M;:-.! Store, Ik.
A Mien's, l*oi tkunl.

Single

tv

n

i.

■

Kveiling

I

i.

Hatimv Price*.

1st

P Howard, Brown Leghorn pullets; L. S.
Eli;*.
Marriuer.
Berkshiro-Choster} pigs
D:
tter, and F. I. Ferris, rabbits.
Canned goods—Mrs. Helen Foss, tost on
Mrs. Emma Hills, lirst < u
crab applt
strawbfrries, apple, corn, beans and pickles.
Potted plants—Mrs. Orville Howard, 1st,
and Blancin* Wellman, 21.
Cut Flowers- Jennie Marriuer. 1 o ; Mrs.
H. E. Morrill. 2d, and Mrs. Orville Howard,
2rd.
Rugs—Mabelh- Marriuer. 1st, on Itowered
rugs; Blanche Wellman, 1st on era/.y rugs:
Lenora Wadliu, 1st on crocheted rugs.
Wm.
Worsteds—Mts.
Knight, 1st on
afghans Mrs. Helen Fuss, 1st on yarn and
mittens.
Worsted quit—Carrie Simmons, 1st ; Nellie
Morse, 2d ; Emma Morrill 2d.
Calico quilt—Mrs. Madison Dickey, 1st
Nellie Elms, 2d ; Lenora Wadlin,2d.
Handkerchiefs—Jennie Cammett, 1st and
2d ; Mrs. Joseph Brewster, 2 ).
Handmade lace—Mrs. Herbert Flagg, 1st.
Tidies- Mrs. Miles Pease, 1st and 2d.
Picture stand—Mrs. Miles Pease. 1st.
Crocheted slippers—Mrs. Edgar Mahoney,
1st and 2d.
Velvet sofa pillow—Jennie Cammett, 1st;
E. J. Cobb, 2d ; Clara Mahoney, 2d.
Doilies—Miss Cora Mahoney, 1st.
1st.
Dressing case scarf—Clara
Pillow rases—Cora Mahoney, 1st.

BARGAINS

Boots, Si
Rubbers.

A Bona Finn C
▼ * V * *

T

In order to make r<"
ii.\i;m» hi m\
out our entire line
Rubliers
<

mii:ii'k,i

■

V ^ »t

STEVENS Bk‘<

H

Slahoney,

i nforti

n \

ri:

cure, you weak woman and
expense. He
Don t
Write to him at once
weak man.
can

a

day.

Main

and

Pleasant

Tin* dining room lias
furnished, and this is
day house in the city
at2nct>. Coo,l .staid,
to let.

womi:n.

Women pale and nerveless, all dragged
out, victims of headache, backache, low
spirits, and incapable of taking the least enjoyment in life—such are hundreds of beautiful ami interesting females in our country
to-day. Now there is no need "f this. These
women can be cured; life can be made enjoyable for them and happiness their possession. I)r. Greene, ."4 Temple Place, Boston,
Mass., the eminent specialist, is constantly
curing such cases as these. Get bis advice.
You can consult Dr. Greene by mail, tree of

delay

Cor.

I

K VOW

H.

it
IN
oiler m> bay t
sound, kind an
Call on or addres
1

SK A
—•

li

a

I.

w
i>

dvvds*

IA
CASTOR
and Children.
For Infants

The Kind You Have

Always Bought

A

iirst-ilass

pant;

OIU'C.
Belfast,

Signature

Sept. 8, ISPS

of

and friends here.

ARE YOU MARRIED
To any other firm ; or does up to date goods at the lowest
prices, and goods that are a little gone by, at your own
price, appeal to you ? We are
Plum Full of Bargains.

it. i..

rmukis’s

1400 lbs.. 7 years t>bl.
riage horse. Apply t.
W. II. W \ 1
l*. o address, Belfast.

Opera
Special

l‘iN
M

House 8

attention

given

throat.

CHASE & DOAK,
THE LEADING JEWELERS,

25 Main St.

Ji;.

A copy of The Journal

<•!

centaiuing Belfast centennia
will be given tor it at this
'"
Belfast, September 10. IS
1

1

James H. Howes entertained a number of
his companions of Palestine Commandery,
will be given by the Knights Templar, at his cottage at Pitcher’s
Memorial Hall this, 1 Pond Tuesday.
at 2.110.
Admission
The annual meeting of the Nou-Partisin
W. C. T. Alliance, which was to have been
T. I’, will hold services held Oct 7th, is postponed until a later date.
Notice of the time and place will be given
lie-on at 2. ;'•() o’clock,
hday of Miss Willard. ; through the local press.
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CURED

I hail

the change of time which weut
f tin* Belfast Print- ! into effect on the Maine Central Oct. 2d
ir
-tu a box of Printer’s
there were some changes of crews, engines,

1

gives

...

their

:

:ety

valuable

some

last

inspected

was

j

o
Division Treasurer
WaMoboro, and Division

Freeport.

Chatto of
y

hauled several cords o
week and it was shipped

•ksport.
early days
was one of Belfast's in-.•veral years past but very
ight here.
In the

m

lias

mt, but do
ae

It

turnip

a

a

form

in

a

and taste. It is

Camp

known

s*-d

friends surprised Mr. E. H. Haney
on Monday evening, Oct.
3d,
which was the anniversary of his birth.
The evening was spent very pleasantly.
Mrs. Lincoln wishes us to state that the

S.. has been post-

pleasantly

very

and

large amount of work
ments were served by
1 :s Circle will in the
bet work. They now
samples on hand. The
Hearer are “hustlers.’’

5s 87

55' ‘M

for

past.

An attempt

boy

made Monday to send

was

a

with Flora Me-

5

dead and the mother

was

left

with
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W. E. Grinnell of Sears1
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delivery
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be larger audiences and

nth-ism.

would
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e

hope

this

nun-

again soon ami are sure
welcomed by a crowded

us

Dr. W. L.

a

team.

gray horse and to

j

season_

this

track

our

sytupa-

and lier gentlemanly
White of Belfast.’’

her.

Hkpairs. Will'aui H. Ar!of The h )uses on the S.
ami tms moved it to his
avenue.
The building is 1<>

high

it-, until they

11

;

aud Mr. Arnold and

get tlieir

can

One section of the storehouse on Lewis’
wharf has been cleared for a freight storehouse for the steamers which land
there,
which include the Pentagoet,
weekly trips
to and from New York
the Salacia semiweekly trips between Bangor and, Portland ;
the Tremont (M. & M.’s route)
daily round
trips between Bucksport and Camden: and
the transient work of

the Castine and other
boats-The Manhattan S. S. Co. lias issufitted up to rent as a sum- ed a map
showing the various routes of that
foundation of the new company from New York eastward. There
>-iv and the atab.e will be are four routes, as follows: to
Portland; to
the house will not be built
Bangor and the Penobscot bay and river
1
'hi bouse was moved ports: to St. John, N. B., via Bar Harbor:
l,l,i it required 30 liorse9 to i ami to Halifax and
the principal ports in
to the brow of the hill | Nova Scotia and Prince
Edward’s Island.
ght's. It was there slung ^ A new boat will be
ready for the line about
v
a
at
along
good pace by Nov. 1st.
'■ l Howard has
put new
NEW Advertisements. George \V. Iiurof the Court House....
ket.t has received his new fall and winter
** ‘-h-li have
repainted their goods, aud will display them
to-day. See
■'* KoVihins
is building a advt. for
particulars....H. A. Starrett has
Ifi'bbius neighborhood, new
goods and offers more bargains. See
1 ‘1 “i Alexander is
making ; prices quoted on a few of them_Wells &
'■•its to his house on Court
Co,, 10:1105 Main street, announce their mil!*ton is
building an addi- i linery opening for uext week, Oct. 12th and
'■n Cedar street.An ad13tli. They will have trimmed aud untriuiit to the
carriage house at med hats and bonnets for
After that it will be

mov-

1,1,1

1

over

the

the musie

State.

t<*

The

the

ding

stable

ladies, misses and
children in all the latest shapes and colors,
etc., etc.... William A. Clark, manufacturer,
Phenix Row, Belfast, is offering seasonable
and desirable wearing apparel at a
guaranFranklin teed reduction from cost.
For example,

tli.'cor,ss streets....C. E. White
nearly finished and the
r a new resilience on his

:

f

near

Congress
Use is to be
28x82, one anil men’s suits at 84 85; men’s overcoats, 84 85.
gB> and Queen Anne style. -Mrs. H. B.
Cunningham, Journal build" ill be
clapboarded, and tbe ing, announces an opening of fall and w’inter
■■■"ngled aud stained. It will
for
Oct.
13th and 14th, to which the
millinery
is and a
bay window. The public are cordially invited. Miss
Myrtle
n
■

auil

■’

■'

Franklin street, and the
pressed
be fin" O'ids and
the upper rooms in

■

”g will be faced with
"'■! story rooms will

1

1

■

one-half of his lot—
aud Charles streets,
'who ex|iects to build next
11 Parker
has bought a lot on
and expects to build a mod-

I’r;mk 1 in

"nise uext

spring_Mr. D. G.
nting his house on Northport
"umas M. Robinson has
bought
w»Wo avenue, of Mrs. Leola

...

l;i. *
1

i.tj,,

',

s

examine them.

.Thespecial sales announced
Beckwith is building the each week
by F. A. Johuson, Masonic Tem-V -J. Puttie the house...
.Mr. ple, (successor to A. P.
Mansfield) are meet-

"■gamed

»

Henderson is the milliner_Carle & Jones
have just received a new line of 5 and 10
cent goods and invite the public to call and

"

Build a house soon... .W.
”u,lt au additional
chimuev on

factory on High

street.

ing with great success.
This week it is
ladies’ percale wrappers at 59 cents_J. W.

Haley,

the New York oculist, will return to
Belfast Dec. 25th. Eyes tested free_H.
G. Barker, furrier of Gardiner, will be in
Belfast Oet. 11th and 12th with a choice line
of ladies’ furs, which he will be
pleased to
show to those
interested,Tuesday afternoon,
Oct. 11, from 2 to 5 o’clock, at the home of
Mr. J. Sullivan, 35 Miller street. Mr. Barker
makes line fur garments to measure and does

repairing, re-dying,

etc.

Capt.

A

.f

th*

1

*

S<

n.

Geo. B.

Ferguson Ashore.

position

Shipping Items. A U. S. buoy tender was
in the harbor last Thursday to
inspect the
buoys and beacon at Steele’s Ledge_The
tug Bismarck towed the sch. Isaiah K. Stetson to Bangor
Sept. 28th and sch. Almeda
Willey the 29tli, both to load ice for New
York....Sch. Fannie & Edith arrived Sept.
29th with general cargo from Boston. That
night she was entered by thieves and a quantity of corned beef stolen. The thief was
evidently acquainted on board, as a dog in
the cabin made no noise and two men in the
forecastle were not awakened. The beef
was in the lazarette, and no
attempt was
made to enter other parts of the vessel.
Sch. A. Hayford, Capt. Geo. F. Ryan,
began
as a
Boston and Belfast packet by sailing
from here for Boston with general cargo,
Oct. 4th-Sell. Margaret arrived Oct. 4th
from New York with oil for the Standard
Oil Co. and Swan & Sibley Co.
W inter port.
The Methodist Sunday
School and Junior League had a very enjoyable picnic
at Hardy’s
Point Saturday.
Seven people were received into the church
.Next
and
Sunday...
Saturday
Sunday tliera
will be an old-fashioned Quarterly
Meeting
and church rally at the Methodist Church.
ladies went on a buckboard to
Hampden last Wednesday to attend the
Suffrage Convention-Charles Sullivan
and wife of Rockland were in town for ja
day or two last week. Mr. Sullivan was a
former resident of this place, b it hail not
visited the old home for 20 years... .Timothy
G. Fellows left on Saturday's boat for Boston, where he is to attend the Boston University. His father. Dr. A. R. Fellows, accompanied him to Boston-Mr. Joshua Crockett aud Mrs. R. A. Mil liken were called to
Prospect Saturday on account of the very
sudden death of their brother. Mr. Allard
Crockett.Capt. John Pliilbrook lias the
first 2-masted schooner that ever hailed from
Wiuterport. It is a very nice vessel. .'..Mr.
James Freeman has a crab apple tree that
has a large number of blossoms on it as
erfect as they are in the spring.

j-Eleven

Thorndike. About 40 members of Hillside Grange visited Ritchie Grange,
Waldo,
last Saturday and report one of the best
times of the season-W. H. Hobbs of Bangor called on friends in town last Wednesday-J. H. Stevens visited friends in Bangor last Thursday and Friday_There was
a corn
husking at Timothy Walker’s last
Saturday evening-Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Hillman visited J. S. Files and wife
Sept. 28th.
....Lawyer Foster and wife of Rockport are
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Higgins...
Fred Cole and wife are soon to move to Massachusetts-The past few days have been
very hot and rain is much needed.
Many
wells are dry and springs so low that the
water is very impure_Farwell & Tilton
are buying potatoes at 30 cents per bushel.
-Several farmers have sold their apples
for $1.25 per bushel right from the treesF. L. Philbrick sold a nice hog last Saturday
to Mr. Thompson of Brooks for $10.50Mr. Knight of Newburgh was in town last
week looking after lambs_The White
Cloud Laundry of Thurston & Pease is still
doing good work... .Joseph Higgins and
son made a trip to Dixmom last Friday.
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procure a
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born

Mrs. Elwell

was a

Coffee superior
which

at about

to that

ONE-HALF regular milliners' prices.

bears this seal,

Ready-Made Satin and Velvet Waists.

Chase & Sanborn's
Seal brand Coffee
is sold in

one

two-pound

We have

a

nmmiiicent assortment in all cmlnrs.

and

cans,

and is guaranteed to be the
best coffee grown.’

:

:

We have secured from the importer the largest .uu;m.-nt >f
Fancy Silks ever shown in this cunt;.. Your i i>i\viion
.of them is solicited.

1

READY-MADE PRINT WRAPPERS,

daugh-

5tilM

James M and Alice Stevens and

in East North port 50

Three sisters and

years

ago.

brother survive her.
Mrs Elwell was widely known and was a
prominent factor in all social and religious
societies. She was a member of the Baptist
church, of Sparkling Water lodge of Good
Templars of this place, and a member of the
\\ C. T.I of Belfast.
Beside her husband,
Mrs. Elwell leaves one son, CalvinS.. whom
she loved and cherished as onl\ a mother
could.

Ir

was

one

in her Louie that she

was

fresh and
and

son.

at East

j

fragrant

NEW LINE

best

in the memory of husband

Her interment, was at the cemetery
N’orthport beside her father and

mother, according

to

her

CARLE & JONES,

ments for round

houses,

75 cents per

|

we are

ing apparel

in

no more.

We have received another

odd paws

59c. SW.

chance.
Every person inmoney saving will find a good
sample of what economy means if they
r
$
buy Dry Goods of us,
clined

/TAIN STREET.

to

FRED A.

BARGAINS
Men’s Overcoats.

Men’s Suits.

$4.85
At this price we give
selection from a
big lot of §10, §12
and §15 Suits. It’s
a
ridiculously low
price for the quality
one that should
appeal to the frugality of every man.

(and

$4.85
a companion liarto our oiler of
Men's Suits at S4.8~>,
we will put on sale
to-morrow a line ol
OVKKCOATS at
the same price. The
will
assortment

•As

(SUCGESSOR

JOHNSON,
R. MANSFIELD)

TO A.

MASONIC TEMPLE.

please

most men.

i nr
The taxpayers nt the. city of Belfast an* hereby
notified that all poll taxes and ’axes on pers mal
estate for ISPS are n >w due and immediate payA discount, of two per eettr.
ment is requested.
will be allowed on all i.xes paid b,-fore.launary 1,
1SPP. I shall be in m\ oll'evin Memorial bnildimj.-,
from 8.80 to 1 1 .HO a.M. daily, tint i! fnrt her not me
Cl I \s II. S \ 1J < J CM. Collector.

Belfast, Sept, l, isos.

gain

BELFAST.

;?otl

I

have in

store

loo barrels November, isq?,

ground flour, Snow White, Albion. Hyperion and
Pillsbury’s Best. This is superior to winter or
spring made flour. Also hay by the cargo, car or
bale. Straw by the lot or hale. I will make low
‘iltf
prices. Call.
4

Front

AM1KRT M. C.YKTFK,
Street and Sibley's Wharf.

E. H. DURGIN, Iff. D.
Will be in Belfast every Tuesday, as usual, until
further notice.
Office over J. W. Ferguson & Co., Main street.
Office hours until 0 a.
From 12.30 to 3 and 7

JOHN W. SLEEPER,
—Manager Retail Department.—
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DR. W. L.
^Veterinary
Graduate
Ontario

and

%

WEST,
Surgeon.-^

Medalist

Veterinary College.

Pharmacy al Belfast Livery t o.
Residence and Hospital 17 congress street.
Office

L’eleiffi c>

■

S-2.

R
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I

1 -j

fcieph

.no

21

Vinegar HELP \VA\TEH.
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Office and

STRICTLY PURE
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lii ts»* iiireiv- '<• I
M. from 2
r>o', lock, at the h nne of
1:i>
Mr. Mi! IV.ill. v. ::\ Mi:I.-: m
I mi
"I
**«! :Ul(l other title fur uarui'Mi' t<> hum-uiv
ami will he pleased u make an rst inure <m
my
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Conn ect ion

Cider

*11

MAINE.

SEARSPORT,
1

m.
to 8

•'

Tuesday and Wednesday, y:,].-,,.
—l.\Ql>3’

includes
almost;
every size and shade
and garments that
are being held elsewhere as high as-$10.

PAPER

FURRIER.

•1

It

BUY OF THE MAKER AND SA YE
INTERMEDIA TE PROFITS.

THIS

H. G BARKER,
"'ITH

Sy We will press, free of
charge. for a season, all clothing bought in this store.

MENTION

lot of

Money saving

j

offering

large

our

a

Block.

which we shall offer at

loll)

I

certain lines of seasonable and desirable wearseveral departments at a GUARANTEED reduction
from cost. We’re not only sharing profit with our customers, we’re
GIVING IT AWAY, entirely, deliberately, willfully, and the only chance
of recouping our loss lies in the possibility of pleased purchasers buying
other goods not included in the sale.
This week

shall have

LOW PRICES ABE BETTER
THAW AROUMENTS.

day.

BRINGING

we

dozen of them at the reNow don't expect them all
winter at this price, as soon

out 20

fl

semi-annual session of the Grand
will be held Oct.
2th and 15th at Southwest Harbor.
Most
of the railroads and boats have made arrangeThe list

Lodge of Good Templars

Private

the lot is closed

as

Look around.

trip excursion tickets, for
one fare.
Tickets on sale Oct. 10 and 11,
See all time-tables for
returning Oct. 15.
full particulars.
Members can obtain accommodations at the Freeman House at
81-5 a day, two n a room. Randall House
anu Hotel Holmes, at 81 00 a day, two to a

We shall close
price of

Walk in and

request.

Maine Good Templars.

room.

worth SI.03.
markable low

GEORGE W. BURKETT,

known and her worth most highly’prized,
and there her virtues will live, and her many
acts of love and
kindness ever remain

A tele-

end of Long
master, Capt
d.-nas
B.
Ferguson, had contracted with
wreckers to save what they could for 50
per
cent.
No further particulars had been received when The Journal went to
press,
The Ferguson was built in Belfast in 1872
ami was of 137.72. tons net register. She has
been for several years engaged in carrying
staves ami heading from Baugor to Hudson
river ports and cement or coal back.
She
sailed from Bangor Sept 24th for Staten Island, and left Belfast the next day.

MILLINERY,

so

gram was received here. Tuesday stating
that sch. George B. Ferguson was ashore on
Fisher’s Island at the eastern
Island Sound, and that her

in all colors.

weaves

E EC., JUST ARRIVED.

newjmof

It is impossible
for money or

F. El-

bring the cold ami lifeless remains of her lie
grievously mourned. Second to the family to feei this shock of sadness were the
people, especially in the neighborhood of the
home of the deceased, who could hardly
credit the sad news, so unexpected was it.
Capt. Elwell arrived Tuesday morning with
the remains and the funeral occurred at the
church at one o’clock, Rev. Geo. E. Tufts «.f

ot

In order to serve our patrons with pods to nuke out a
complete suit at LOW PRICES, and to match shades and
colors of their suits, we have put in a complete

happiness and pleasure at the thought
f returning with his win-, w ho had been so
sad!\ missed fi m her pleasant and delightful home. Alas
those happy expectations
were ruthlessly blasted, as lie could only

principal

patrons

"*

j

.uorui:m

grand display

a

A NEW DEPARTURE.

sou

is?

make

patterns alike, they consist of the latest

two

-:-

remains, Mr. Fred Smith of
Rockland, yviio tenderly cared for his aged
mother during her infirmities aud made her
declining years as pleasant as possible, and
her end came peacefully, like one who lies
doyvn to pleasant dreams, to awake again on
the resurrect;: n morn.
one

day

LADIES' Jackets,Capes, Fur Collarettes. Boas,

tub of

Festival for the purpose

**

|

car-

transmitting

cities

the

no

Taylor officiating.

Mr.

Rev

morning.

Only

wt-ii

Belfast exchange are invited t > the entrai
station the hear the concert free of charge.
gold-bowed glasses-The Waterville Mail ! The Belfast Festival Chorus will go t*
says. “F. A Harrimau has in his show case
Bangor by steamer Castine. to-day, leaving
an odd hat pin.
It, is made from a button
Lewis wharf at 8 o’clock. The Castine will
worn by one of Cervera’s men who was imalso make
an excursion from Rockland,
prisoned at Seavey’s Island.. A number j Camden and Belfast Saturday, leaving Camof Belfast people are attending the
Brockton, den on arrival of the (> 30 electrics from
Mass., fair-The mercury indicated 81 in Rockland, and leaving Belfast at s.
She
the shade last Tuesday morning, and
after the evening concert.
rang- will return
ed high until well into the
night,-Consid- Round trip tickets, 75 cts. She will return
erable grading and relaying of track has to
Bangor ami bring back the Belfast chorus
been done in the yard of the Belfast
railway Sunday.
station the past week.
North Belfast.
The Waldo County ConferFaithful Old Horse. Alden IJ. Chase of ence of Congregational Churches will meet with
the
church
in
this
this city performed the sad duty
place next Tuesday and Wedrecently of
...Mrs. R. S. Brier, Mrs. F. R. Downs and
laying away his faithful old horse Charlie, nesday
.Miss Blanche Downs went t<> Charlestown, Mass.,
cue of tne oldest and most faithful and inlast Monday to spend the winter.. ..Miss Lillie
telligent horses ever owned iu this section, Gilmore of Chelsea,
Mass., is spending a few
Charlie was 4 years old and Mr. Chase had weeks with her
cousin, Mrs. KilenC. Gay. ..Mr.
owned him ‘J7 years,
He was a son of the K*l. Mason, who spent his vacation at home, went
1 Id
McLeiiau” horse and was bred in Jack- t< Hartland Tuesday, where lie expects to fii.d
son.
While of good life- and speed, Charlie employment
.Mrs. Alonzo Beckwith and daim:
possessed a very gentle disposition, and could ter arrived home Saturday f’oui Windsor, where
visited
relatives.
he handled or driven by any cue.
He 1111- they

derstood and obeyed promptly, and ar times
recem.ly bought D P>. j -“bowed intelligence that was almost human,
ii<- c arriage horse.
Au- A short time ago he became sick, and when
it was known that he could net recover Mr.
ng loop pounds and of j
y tiie iirui last week to Chase had him humanely killed and decently
I >. Backbit' has buried.
"ttrell Urn mare Jennie
Steamer Notes. The Castiue brought
d style, speed and acShore Acres company from Kook laud to
j
itriage horse_A Bel- Belfast Sept. ‘_\Sth, and carried them to Bantered in the free fur all,
the "JPth.
Friday she took a cargo of
j
v
mtain Park, Bluehili, coal to Castiue.
Sunday she took another
;
took id money. The large excursion to Camden and Rockland.
rf, Farm and Home says: These excursions by the Castiue are becom•f Duster brought forth
ing popular, and if warm weather continues
'•
‘vd. As she first made several more will be made this

hay for his 10-cent

of

at

We shall this

FRENCH and GERMAN

Saturday
greatly shocked to receive a telephonic messagt apprising Him of his wife’s
death in Boston, which occurred Friday
ight. Slic had been in Boston for several
K. of l*., went b- ; weeks at
private honor ti for the beueiit

audit* rlums

West tested a herd of
Geo. D Otis for shipment to
Boston last week... .J. C. Thompson recently picked up In the street a valuable pair <>f

resem-

a

adverse

Chat.

three stamens,
■-t--rid of one. The dowers
es,

darling little children

six cattle for

readily distinguished

a; pear in autumn

and the

house.

•dead of

■

there

they

little dower is
Belfast fiower-

ur

a
mingled admiration of the
the actors. Uncle 5*at was a de-

success

J

Belfast Company, U- l:
Bangor yesterday, by a special trip of steam- ! of her health, i: was a crushing blow to
er Castine, to attend the annual Iv. of P
'be fa mi i
..ii account • l
ts unexpectedness,
field day. They were accompanied by Rei- | .1^ Mr Klwei* was to ;ke the boat that
fast Band. The company were to take pari
J afternoon for Boston a company his wife
in a drill at Camp Benson, Newport, ami the
'.'isin
mpa 'atively well and
Baud give a com-ert there.
su|1 j•<iSe; 1 ti be in a fair way to recover her
he.vit!
Bitter indeed was the disappoint-1
Mr J, I). Sanford, the manager of tbeNew
England Telephone, has arranged t" put in ment, for the journey w uld be one of an- i
instruments at the
Baugor and Portland | guish instead of one frought with a liearr

its

was

palsy will visit

tutifni
of

pure
mind of

day

I,

to or from Bos to u will be as f*2.
Rockland, 81.75; Camden, 81.*5; Belfast, 82.*25; Searspi-.rt, 82 3U: Bucksport, 835: Winterport, 82 40.

lows:

exceptionally

impression left on the
witnessed it and grasped

dry goods, dress goods and garments
complete new line of millinery, consisting

trip tickets,

added very mm-h t" the natural charm of
the drama.
If such plays were more com-

poultry

Waldo county

was

who

author and

lai

of

the

meaning

<■

-st

grief.

It

seasons

those

value of

estimated
!•

and

poul-

total

'.

many

|
;

fe'thats and fancy trimmed hats,
which lie is selling at very low prices.
Reduced Rates to Boston. The annual
reduction of fares on the Boston & Banguiline of steamers will begin Oct. Ibth. Singh-

This drama by James A.
Heme, presenied at the Belfast Opera House
Sept. 28tn, was t te best play seen here for

total

:

Deenug.

of trimmed

Shore Acres

value of

d

account of his

in

stock of

quite

Ali have been placed in
large family.
good homes except this boy and an infant.
The boy obiecled to leaving his mother and
the steamboat, officers refused to take him,
a

i

frieud, Miss Clark, to the boys'
Good Will Farm Home in Fair-

Boys’ Home

New Fall and Winter Goods.

were

A New Df.partuke. uGeo. W. Burkett.
Oild Fellows’ block, has added to his larg<-

years "Id to the Little Wanderers
H"ine in Boston, but failed.
His father is

Aged Women. The
be

and

to

WOULD ANNOUNCE THE ARRIVAL OF

Record.
The West Wind was formerly owned by
George A. Gilchrest of Rockland and was
sold by him to Winter Harbor parties.

State Constable J. R. Mears made a search
At five o’clock
in-law visited her room.
and seizure of liquors at the Phenix House
when she again went to her room life was
and Windsor Hotel.
Hearings were held extinct, and the dear old lady of 82 sumWednesday afternoon ; the proprietors were i mers was peacefully sleeping the sleep that
bound over and the liquors libeled.
knows no awak* niug this side of the tomb.
Helping Hand Circle, Order of Kings Mrs. Smith was the sixth daughter of the
Daughters, will meet with Mrs. Fred S I late Aaron aud Mary Crowell and was born
Hutchins at No. 14 Union street, Mondav. here about S2 y -ars ag<». She had lived here
Oct. 10th. All members are requested to be I until three years ago, when she went to
present as there is important business t*. be i Rockland to live with her son.
Funeral
services were held at her residence Thursbrought before the meeting.

The highest temperature was
T'.i on the 1st and 5th days: lowest 42 on
the 25th «lay.
Rain fell on 8 days, and the
precipitation was :• 17 inches:

ike this fall and winter
r

September, 18D7,

for

years

her

was

field and not the

September Weather. The weather report of Mr. L. H. Murcli shows September
this year to have been unusually warm.
The mean temperature was bOAKU, against

veiling, Sept. 28th, the
and Mrs. W. J. Price,
/v

home

GEORGE W. BURKETT*

tions for five. She will be taken south this
winter to St. Augustine, Fla., there to be let
to pleasure parties.
Mr. Neal, his wife, ar.d
three of a crew leave for St. Augustine in
the West Wind, October 20. [Bar Harbor

Nancy
Smith,
brought here
formerly of this place,
and
from Rockland last Thursday
placed
beside the remains of her late husband, Mr.
Johu Smith. Mrs. Smith passed away very
suddenly sometime between twelve and five
o'clock Tuesday morning. At midnight she
seemed as well as usual when her daughterThe remains of

of

cargo

pretty little sloop yacht West Wind,
was lying at Neal’s boat wharf last
week, was purchased recently by W. P.
Neal from Capt. Hammond of Winter Harbor. The West Wind is about twenty-one
tons register, and is elegantly fitted up as to
her cabin which has sleeping accommoda-

B.

Mrs

a

The
which

tary indeed upon the productiveness of
Maine farms and the independence of the
fanner when he has to close up his home and
seek new pastures to ruminate in.

A few

by

11

Sold throughout the world. Potter Drco and CnEM
Cobp., Props., Boston. How to Cure Skin Diseases, free!

by visiting him

quite extensively in
Feruald will get some i tickets will be sold for one fare. The address of welcome will be by O. R. Fellows,
crop next year.
Fand the response by Orriu J. Dickey.
to he taken
Armor

--

Speedy Ccrk Treatment for Tobtibino, DisfioHi m-ip.s, with L<>ssok Hair.—Warm bath* with
Cvtici'ka Soap, gentle anointings with Ccticiba (ointment), and mild doses of Cpticcra Resolvent.

They bought

apples.

From the Lancaster place to Little Harbor
hill, a distance of about one mile aud a quarI ter from the Cove, seven vacant houses stare
the traveler, as well as every citizen who
I
travels that road, in the face, a sad commen-

C. Morse of Liberty will be in Belfast
Nov. 1st to attend to pension business.

in

trading trip.

a

t'Rixti

Bucksport to-morrow, Friday,
eveuiug, going ami returning ou the regular
of
the steamer Tremout. Round trip gift by
trips
more

outside

Boats.

summer.

Miss Julia Pendleton, who has been visitI ing her home for .several weeks, returned to
Boston last Saturday much invigorated by
the good time enjoyed in her long outing.

L.

Members of A. E. Clark Camp, S. of V.*
will attend the campfire of Pascal P. Gil-

resem-

not

Burnham

from Belfast

laud-locked salmon,
which
were
placed in Pitcher’s Pond.
These when grown will give the pond a
variety of fishing excelled by few ponds in
the State.

grew

the leaves

ami

->

garden

ms

vicinity.

bought and
Saturday a carload of
cows and calves for the
Brighton market,
and J. H. Hines bought 8 fine sheep in Searsport last week and shipped them by steamer
Salacia to Portland Monday.
John H. Quirnby went to Auburn and
Monmouth last Saturday and secured about
shipped

2000 browu trout and

>>

this

M. Coffin of

W.

President,

Division

rash under my chin, which
was all over my
body.

was compelled to lie
awake ami scratch all the time. My father
and two brothers were afflicted with the same
thing, at the same time. We all suffered
terribly for a year and a half, trying in the
meantime all the remedies we could find, but
received no benefit. I bought three cakes of
Cuticpra Soap anti three boxes of Cdticl ra
(ointment) and they cured the four of us completely. KICK'D ANDERSON, Geneva,Utah.

The

cd to

itching

kept spreading until it
I could not sleep but

big locomotive No. 2P was assiguthe Belfast branch freight train.

et-

|

use.

an

Yachts and

Capt. James H. Perkins has exchanged
his boat Welaka with Al. Robbins for the
returned
aud
to
family
Mr. W. A. Whitney
sloop Silence, formerly known as the
Boston Wednesday.
I
Stranger.
friends
and
is
visiting
Mrs. John Crockett
The Point Lookout Club at Isle au Haut
relatives at Vinalhaven.
has placed its steamers Day Dream aud
Mrs. Elizabeth Witberby of Somerville, Circe in winter quarters, the former at CamMass., was in town Monday on business.
j den and the latter at Isle au Haut.
Mr. aud Mrs. Edward L. Cox and Mr. A.
The sloop Harriet of Mt. Desert, with her
1’. Blaisdel 1 of Rockland spent Sunday here,
owner, Capt. Frank Spurling. ami Capt. G.
W. Jordan on board, was in
port Monday on
the guests of Mrs. Clara Hopkins.
glorious Indian

A

OF

ITCHINGRASH

With

news.

northport

FATHER& SONS

r'_

A GENERAL AGENT AND
CANVASSERS
in Waldo county.
4w40*
C. B. HALEY, Milford, Me.

! caused Mr. Warner to be so late as to lose
There
j Ills wood-yard ticket yesterday.

FROM PILLAR TO POST.

other way of descending from the
loft, which was so high that Mr. Warner
had not dared to risks his old limbs by
As the expressmen were all
jumping.
gone, Mr. Warner and Gran'pa Jamison
had been confined to the loft till noon,
when Mr. Warner spied a man crossing
the vacant lot, and shouted to him through
the barn-loft door.
To-day it had taken old Mr. Warner so
long to saw the wood and walk home that
before he had finished giving Gran’pa
Jamison his dinner and doing the tasks of
the meagre housekeeping it was late afterwas no

Last of Our

Stop! Women,

Fighting

Line.

Perry

anti Porter anti Bainbridge, hail,
Men of an older day,
Heroes who feared neither gun nor gale,
Bold in the fiery fray!
Jones, the first of our sons of the sea,
Farragut, bred to the brine—
Cheers for them all, but a three times three
For the last of our fighting line!

Tin cold winter was past; but the relief
established by a large city newspaper, was yet duiing the wet weeks dealAnd Consider the All-Important Fact,
ing out clothing and wood-yard worktickets to needy people. Poverty-stricken
mothers brought little children whose feet
That in addressing Mrs. Pinkham you are confidshowed through worn out shoes. Ragged,
What did the valiant commodore do?
ing your private ills to a woman—a woman whose
uut tnployed men came.
The matron and
Swift at the peal of war
experience in treating woman's diseases
girl w ho had charge of the clothing shelves
He
sailed the Orient sea-drift through
is greater than that of any living phywere kept busy supplying garments to apFor the isle Corregidor;
tsician—male or female.
plicants whose cases had been investigated.
Ban the forts with a laugh of scorn
“t*Id Mr. Warner's coming," announc- !
At the dreaded Spanish miue.
lou can talk freely to a woman
ed Harvey.
And lay in the bay at the burst of morn—
when it is revolting to relate your
The last of our fighting line!
Hai vey was the eleven year-old son of oue noon.
private troubles to a man—besides,
of the newspaper editors.
The small boy
At dark, unheard by the two old men,
Olympia, Boston and Baltimore—
a man does not understand—simply
hau the keenest interest in the express Don came into the lower
A gallant squadron they !
part of the barn.
because he is a man.
And they shelled the ships and they shelled
packages of second-hand clothing sent to ! Don was obliged to be there, ready at all
and
in
silence
suffer
the shore,
women
Many
the leliel' bureau by sympathizing people times in the
eveuing, for the different men
And they silenced Cavite:
drift along from had to worse, knowin city and country.
the
busiand
teams
express
|
employed by
And while the shot went hurliug by
Old Mr. Warner came eveiy week-day, ness came iu at different
ing full well that they ought to have
With a deadly whir and whine,
hours, and he
but all he ever asked for was a ticket en- must atteud to the horses.
immediate assistance, luit a natural
He watched from the bridge with a kindling
|
titling him to work sawing wood in the
shrink
from
to
eye—
modesty impels them
To-uiglit, while waiting for the expressThe last of our fighting line.
woodyard that had been established as an men, Don thought of taking away the ladexposing themselves to the questions
adjunct to the relief bureau. Mr. Warner !| der again: but be heard the old men’s
and probably examinations of even
Shattered and sunk and bea lied and burned,
had been .1 street swo per, but he had been voices in the
Woe for the ships of Spain !
loft, and, climbing part way
their family physician. It is uniiecknocked down and injured by an express
Never a prow to be homeward turned
up the ladder, Dou sat down to listen.
or
i essarv.
Without money
price
team.
He was now only recently out of With no idea of
Over the restless main!
being overheard the old
tlie hospital, a .d his side was still band- ! men talked iu the dark.
you can consult a woman, whose
A glorious victory!
What of the cost ?
from actual experiLo, not a siugle sign!
aged: but lie always mauaged to saw the
knowledge
little
Mr.
War“When 1 was a
fellow.’’
For
not
a
man
of
the
fleet was lost
amount of wood to which a ticket entitled uer was
ence is
greater than any local
saying, “I used to go nights and
By the last of our fighting line!
him.
Wood-yard workers were paid in I sit on my stool by my father and put my
physician in the world. The folmeal-tickets.
Perry and Porter and Bainbridge, hail,
head on his knee and we'd talk.
Father
lowing invitation is freely offered;
The mation of 1 he relief room, Mrs. | said
Men of an older day,
things to me then that I’ve never foraccept it in the same spirit:
Heroes who feared neither gun nor gale,'
1a*wellyn, looked distressed. Mr. Warner j gotten, and one of them was that every
INVITATION.
STANDING
PINKHAM'S
MRS.
Bold in the fiery fray !
was much later than usual to-day, and
person ought to he a blessing to the neighJones, the first of our sons of the sea;
Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to promptly
she, supposing he was nut coming, had borhood he lives in.
I’ve thought of that
Farragut. bred to the brine—
communicate with Mrs. Pinkliam, at Lynn, Mass. All letters are received,
given his wood-yard ticket to another all my life. Now, Gran"pa Jamison, are
Cheers for then: ill. hut a three times three
man.
For the last ->f our fighting line!
we a blessing to this neighborhood?’’
opened, read and answered by women only. A woman can freely talk of her
“I’m leal sorry, Mr. Warner,” apoloThere was a short silence.
rCiintou So.dlard in the Independent.
private illness to a woman; thus lias been established the eternal confidence begized Mrs. Lewellyn.
“beems to me,
added Mr. \\ araer, retween Mrs. Pinkhy^n and the women of America which has never been broken.
The old man looked frightened.
flectively, “that when I get to Heaven,
Out of the vast volume of experience which she has t<> draw from, it is more than
Autumn.
“Isn't there any ticket for me?'1 he I'll want to
sit
beside
father
somego
my
that she has gained the very knowledge thatw 1 lielpyour case. She asks
possible
asked.
times, and put my head on his knee, and |
Thou comest, Autumn, heralded by the rain,
in return except your good-will, and her advice has relieved thousands.
“Not to-day,” she answered.
nothing
talk with him again.”
With banners, by great gales incessant fanA trembling seized the old man. Slowly
Surely any woman, rich or poor, is very foolish if she does not take advantage of
“Mr. Warner,” said Gran’pa Jamson,
ned.
Mass.
Pinkhara
E.
Medicine
Co.,
he turned and went out.
offer
of
Lynn.
this
assistance.—Lydia
generous
Brighter than brightest silks of Samaivami,
“you can be a bl ssin', but 1 don’t know
is
ills
in
“He's driven from pillar to post, like as 1 can.
female
Pinkham's
Mrs.
unparalleled,
And
The
oxen harnessed to thy wain!
treating
experience
stately
You can work yet, and you’re
present
the lest of us. 1 guess,” said oue woman. a sure blessin* to me.”
Thou staudest, like imperial Charlemagne
for years she worked side by side with Mrs. Lydia K. I’inkham. and for sometime
t
“He isn’t tit
saw a stick of wood,”
Upon thy bridge of gold; thy royal hand
busi“You are to me, too,” responded Mr.
past has had sole charge of the correspondence department of her great
Outstretched, with benedictions o’er the
murmurca the troubled
matron; “but Warner, heartily. “You’re real company
women a
hundred
as
a
thousand
as
letter
ailing
year.”
many
ness, treating by
land,
he'd do it if he had a wood-yard ticket. for me.”
Blessing the farms through all thy vast doI" 11 be sure to have a ticket for him toMr. L. N. Somers, of Albany, N.Y says, for pimples,
m
£*
“Am 1 ?
Am I, now, Mr. Warner,
main,
OVV CftQI
chafing, and itching of the skin Comfort !‘owder is the fOlllT Q I* fy
morrow.”
Thy shield is the red harvest moon, suspendr
questioned Gran’pa Jamison, delightedly.
best remedy to he found, and he has tried everything.
T lie matron turned to find flannels for a
Its action is marvellously effective. Itruggists. ^'5 and 60 cents a box. Harmless and reliable.
“Of course you are!” reaffirmed Mr.
sick baby.
So long beneath the heaven’s o’erhangiug
Harvey ran out the door, and Warner. “Now, I’ve been thinking about
eaves;
sped after old Mr. Warner.
Don.
I wish we could be a blessing to
Thy
as
steps are by the farmer’s prayer attendhe
reached
lie
hastened
There
was
no
one
>ay."' panted Harvey,
away.
him.
I’m sorry for Don—I am so! He
Register of Deep Water Vessels,
ed ;
his object of pursuit: “don’t you feel hasn’t
to
see
after
read
the
he
Don
that,
letter,
Like riames upon an altar shine the sheaves ;
anybody to care for him. When
bad. Mrs. Lewellyu says she'll have a
ain’t cared for, it’s no wonder they leaned his head against one of the stalls,
And, following thee, in thv ovation splenboys
SHIPS.
ticket for you to-morrow."
and sobbed, “Mother!”
did.
get rough and maybe go wrong after a
“I was going to saw wood,’’ faltered
Abner Cohnrn, M L Park, sailed from New Thine almoner, the wind, scatters the golden
After that, Don wrote to her. One day
while. Gran'pa Jamison, you and 1 must
York .July 30 for Hoi.g Kong.
Mr. Warner, as one who could realize
be stopped Mr. Warner.
leaves.
how to be a blessing to Don/’
study
A G Ropes, David Rivers, cleared from
“I’m saving my wages,” Don said,
nothing but the blow just received. “It
“Yes, Mr. Warner,” assented Gran’pa
New York May 20 for San Francisco; spoken, [Longfellow.
hurts my side to saw; but 1 was going to. Ja mison.
“I'm
to
send
some
proudly.
going
money no date lat 30 S, Ion 48 W.
And now—my ticket’s gone!’’
Don heard an express-wagon coming, to mother. She’s coming out here, soon
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, arrived at New
A great tear escaped down one cheek.
as she can get the money.”
York Sept 2d from Honolu.u.
and he softly slipped down the ladder.
ALWAYS KEEP ON HAND
Tbt* small boy looked grave.
Old Mr.
Some two months afterward, when Mr.
.Bangalore, A N Blanchard, cleared from
a
to
be
blessin’
to
me!”
“They’re goiu’
Warner straightened his bent shoulders as be chuckled—“a blessin.'
New York May 10 for Yokohama; spoken,
Those two old Warner came back to the barn one afterJune Id, lat 7 S\ Ion 28 \V
if ashamed to be overcome.
men! I wonder how they'll go about it'.’’ noon, Don was there.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, arrived at Hono“You'll get a ticket to-morrow,” re“Mr. Warner,” said Don, excitedly,
The chuckling stopped. Don experilulu June 2b from Victoria, B. C.
peated Harvey.
enced a curious mixture of feelings as he “my mother’s coming on the train toF Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
Emily
The boy went back to the relief rooms. ran to attend to the
No- night! The expressmen will let me off,
from Hong Kong Sept 4 for New York.
express horses.
(Some men there were sewing buttons on
so 1 can go meet her.
Won’t you go with
THERE IS NO KIND OF PAIN OR
around
here
had
ever
cared
much
Emily Reed, I.) C Nichols, arrived at Singabody
the clothing given them. Some people about
ACHE. INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL,
pore Aug 28 from Zanzibar, seeking.
being a “olessing” to Don. Nobody me?”
who »ent second-hand garments to be here knew
Gov
“I'll be iu tlie way,” answered Mr.
THAT PAIN-KILLER WILL NOT RERobie, B F Colcord, arrived at Hong
that, two years before this,
given away were inconsiderate enough t
LIEVE.
Don had run away from his home in an- Warner, diffidently. “Your mother won’t Kong Aug 1 from New York.
Henry B Hule. T P Colcord, sailed from
previously cut oft all buttons. Harvey j other brute. His mother, a widowed want to see me."
Now York Sept 20 for San Francisco
LOOK OUT FOR IMITATIONS AND SUBhad often been amused at the awkward
she
Don.
“I've
“Yes,
will,”
persisted
dressmaker, had never since then heard
Josephus, J. H. Park, arrived at Hong
THE GENUINE BOTTLE
STITUTES.
told her about you and Gran’pa Jamison
way in which the m«*n sewed on buttons, from Don.
Kong Aug 20 from New York.
BEARS THE NAME,
but now rlie small boy’s face was sober.
L Cushing, J N Pendleton, arrived
After tlie first night's listening on the iu my letters.”
Mary
Next day the wood-yard ticket was
Mr. Warner brushed his worn clothes at Hong Kong JuneSfioin New York; in
PERRY DAVIS & SON.
ladder, Don began to g<> often and sit
waiting for Mr. Warner. Harvey went there evenings, surreptitiously iicaikening » very carefully. He was scarcely less ex- port Aug 20.
with the old man to the wood-yard.
E J> P Nichols, sailed from
Mr. to what was said in the loft.
Flint,
cited
May
than
the
when
set
forth.
boy
they
lie listened 1
Warner sawed very slowly and* painfully. to Mr. Warner
Aug 24 lor New York.
They were very early, bi t at last tlie Hiogo
singing Gran’pa Jamison i train
Puritan, A N Rian, hard, sailed from San
“Let me help saw,” offered Jlarvev.
came in.
The passengers poured
to sleep every night.
Don Mas used to |
Francisco
Nov 2 for 11 ill.
Old Mr. Warner shook his head.
He
R D Rice, Carver, arrived at San Franrough w. ids from expressmen and others. ; out. Don stood trembling. Mr. Warner
rested breathlessly between sticks.
The great attiactiou to him in listening on ! put a
tiembling hand on the boy’s cisco Sept 21 troin Cosiiiosc, B C.
“Doesn’t it hurt your side? questioned the ladder was that he
Reaper, O C Y-ung, arrived at Seattle
sometimes heard ; shoulder.
“She’ll come,” said the old man, hope- Sept 10 from Honolulu.
Harvey.
hunseii mentioned, and always kindly.
or v \iw moih:kn
•‘Not. so much as might be," returned
R R Thomas, (' (i Nichols, sailed from
One day Gran'pa Jamison gave the
boy fully.
Mi. Warner, with brave bicathlessness. an
Hong
Kong
May 2.2 for New Yolk.
“There
she
is!-’
ciied
Don.
apple.
Sa* hem, il T Lam aster, cleared from New
“When I think how many would be glad
He rushed toward a plain-looking wo“Lf» his wii) of beginniti’ to be ablessVork Sept Id lor Shanghai.
"f
wuod-\ard ticket 1 feel quite favoied. in' to
man
stepping from a car. The woman
me, 1 suppose." chuckled Don to i
s 1) Carletou, Auisbury, cleared from New
It’s ica! important that 1 -hould get a himself.
saw
Don. and ran toward him.
Don York July 8 for Houg
Koug.
j
ticket every dn\, because I've got Gran" pa
his
iu
mother
his
and
those
St Paul, F W Treat, sailed from Hong
arms,
Afterward when, iiain nightly sitting caught
is < 1:1: \t id in
w r \ ki:i;.
Jamison to see to.
who
hastened
beard
t’lie
21
for
New
Orleans.
Kong, Sept
on the ladder, he had learned how
by
scanty passengers
“W bo's ht ?“ asked Harvey.
t Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at Sail
tile tare of the two i.’nl men was, Don was j boy falter, “Oh, mother!” and the woman
We have the latent improvement ami are selling
|
Francisco Dec 17 from Seattle
“He’s an old man dial was discharged j seized with
remorse for having accepted1 sol.-, “Oh, my boy, m\ boy, my bt \ ! I've
State of Maine, II G Curtis, at Houg Kong many. Try one, they tit like a glove,
from the hospital saint time I was,” ex
I got you again !*’
j the apple.
20 for Manila and l
S.
Aug.
Mi.
Warner.
Jamison's
plained
w lieu
jjir.
w.nner anriwiiiu tool
“Grau'pa
Jit* ni
men liacl ai v.iys taken pains to
iiiiie E Starb.ick, Eben Curtis, cleared
older than i he.
He hasn't any folks, so n<"I ,r
the
events
of the
to the boy when
from Plii la-.lrdphia July b for Portlami, O.;
met Gran’pa Jamison
speak
tliej
j
Tin taking care of Him.
11
Mr. bciiuylei. j him: hut
can •>"/ -ply llabber W> b Water Fads,
Doll, used to surly treatment, ! evening, this was pint of the old man’s spoken Aug 11, lat 12 S, Ion do W
the owner of the express business, w s
Wm L Macy, Amsbury, arriveil at San
had
Idem responded.
Now lit* began to i title: Don’s mother said that you and i
Lnth
}'-/>< run pot eh up
Fittiiajs,
driving the team that knocked me down. I shauefaced \ nod hack or mutter some had been a real blessing to her and her F'ancisco Sept 1 from Tacoma.
W m H toiiiar, J rJ Erskine, arrived at
He felt real sorry. > > now he lets Gian’pa sort ^ f an
your “Id Truss so it trill do yood seranswer.
If Gmn’ja Jamison I bey! Think of that, (.rau’pa Jamison!
.Jamison and me sleep in the hay in the
Shanghai Sept 1 1 from New York.
a Mr. \\ arnei had
expressed to Don their Two old men like us being real bless\\ .1 Hutch, Sewall <
vice at slitjht cost.
loft of the big bain where all the express- j uish io he a
Lancaster, sailed
to him, he would ! ings!
from Seattle .June 4 for New York.
“blessing"
i can saw wood ! have
wagons stay at night
But Don was destined to be a blessing
at them; but the fact that j
laugh'd
BARKS.
here for meal-tickets, and then, instead of ; the.
Poor cfc
boy had secretly discovered that there ; to the old men, also. Mr. {Schuyler, the
Alice Reed, Alauson Ford, arrived at
eating at the restaurant, they et. me take f wa- such a wish had s me effect on him. owner of the express business, had reV * iim ut li, N SJum 20 from Providence.
j
the toud home with me, and 1 divide with •So
The new !
had the woids of praise old Mr. War- cently sold to another man.
DRUGGISTS
C P.
N F Gilkey, sailed from Port
Gran'pa Jamison. That’s the reason ij in r would drop whenever he cotiici find ownci of the express business had come ! Natal Dixon,
July 20 for Biera.
felt so bad about not getting the wood- I
to the bain several times.
One even- i
Edward May, arrived at Seattle Aug 10
occasion to do so.
yard ticket yesterday. 1 wondered how j
on art* real kind to the
horses, Don,” ing, now, he came to give Don some j from Vladivostok.
I’d get anything for Gran*pa Jamison to Mr. \\
directions
about
the
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Monteviedo
horses.
Then
the
arnei would say; anti
Don, knowing
eat.”
June 7 for Puerto Burglii.
new owner tecollected
a
that this was true, would nod.
something.
Evie
“W hat did you do?
asked. Harvey.
Reed, A T Whittier, arrived at
“B ve noticed,” he said, “that two old
One day the lad cut two of his fingers
New York Sej t 10 from Auckland, N Z
lAMAUAilAUiAiUM
“1 didn't know what to do,” said Mr. I
somewhat badly on a feed-cutting ma- men live in the ham-loft.
They might
Harriet S Jackson, sailed from New York
Warner.
“I went down to the wharves; chine
in the barn.
Mr. Warner hurriedly set the hay afire.”
18
for
N
B
Chatham,
Sept
(wrecked).
where all the boats come n with vege- found
“Oh, no!” exclaimed Don; “they never
Herbert Black, \V H Blanchard, sailed
some cloth and
bandaged Don’s
tables. There’s always more or less thrown
take even a lantern up there! It's all the from Kosariu July 25 for Santos.
lingers
carefully.
away. 1 found the chief wharfinger. He’d
lolani, McClure, sailed trim New York
“There!” said Mr. Warner; “that’s the home they have.”
have given me some leal good potatoes for
“I can't help that,” answered the new
May 10 lor Honolulu and llong Kong.
way my mother used to tie up my lingers
1 Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
Mabel
but
I
wouldn’t let him.
I paid after I’d cut them when 1 was a little fel- owner.
nothing,
Santa Fe July 18 for Rosario.
tor the potatoes by
helping load some low, Didu’t your mother?’’
“Oh, don’t turn them out!” pleaded
Matauzas, arrived at Havana Sept 24 from
of
boxes on w agons. A fam’ ly lives in a house
Don.
“Mr. .Schuyler let them stay, beDou did not answer.
New York.
not
far from our barn, and 1 told the
“You haven’t any mother, have you?” cause his team knocked old Mr. Warner
Olive Thunow, J O Ha^es, sailed from
woman I’d give her half the
down.”
potatoes if asked the old man, gently.
Boston Sept 22 for a Southern port.
shed cook the other half for Gran’pa
“1 don’t know why I’m obliged to have
so
Don looked at his bandaged lingers. “I
Penobscot, E G Parker, at Hong Kong
J ami.sou aud me: and she did. llut I’m
don’t know whether she’s alive or not?" the old men here,” persisted the new Aug 20 for New York.
<
AND
I
Rebecca
M
a
G
cleared
from
Crowell,
Dow,
glad got wood-yard ticket to-day, be- he answered. “It’s been two years since owner.
N S, July 25 for Buenos Ayres.
cause
Bridgewater,
Jamison
couldn’t
eat
Gran’pa
lie was not unkind-hearted.
He had
only 1 saw her.”
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
potatoes all the time. "Twouldn’t do to
Mr. Warner looked at the lad keenly. only a young man’s importance in newly New York Aug 2 for Rio Janeiro.
treat my boarder that way, you know.”
“Did you run away?” asked tlie old man. acquired authority.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, cleared from
“Does he pay you?” questioned liarThere was a faint sound from the barnDon nodded.
Rajang March 28 for Shanghai.
Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar is «
vey.
St Lucie, arrived at Rio Janeiro March 28
loft.
An inspiration seized Don,
“Wasn’t your mother good to you?”
a medicine that has
long been tested 3
from New York.
-Why, no!
responded Mr. Warner,
“Hear that?”
he asked.
“Old Mr.
in private practice. 8old by druggists 3
Don nodded again.
“Don’t you go to
“lie hasn't any money, and he can’t
Thomas A Goddard,W S Grilfau, at Buenos
3
generally.
he said, roughly. “No- Warner’s singing the other old man to
telling
anybody,”
from Sept 22 Boston fur Rosario.
work.
1 hat s just a joke; calling him my
Pike’sToothache Drops cure in one minute.
sleep. I’ve heard him do it often. You Ayres
body ’round here knows I run away.”
^
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived
boarder.”
set
on
the
ladder, and you can hear!” at Boston Sept 3 from Turks Island.
“No,” returned Mr. Warner, slowly; “I go
The wood-sawing continued, with breath- won t tell
Moved
and
partly by curiosity,
partly by
anybody but Gran’pa Jamison,
SCHOONERS.
ing-spells, till, after a longtime, the sticks ;md he won’t tell. Haven’t
the thought that, after listening, he could
you ever writwere all cut.
Mr. Waruer went into the ten to
W R Gilkey, cleared
into
the
loft
and
tell
the
men
old
Georgia
Gilkey,
go
mother?”
they
your
from Rockland Sept 1*1 for Louisburg, C B.
ofiice, and came proudly out with two
must leave, the new express owner went
Don shook his head.
H
B
meal-tickets.
arrived at Port Tampa
Gladys,
Colson,
“You’d better,” advised the old man, to the ladder and hearkened, unseen.
10 from Philadelphia.
f /
^<1SU? Z^/uYct/ui/
“What are you going to do if this woodOld Mr. Warner sang a mother’s song Sept
kindly.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
yard ever shuts up?” queried Harvey.
“1 won’t,” said Don, sullenly.
“I’m of long ago:
Boston Aug 17 from WeehaWken.
BAN GPU and HOULAUGUSTA,
PORTLAND,
Mr. Warner looked grave. “I’vethonght
“Hush my dear, lie still and slumber;
for her to be proud of.”
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at New
of that,” he said; “but I've faith there’ll nobody
TON, MAINE.
York Sept 10 from Bangor.
“You’re her boy,” rejoined Mr. War- Holy angels guard thy bed.”
Actual Business by mail and railroad. Office
be some way. Sometimes I can get
“That’s my fav’rite song,” said Gran’Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at New
dodg- ner.
Practice for beginners. Bookkeepers, clerks and
ers to distribute; that
Jamison, sleepily “my—fav’rite— York Sept 25 from Bangor.
pays a little. And
For weeks Mr. Warner tried with no pa
stenographers furnished to business men. Free
it makes such a difference
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from Bangor catalogue.
3m33
having a good success to coax Don to write. Finally the song.”
sure place in the
The express owner on the ladder did not Sept 14 for New York.
F. L. SHAW, President, Portland, He.
hay for us to sleep! boy was persuaded to tell where his mother
There used to he haycocks on my father’s ! lived.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at New
move.
He had a wife at home who sang :
York Sept 28 from Norfolk.
farm when I was 'a boy. It makes me feel i
“I’ll write to her,” proposed Mr. War- the same hymn, sometimes at night, to
R F
Morse, cleared from Balti- i
like a boy again when I climb into the
their baby boy.
Her voice had made the ! more Pettigrew,
hay ner. “You’ll let me, Don?”
Sept 10 for Portland.
now.
I
words
count
it
a
real
nights
holy.
It W Hopkins, Hicbborn, cleared from
mercy that
“You won’t get any answer, said the
Old Mr. Warner sang through the hymn. Norfolk Sept. 27 for Santiago de Cuba.
hay is so homelike to me.”
boy.
There
was a pause.
Sal
lie I’On, W II West, arrived at Port
Leaving Hat vey, old Mr. Warner went
But Mr. Warner wrote.
It was a longUTfALDO SS.—In Court >! Probate, held at Belto the restaurant and got the food called
“He’s through singing,” thought the Royal Sept 28 from New York.
task for the old man, and he could ill afTT
fast, on the second Tuesdav of September
j
for by his two tickets. Two meals were
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at St. Jago Aug 1898. SARGENT A. COFFIN. Executor
of the
ford to buy the envelope, stamp and pa- man on the ladder.
17 from Philadelphia.
last
will
and testament of .JOHN PEKLEY, late
not a large daily ration to be divided be- !
ut Mr. Warner began again.
This
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, sailed from of Unity, in said Count\, deceased, having preper; but the letter was sent.
tween two old men; but the restaurant |
time
he
sweet
home.”
sang, “Home,
sented his second and final account of adminisIt grew time for an answer from the
Portland Sept 18 for the Kennebec
“There's no
like home,” crooned
tration of said estate for allowance.
people were liberal, and Mr. Warner was distant State. Si
cretly, every night, Don the old voice. place
proud of what lie earned.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
listened to hear if an answer had come.
For Over Fifty tears.
Alter a long walk Air. Warner came to
weeks, successively, in the Republican Journal,
Once, years ago, when his wife lived,
( He had not known how mufch he wanted
in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
printed
An
Well-Tried
the less built upou blocks of the city. On i
Old and
Remedy.—Mrs.
there had been another, dearer home than
Mr. Warner to receive one.
may attend at a Probate Court, to he
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for interested
an otherwise vacant block stood the
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of October
large j One day, when Dou was gone, Mr. War- a barn-loft for this old man who sang. over fifty years
millions of mothers for
by
and
show
barn in the loft of which Air. Warner anil ner
next,
he
of
that
vanished home
cause, if any they have, why the
Perhaps
thought
hurried into the barn-loft.
their children while teething, with perfect said account should not he allowed.
Gran pa Jamison
lived.
Air. Warner
“It’s come, Gran’pa Jamison!” he pant- to-night; but the old voice did not stop, success. It soothes the child, softens the
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
climbed the ladder inside the barn, and ed.
for Mr. Warner sang to comfort an older
A true copy. Attest:
“Don’s mother’s written to me!”
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
and more helpless man.
(’has. P. Hazeltine, Register.
passed between the bales of hay piled in
is
for
the
best
Diarrhoea.
Is
remedy
pleasSlowly he read the letter aloud. It was
the loft to a space that formed a sort of ! the
“An exile from home,” crooned on the ant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
cry of a mother’s heart for her boy.
A L DO SS— In Court of Probate, held at Belroom.
Here was some loose hay on which !
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bot- TXT
“I’ll give that to Don, just as soon as he old voice, beginning another stanza.
Tf
last, on the second Tuesdav of September,
the old men slept at night. A door openThe new express owner swallowed a tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and 1898. MARTHA M. PENDLETON, Executrix
of
said Mr. Warner, excitedly.
conies,”
’s
Soothing Syrup, and the last will of BEEDEL1A M. PENDLETON,
ed from the barn-loft to the outer
in his throat. He stepped down and ask for Mrs. Winslow
lump
and
air,
Don came.
Mr. Warner hurried down
take no other kind.
late of Belfast, in said County, having presented
this door now stood open for light and the
went softly from the barn.
ladder.
her first ami final account of administration of
“I won’t turn those two old men out of
ventilation. A white-haired, clean-lookWithout a Peer. Works Miracles. Dr. said estate for allowance.
“Here’s a letter your mother wrote me,”
that barn-loft, after all,” he promised Agnew’s Cure for the Heart is without a
ing old man sat on some hay.
Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
said the old man.
“See what I’ve brought you,
in the Republican Journal,
himself.
“They both had real homes peer. This great remedy relieves instantly weeks successively,
Gran’pa
in Belfast, in said County, that all perprinted
the
and
Jamison!” said Mr. Warner, cheerily.
most
1
forms
Heaven
distressing
once,
aggravated
expect.
help them!”
sons interested may attend at a Probate
Court, to
In the barn-loft, tired old Mr. Warner, of heart disease. Thousands of times has be hehl at Belfast, on the second
“I was afraid the ladder wouldn’t be
Tuesday of Octothe hand of the grim destroyer been stayed ber
where you could find it to get up here,”
next, and show cause, if any they have, why
unsuspicious that his singing has had any
by its use. If there is Palpitation, Short- the said account should not he allowed.
Baid Gran’pa Jamison.
other auditor than Gran’pa Jamison, lay
ness of Breath, Pain in Left Side, SmotherGEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
to
“The ladder was right in
down on the hay.
He remembered the
A true copy. Attest:
Jplace,” aning Sensations, don’t, delay or you may be
swered Mr. Warner.
of his father’s farm so long ago. counted in the loDg list of these who have
Ciias. P. Hazeltine, Register.
haycocks
to
4
The ladder was a source of anxiety to
4I count it a real mercy that hay is so gone over to the ereat majority, because the
NOTICE. The subscriber herebv
the two old men. Don Taylor, the fourhomelike to me!” gratefully whispered best remedy in the world to-day was not
to
gives notice that he has been duly appointed
Mr. Warner; and he went peacefully to promptly used. Sold by Kilgore & Wilson Executor
teen-year-old boy who slept in another
of the last will and testament of
21.
and
A.
Co.
A.
Howes
&
to
part of the big barn, and who attended to
sleep. [Mary E. Bamford, in the IndeMARY S. COLLINS, late of Belfast,
the horses of the expressmen, had several
pendent.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and
given
times purposely taken away the ladder so
OASTORIA.
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
Help is wanted when the nerves become
that the old men were prisoners in the
Kinl1
Ha,B Al*a*s Bought mauds against the estate of said deceased are deBear,
the
At all grocers
weak
and
fails.
sired
to present the same for settlement, and all
Hood’s Sarsapaappetite
loft. Don considered such teasing a joke.
indebted thereto are requested to make pavment
rilla gives help by making the blood rich and
It was the absence of the ladder that had
in 2-lb.
REUEL W. ROGERS.
immediately.
pure.
Belfast, July 12,1898.—3w39
.•uit-aii.
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AN OPEN

WE ARE ASSERTING IN THE COURTS OUR TIC’TITHE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD ■-CASTORIA,"
“PITCHER’S CASTORIA,'’ AS OUR TRADEMARK.

has borne and does now bear
on
/:_
the fac- simile signature of
ur,
This is the original “CASTORIA” which has been i
the homes of the Mothers of America for over thirty
LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper and see th
the kind you have always bought
,__
and has the signature of
per. No one has authority from me to use my nan
The Centaur Company, of which Chao. II. Fletcher is F
March 24,1898.
*
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‘‘The Kind You Have

Always

Bor,

BEARS THE SIGNATURE OF

Insist on Having
The Kind That Never Failed You.
THE CENTAUR

At

l’robatt* Court held

a

at

COMPANY,

77 MUHRAY STREET.

Belfast,within and for

NCW YORK CITY,

Probate Court held

At a

Be

at

,t.

the County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
the County of Waldo, on the >»
September, A. I). 18'JS.
September, A I>. is‘is.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
•). ARN«• 1 I* of Searsn.o
-V
will and testament of MARY ( I SHMAN,
Waldo, having preM-utco
late of Montville, in said County ot Waldo, dethat her name be changed to M A \
ceased, having been presented for probate.
ordered, That the said petite
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons all persons interested i»y V.r.
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
order to be published three \\e..
published three weeks successively in the Repub- the Republican .louri al. prii ••
lican Journal, printed at Belfast that thev may they may appear at a Proha:>
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, I at Belfast, within ami for said
within and for said County, on the second Tuesj d'.nl Tuesday ot October next, a
day of October next, at ten of the clock before before noon, and sic w cause,
noon, ami show cause if any they have why the j why the prayer ..f said pen:
same should not be proved,approved and allowed. ! granted.
OEo. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
(IKO. h. .In!

MA\

A

true

copy.

Attest:

A true

Chas. P.

Hazkliink. Register.

the

TM.I/.ABETH MILL1 KEN. administratrix ■■! the
li estate of SETH I.
Mil LIKEN, late ..! Bel
last, m said ( onnty ot Maldo, deceased,
having
presented a petition praying for a license to sell
at public u private sale ami convey certain real
estate beh r.ging to the estateoi said deceased and
described :u said petition.
1

Ordered. That said petitioner give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy ot tins
order to be published three weeks -oii-.-essively
in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,
that they may ap) ear at a Probate Court, to he
held at Belfast within and for said County, on
the second Tuesday ot
ictober next, at ten of
thecb-ck before noon, ami *»!'.•-w cans* if ami they
have why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
OEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A
to copy.
Attest:
Cm vs. P. Hazki.tink, Register.
■

Probate ( <>ur: held at Bel last, wit h in and for
the < unty of Wa Ido, on the se» >nd ties*'
ot
September, A. I > 1 S‘)S.
M. T111 SSKI.I,, 111 ithet'c’l ANso.N
i;i >•) SKI.I.. alec!'
;a<t. to said < aiiM
.( Wa
do, deceased, ha ing presented a petiti-.l, praxmg
that Samuel L Sleepei may be appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased.
M*ilered. That the sain petiri*liter give n< >t it
to
all persons interested by causing a oop\ <d tins
s h e d 11
e w
the Republican Journal, printeu at Bellas:. i hat
they may appear at a Probate Court, t
n tl
.i .1
Belfast, within and lor said (.'<unity
Tuesday ot October next, a ten «’>: t!ie 1 »ek betore noon, and show cause, tl any they ha\e. why
the prayer ot said petit ioner should nofbe t: rant id.
OK-). 1. .JOHNSON. Judge
A true copy. Attest;
(Has. P. Hazeltine, Register.
At a

JOHN

|

■

<•

a

the County
September,

|

At a Probate Court neid at Belfast, within and
for the Comity of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of September, A. If. 181)8.
\f ARY A. THOMPSON, widow of WILLIAM W.
-**
TH<)MPS(>N, late of Montville, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that Simon S. Erskme of said Monrville, may be appointed administrator of said
deceased.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of October next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should*not be
granted.
A

true

copy.

At a Probate <'ourt field a: I.
?.
I he ('otinty of Waldo, out lie
September. A 1). 1 s:*S.

certain instrument, purport!
will and testament ot ,b >ll'

\

interport, i:i said ( unt;
having been presented for pro;.
\'

OE« >. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest;
Chas. J‘. Hazeltine, Register.

v

Ordered. That notice be a
teresied by eausini: a
published three weeks sue.’.
la .m Journal, pi iuted a; l;•
appear at a Probate Com
wi liin and for said Count\
day of October next, at ;<
tioon, ami -li.nv cause il ai
same should mu be provt v.,
OK. >. !
A true copy.
Attest
CllA.y I
1
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.1

the County
Sept, tuber.
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; i* 1

1 <•;

ah-

1».

A.

.1:

tin

1 Sus

certain instrument, ju.rp
will and testament* u'i
NEA LK\
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\

Ordered.
interested

Th

notice

1!

he

by causing a
published tlire.- weeks
publican Journal. pi in-.

_.

op.
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1

■

1

Pr- i. ite t
I •:
>. -h-i•
secmid Tuesday ..1
clock before noon, and s||«.\\

mu) appear at
lie I last within

have, win

proved

a

the

a
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should

same
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A

t rue
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Probate Court hehlat Belfast, within and for
ot \N aldo, on the second Tuesdax d
A. H. IHbs.
IZZ1F M. KLUS, Widow Ot JOHN 1.. Kl.US.
Jj latent Monroe, in said County ot Wain., deceased, having presented a petition praying tor
an allowance our of the personal estate’•
said
deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
order to be published three weeks siu-eessh ely
in the Republican Journal, printed at Bellas,
that they may appear at a Probate * ..urt. to be
held at Belfast, within and for said County, on
the second Tuesday of < mrober next, at ten o’l the
clock before noon and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
(SEO. K. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest;
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
At

Attest:
P. Ha/•

copy.

_Chas.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of i
Septembei, A. 1). 18U8.

At a

Water Pad Truss

■

not

a
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Do Not Be Deceived.
Do

Hirt’Ki/ler

•.

I

I, DR. SAMUEL FITCHER, of Hyannis, Hasscni,
was
the originator of “CASTORIA,” the sc::,

—.

■

LETTER

To MOTHERS,

\..

p. Ha

A EDO SS
111 Court
1
last, on rite second 'I v
ESP'S. EKED E PA 1 MKIh 1
will or I'llAKEIs SA IJ11 E \
said 1 ounty. deer a<ed. inn iiv
ami final ace,.unt
adn 1:-is;
for allowance.

Ur

Ordered, That notice there-!
successively, in the !b

weeks

printed

ir

lirlfast.’in

said

interested nun attend at a P
held at lielfast. ->n the sec 1
her ur\t, and simw cause, it
the said account should not <■
GEt *. E. i<
A true oopv.
Attest
(MAS P. IIA
1

Eh\K( I TOH'S NOTH I
li
gives notice that h. Ii.v
Executor *d the last will an
,11 LI A A. SI'EEI V V.\,
in the County of Wahl -,
bonds as the law directs
All
mauds againsi tli«* estate
desirerl to present th*- same 1
all indebted thereto are re-pic( H.VKEI
ment immediately.
Searsport, Sept*, Hi. lS'.t.s.
NOTICE. 1
gives notice that he lav
ed Executor of the last will ..n
1.AV1MA H. WHITCi >M P

EXECUTOR’S

in the County ot Wald". obonds as the law directs. A
mauds against the es»at«desired ti- present the sainall indebted thereto are re
ment immediatelv
FRANK
Searsport. Sept. Hi. l-sps.
DM IN 1ST RATOR'S

4

NnTH
th.

A hereby gives m-ti
appointed Administ rat-.r
the

estate

w ;;

of

JOSEPH E. M< H> H

S.

in the County of Waldo, do*
the law d‘ireefs, Ah p-■■
against the estate t sani -1*
>i- tlca
present the same h
thereto are requested
11.a.
H a III
ately.
Searsport, Sept. Hi. ls.v

as
At a

Probate Court held

at

Belfast, within and for

the County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
September, A. 1). 181)8.
4 certain instrument, purporting to be the last
lx will and testament of KITT S 0 FORD, late
of Montville, iii said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered. That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order io be
published three weeks successivelv in the Repubican Journal, printed at Belfast, that tliex mav
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast.,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of October next, at ten of the .-lock before
noon, and show cause, il any they have, why the
same should not be proved,
approved and all- wed
A

true

copy.

CEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
Attest
Ciias. P. Hazel pin i:,
Register.

At a Probate Const held at Belfast, within and for
the County ol \\ al<l<>, on the second Tuesday of
September. A. 1 >. 1898.
certain instrument,, purporting to be the last
will and testament <?i OEORGE W
(or
TRELL. late of Belfast, in said County of Wablo.
deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notin'* be given to all persons in
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks .successively in the Bcpub
liean .Journal, printed at Belfast,-1hat thev mav
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second 'l ues
day of October next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the
same should not be proved,
approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.

A

-•

j;\i;d"roi's
give not ice

I
ed

Executors

GEORGE
111

the

as

the

SS.

In

Probate, held at BelTuesday of September
SANBORN, Executor of the
last will of JOHN STOKELL, late of
Winterport,
in said County, deceased, having presented
his
second and final account of administration of said
estate tor allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the
Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a Probate
Court, to
be held at Bel last, on the second Tuesday of October next, and show cause, it any
they
have,
why
the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
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\ 11 perlaw directs
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thereto are requested
atclv.
JESSII. M
JOHN INN'
Searsport, August d l.V's.
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the case of ALBERT L. M
said County, Insolvent 1

in

■.

are hereby n<>t died i:
Mudgett. Insolvent I>«■ i■:

y1 or

«

tiled in said Court for >aid
tition for a discharge fioin
under the insolvent Law .«?
and lorii certificate thereot
upon the same is ordered r
Court Room in Belfast.in -an! ■
on
Wednesday, the li!th day
t•
181)8, at two o’clock in the
where you may attend and >!.
have, why the prayer of sani
not be granted.
>

>

>.
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2w38
Court
the second
WALDO
fast,
1898. HENRY T.
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fAl.DO 88. t'Ol'RT OF IN>
W. DODGE, Assignee
1

CHARLES!) WENTWORTH
Freedom, in said County, h
first and final account as Assi,
for allowance.
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1

■

1

Ordered, That notice thereot
weeks successively, in the Rnewspaper printed in Belfast, m
all persons interested may attei
Insolvency te be held at Belfast
October, A. D. 181)8, at two id
noon, and be heard thereon, an>l
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see cause.
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AttestChas. P. Hazeltine, K«tiGEO. E.
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Yields In Nearly Every Case
To Pe-ru-na.

A Blood Disease Caused

By Catarrh.
Pe-ru-na Always Cures Catarrh,
and so Cures Rheumatism.
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from Mrs. A. M. Highwood, of
Roseberry, Idaho.
A little thought will convince anyone
of the danger where catarrh exists, of
its contaminating the blood. Catarrh
comes

is

a

disease of the

mucous

membrane

develops anywhere in the interior
of the organs of the body. Cure tlie
catarrh by taking Pe-ru-na and you will
save yourself.
Druggists everywhere
that

sell Pe-ru-na.

Huntress was lost from Barque Loyd, 1839
and states that the “same storm that bore
his corpse ashore,his spirit bore to God.”
The stone of John P -well, born in Liverpool, relates that “where this silent marble weeps, a friend and husband cal ml v
sleeps.*’ A tall white stone states that
“beneath lies the mortal remains of
Captain Seward Porter, the father of
navigation in these waters.’’
One could find interest in this old cemetery for days. The graves and tombs are
fruitful themes for local traditions.
In
those damp underground places, stretchlike
a
network
the
entire
ing
length from
east to west, lie the bones of Portland’s
original 400. None of the present generation can be buried there now, but almost
daily some elderly person is laid to sleep
with his or her ancestors. The sexton
must then remove turf, dig through two or
three feet of soil, remove heavy planks or
stones, and find his way down a moldy
flight of stairs into the vast tomb. Perhaps then it will be necessary to shovel into one large box, bones and dust to make
room for another casket, as in these old
tombs no compartments were made, but
the coffins simply piled one on top of
another.
Prior to 1800 they were made
almost entirely of mahogany and these
are still in an excellent state of preservation, but those of more perishable woods
are all gone.
The sexton is a shrewd,
intelligent man, well posted in local history, and some of the grewsome tales of
the sights he has seen in his underground
migrations, would reconcile the most
skeptical to the incineration method.
The majority of the well-finished black
slate stones were bought and lettered in
England before being brought to this
country.
Nearly all'the people of note
in the ancient towns are buried in this
cemetery. The old cemetery on the
western promenade contains no celebrities
excepting Chief Justice Mellen and the
father of Longfellow.
Portland abounds
in interesting history, and the local papers
often contain very interesting sketches of
famous colonial and revolutionary heroes.
The Sons and Daughters of tiie American
Revolution are numerous and prosperous
here, and they have fruitful ground for
research.
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These Menaces to Navigation.
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Man}- excellent bauds.
Six thousand Europeans.
Man-eaters will attack natives who ride
down into the sea on horseback to bathe
their animals, and nip off a
leg if they
have half a chance. As a rule,
though,
the natives meet the man-eaters half
way,
and will drive in and rip the flesh
open
with a knife.
All women are brunettes.

Gustave Kobbe writes
October St. Nicholas on
Wrecks and Derelicts.”
A stranded vessel is not a menace to
navigation, and is thereforea left severely
few fathoms
alone: bur a w reck sunk iu
of water, in the track of coastwise ship: he
obstruction.
ping, is a dangerous
Nobody hurries or worries.
large, heavy masts of a sunken coaster
Men can wear white duck suits.
might rip up the bottom of a colliding vesThe Cathedral cost $1,000,000.
sel, and a ledge of rock would not be more
Natives have 120 holidays a year.
Iu one
fatal than the submerged hull.
The witch doctor is a demi-god
year the United States Hydrographic Ofamong !
the Malays.
Time is reckoned by the
fice, which is a branch of the Bureau of sun
and
has
as
in
moon,
China.
A
man
is
the
Navy Department,
Navigation of
received nearly two thousand reports of allowed but one wife in some tribes, but
wrecks and dangerous obstructions, and in other tribes a man may have any numordered the destruction of as many of these ber of wives he desires, and the women
as was
practicable. This work is done are looked upon as mere chattels.
Children in school an hour a day.
with torpedoes. After the explosion there
Clerks earn $2,000 to $5,000 a year.
is no torpedo left, but there is also no]
The most expert tattooists in the world.
wreck.
Clerks work from daylight to noon, rest
it is impossible to say how much dam- !
age has been done by collision with wrecks 1 for two or three hours, and then work till
5
o'clock.
and derelicts, as ships abandoned at sea
are called.
By the law of the island everybody is
Sunken wrecks are hidden
dangers. The sky may be clear and the ; Catholic. No other church services of any
kind are allowed.
sea-way light; they smite the unsuspecting victim from the depths, and add one j Morality is at a low ebb among the
Kanakas.
more to those disasters w hich are the more
Away from the towns the
tragic for the awful mystery that surrounds i Kanaka women wear nothing but the
in
tlieir
noses and the
them.
cowry shell
During the seven years from 1S87 j rings
to 1894 forty-live such collisions—nine, or ! hanging from their ears.
They do not
know
there
is
iu
such
total
a
virtue
as
loss,
one-fourth,
resulting
chastity.
nearly
j It
is good sport watching the natives
the others in grea: damage—were reported j
to the United States hydrographer.
Of from the tobacco factories bathing after
the nine fatal collisions, five were with j the day's work is over.
Four or five
thousand of them in together—men,
wrecks, and four with derelicts.
women
and
and
children—in
the
the
The “Yautic.
the “Despatch,”
merriest condynamite cruiser “Vesuvius” are among! fusion, playing all sorts of pranks on one
the vessels of the United States navy which another and no end of games, all in their
have most actively waged war upon suuken birthday suits.
[Philadelphia Record.
wiecks.
The U S. S. “San Francisco”
also iias the honor of having destroyed a
The Whitney ail Right.
derelict, in which operation she was, how- j
all
usual
methto
to
resort
Boston,
Sept. 27. Mail advices receivever, obliged
ods of naval attack except boarding—tor- ed to-day, appear to confirm the
report
pedoes, ramming, and shelling. Captain that ship
Emily F. Whitney (Br.) is safe,
Ci Mwninshield,
when commanding
the
and the story that she was totally wreck"Kearsarge," retm*ved a curious obstruction to navigation, off Cape May.
A ed in a typhoon was without foundation
schooner was .-ported sunk there in twelve in fact.
Messrs. .1. II. Flitner A: Co.,
fathoms of w ater. Captain Crowniushield owners of
the vessel, in this city, receivwas surprised, on reaching the spot,
to
ed a letter this morning from Capt. Anfind the heels of two masts—not the upper, drew
Pendleton, dated Hong Hong, Aug.
but the h over ends—pr« 11 tiding fifteen fee24, in which the captain states that lie
above water.
In some inconceivable mant was
informed by Messrs. Carlawitz A Co.,
nor.
these mafcts must have become uncharterers of the ship, that their house iu
stopped t l>m a sunken vessel, and the heels Shanghai had cabled them on the ISth
had swung up, the ends of the spars being
inst. that the Emily F. Whitney had been
held down by the rigging. One mast was
lost, with all on board. The report was
slain.-red with torpedoes, the other pulled made b
the < aptain of a steamer, who statouthy the ‘Kcarsarge” and then destroy- ed he had
sighted the Whitney near the
c
It was nut necessary to break up the
northern end of Formosa, and that she
hull, as there was enough water above it. could
not possibly fetch clear, which was j
The “Vesuvius" was very successful as all a
mistake. Capt. Pendleton had not
a wreck destroyer.
Some of the obstrucheard of the loss of any vessel at that
tions arc difficult to In ate. The same
time.
This report doubtless gave rise to
wnck maybe reported in three different
the story of the loss of the Whitney. The
positions by as many diff. rent vessels; and ship left
Hong Kong Sept. 1 for New Y->ik.
with so mam dues to follow, it is not easy
Capt. Pendleton is accompanied by Ids
to run down the game.
The “Vesuvius”
wife and daughter on the passage.
hr.s found a wreck with ally two feet of
spar protruding above water—and two feet
of s)
sticking out of the broad Atlantic
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"He dor.’t chew Battle Ax,
"He looks it!”
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Honor.”

Ignorance of the Law is no excuset
but ignorance of BATTLE AX is
your misfortune—not crime—and
the only penalty is your loss in quanquality when you buy
tity well
any other kind of Chewing Tobacco,

the vessels of the enemy guarding tlie
harbor, loaded with. 1,500 pounds of powHave You a Skin
Disease? Tetter,
a
der and 150 bombshells. They were to Salt liheiiui. Scald H cad,
Kingworin, E</ema
as
of
the
as
Barber’s
1*
destroy
many
enemy
Itch,
possible, lt4‘li,
leers,
Blotches,
and escape if they could.
Two officers Chronic Erysipelas, Liver Spots, Prurigo,
and 10 men were selected and after the j Psoriasis, or other eruptions of the skii
bo; t had started they found Lieut. Israel ; what I)r. Agnew s Ointment lias done for
as
as
others it can do for you— cure you. One aphad secreted himself on hoard and they
.'»
cents. Sold by
plication gives relief.
were obliged to take him.
History re- Kilgore & Wilson and A.A. Howes & L
peats itself in the case of the man whom
Hobson found after they had started on
Sugar=Estates in Cuba.
the Merrimac.
The 15 men were totally
annihilated, and it was never known A Picture of Tlieir Conditions Halt A
whether they met with an accidental ex- I
Century Ago.
an
plosion, or deliberately destroyed themJonathan S. Jenkins,
American
selves to escape captivity.
Commodore ! miniature-painter, lived in Havana durPreble mourned deeply tor the brave boys ing the middie oi the century, and kept a
who had grown up under Lis eye and were diary of his experienc s.
A selection
in a measure his trust.
Northeast from from this journal is published in the
this monument a few feet is a plain granite
October Century.
Mr. Jenkins says:
monument
simply stating that Edward
Coifee-plautations, though so beautiful,
Preble of the United .States navy lies behave not increased in numbers of late
neath, who died August 25. 1K07, aged 40 years: in fact, many of them have been
o
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side
is
the
name
years.
changed into sugar-estates, which are
Edward E Preble, Lieut. (. ammandei U.
and render the owuei
more profitable,
S. V. born Ls42, died lssl.
He was a socially more important.
The ownei
grandson of Commodore Preble.
usually resides in Havana, wheie hi> haystack.
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A quaint browustone monument marks
■HCV
family may enjoy the pleasures of eultivat- j xof
the resting place and records the virtues ed
hat Nature
society and have the luxuries of a city
Dyspepsia Groans f r
of “William Tyng, formerly sheriff of lie therefore employs a sort of middle- ah-ue provides for this st< much curse. Dr.
Cumberland, and afterwards intrusted man, called a major-domo, to manage his Vo-i Stan's Pineapple Tablets are nature’s
In the Philippines.
with important offices in the Province of estate. The owner wants all the money j par ace,t lor all stomach id*. Pleasant and
cure
for Sour Stoma* h, Distress
New Brunswick.’*
N'o brooms.
Tyng was an intense he can get to maintain his establishment ! postive
after Hating, Loss of Appetite, Wind on the i
First
Coal.
No hats worn.
loyalist, and when Mo watt anchored in Havana, and the major-domo seeks to j
in the bay in 1775, preparing to burn the increase his percentage, and thus the : Stomach, Diz/.im-ss, Nausea, Catarrh of the \1
No knives or forks.
Stomach. Sick Headache, and all disorders
Mr.
went
iu
a
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boat to
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town,
Tyng
poor slaves are grouud to the dust, and at dire, tly traceable to sluggish digestive ;
him, and forgot to return. After peace times the cruelties practised are barbar- ; organs. '> cents. Sold by Kilgore N Wilson
They sleep at mid-day.
was declared his heart yearned for his old
and
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usually Canary
home and he came back after some years Islanders, a hot-tempered and cru.l race,
More women than men.
had passed, and proved a useful and and,
Bram Again.
Cattle as small as goats.
being without the restraint of the
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esteemed citizen.
lie was an ardent presence of the owner, are vindictively
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The counsel for Thomas Bram, who is
Ancient Laud Mark lodge, having been ments often rake life.
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stones are those of the Moody family,
Manila has 200,000 inhabitants.
One striking fact attesting the hardships j
be remembered that when Bram was senCocoanut oil is an illuminant.
many of whom are buried here. “Samuel of slave life on a sugar-estate is that chilthe jury had the right to recomtenced
PROMPT
DELIVERY.
CORRECT
DELIVERY,
WEKjHT,
CAREFUL
The grasshopper is a delicacy.
Moody, Esq., was one of IIis Majesty's dren are very rarely seen there. Slave mend either
capital punishment or life
justices of the peace and justice of the iu- men in their vigor are more profitable,
Annual cigar output, 140,000,000.
feriour court of common pleas, in the and hence on a large force of several ! imprisonment, this privilege being grantLaborers earn ten cents a day.
ed by a new law which had just been
Buffaloes are used for plowing.
county of York, and formerly major of hundred men only .1 few women are al- !
The contention of his attorneys
His Majesty's forces in Eastern Frontiers.
lowed.
The labors and hardships which j passed.
Cigarmakers earn sti to siO a month.
will
that
be
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new law under which
He died in April, 1729, and was born in these women endure tend to
Cigar factories employ 21,000 women.
prevent in- j
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An imposing and massive slab crease, ana the few children bom usually Bram was sentenced was not in force
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when
the
murders
were committed,
and,
was Governoi for four years.
placed above a large tomb records the die in infancy from neglect. There is no
Weylei
death of William Widgery, who was mob- care taken to prevent this result, as they therefore, his sentence was illegal, and
A yard of cloth i> the robe of the poor.
=JHRQW
bed in Boston early in the present centu- say it is cheaper to supply the losses on that he cannot be sentenced under the
Macadamized streets: tin-roofed houses.
act which was in
Record.
ry, by a party of abolitionists, to whom the plantations by new importations than capital punishment
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his decided pro-slavery views were disby the rearing oi children. The climate, exist.
This is certainly a novel point
tasteful.
His daughter Elizabeth married
fortunately, is so mild that the slaves and is
considerable
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The highest temperature was 84 detrack,
born in 1099.” Almost 70 years in one generally from the coast of Mozambique,
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Health
pastorate. A neat marble monument re- and are called Eocoomees and Caravalees.
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11., in 7783. He was the well-beloved
All these creatures believe implicitly in
The greatest monthly precipitation was In cold and uak duess ami thirst,
pastor of the Second Parish church and the transmigration of souls, and that if 7.47 inches in 1888.
In heat and fever and wounds and strife,
his epitaph simply says: “His record is on
they commit suicide they go mmediately
The least monthly precipitation was 40 We bid her foemen do their worst,
high.”
hack to Africa.
To check this evil, when inches in 1897.
For freedom is heaven, freedom, life;
Consultation an j eva niuation tree.
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Stephen Minot, A. M., born in Concord, build a funeral pyre, on which the body is 3.90 inches on the 7th, 1873.
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character as a Preacher he was esteemed and
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The appearance of the sugar-estates is to speak in the interest of his fellowWhy, this—on every single plate
spicuous in his life that lie was greatly reWas Baby’s picture, sure as fate!
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And this specimen of perfect humanity green stretch themselves to the horizon droll address: ‘General
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With Farmer Thompson's cow.
died at the early age of 28.
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Corner
Druggist,
your support, although he has about as
“Why take a stupid cow,” said Kate,
The mathematical accuracy of the stone royal palm lifts its tufted head above the much influence in
Sure Cure St.
purifying the Senate as
“When Pet’s so sweet to contemplate?”
The mayoral’s house, the
of the “late Hon. Enoch Freeman” is a verdant level.
a bunch of flowers would have in sweetenA waterfall our next attempt.
model.
It states that lie lies beneath, sugar-works, and the dingy barracoons,
We rose at break of day;
ing a glue factory. But he’s all right; he
born in 1702, died in 1788, aged 80 years, for the slaves are the only objects to never would turn
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any poor beggar away
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of the desollite scene.
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in cost o' K(
When first planted, the cane is laid from his door empty-handed.
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Motley,
Yet folks will laugh to see, I fear,
thus the fields are covered with the most
Only one remedy in the world that will at
Twelve dozer*views of Baby dear!
rian, John Lothrop Motley. The stone luxuriant
once stop itchiuess of the skin in any part of
Bangor Sanitarium,
green.
of Charles Codmau, the painter, states
FOUNTAIN SYRINGES,
Everv year the crop is cut at the ground the body. Doan’s Ointment. At any drug [Margaret Seymour Hall, in September St.
that he was “a child of genius, whose
50 cents.
Nicholas.
Where the demon which controls him can
and the next season another crop springs store,
pencil has earned for him a cherished reMkthoo,
from
2 to 4 quarts, combim-d with IIOT \Y \be overcome by the Bi’KiM'.Kit
up from the roots, which are called vaputation.” Several of his paintings are tons.
t he la: e>: iiu
TEIi BOTTLE attachment. AI
and the appetite permanently removed.
These vatons will yield crops in this
still in the possession of the Thomas |
provement—
Send tor pamphlet
for several years, the length of time
way
and
are
family,
highly prized by them.
giving full particuIt would be impossible to linger long in depending on the mildness of the climate.
A GLOBE Sl’U YY.
lars. Address
such an ancient cemetery and not dis- In Lousisiana only three or four crops
Sanitarium
Every size, style and grade of
are gathered from one planting, while in
Sanitarium
Bangor
cover many amusing
eqitaphs and verses
Company,
thus
SYttINGKS,
which may have seemed sublime to the the tropics eighteen or twenty are
1G5 State Street,
befriends of- the departed, and perhaps obtained. The grinding of the cane
Bangor.
ATOM 1ZKRS and all
and concenturies from now our own efforts in gins about the last of October
rubbkr gouds
that line may appear crude to the un- tinues until the beginning of the rainy
months.
The testimony of every housekeeper
known generation who will tread above season, a period of nearly six
AT BOTTOM I’BIC ES.
on the
This
is
the
labor
time
of
greatest
our dust,
as we walk to-day over the
who has ever used Ivorine is,
PILES! PILES!
PILES!
estate; and without intermission of Suncan repair your atomizer or syringe and
graves of these quiet sleepers. As a
I)r. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
or holidays, with but few exceptions
days
of
a
sample
touching tribute is the follow- the slaves work
Blind, Bleeding, ricerated and Itching Piles. It make them as good as new with bulb, pipe, valves
and men and
incessantly
“In
of
or
William
any fitting.
ing:
memory
Newball, teams are worn out before work is over.
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
obit July 18, 1814, age 35:—
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief.
I>r. Wilkind that furnishes
The slaves are given a few trifling presents
Ivorine is the
POOR
friends
& SON. Druggists.
wrho
Adieu, my loving
are
liams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
and are allowed some extra privileges to
with al! the soap rethe entire
I left the seas to lay on shore.
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothinthe
them
in
encourage
undergoing
By a convulsive fit I fell.
creased labor.
ing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by drugquired There is a fine cake of White
I never spoke my sorrows to reveal.
I AniCC Who Have Used Them
LMUICO Recommend as the BEST j
gists, sent by mail, for 50c. and §1.00 per box.
Toilet Soap in every package.
Another black stone relates that buried
I
DR. KING’S
“Maud, you know, said she would never
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio
here are the remains of Moses Johnson,
“Well
Star Crown Brand
You only pay for the Ivorine
or sale by R. H Moody.
marry unless she got a yacht.”
iy38
A B. graduated from Harvard, who deshe got a sort of idi-yot.”
The Toilet Soap costs you nothing.
parted tbis life October 1, 1773:—
^\
Immediate relief, no dancer, no pain, f
CABTORIA.
A boon to travelers. Dr. Powder's Extract
useutor
same guarantee which has made Williams bhaving
bear
Dy leading specialists, Hundreds oi testiBoth
This youth was virtuous, wise aud just
Kinii You Ha,e Always Bought | monials. years
A trial will convince you o ftheir intrinsic value
Of Wild Strawberry. Cures dysentery, diarBears the
But now lie lies congealed in dust.
I in case of suppression. Send ten cents for sample and
rhoea, seasickness, nausea. Pleasant to take.
book. All Druggists or by mail $1.50 box.
Another stone states that Frederick Acts promptly.
1 KINS MEDICINE CO.. Jox 1930. BOSTON, MASS.
—

Pemember she
1' when
you

..

name

buy again.

■

Now is the Time to

Buy Your Winter’s Coal

Quality, Thoroughly Prepared

■

> tliis old stone tells!
at 1L wounded and shat•is two years and dies at the
The path around these
on until it :s
like asphalt.
giaves the (rrand Army
<• wreath and little
flag and
Blyth floats the cross of St.
Bug >•■ linder of the far-off
io.-h lit- fought.
"f the civil war are
:
yet the little flags and
lie many,
denoting the
ol many Revolutionary
■

■

•-

street entrance is the
burial lot of
ren.
.John
a ho was born in
17b:3 and
He not "lily
age of n">.
iLie of Boston and Tieou.M"ii:nouth and York town,
stall' of Gen. Lafayette, lie
•us
fur bravery and
pru'"tore the death of Hen.
a
was si-id for taxes, thus
'Miami in those days had a
•11 of heroes.
A modest
'•

cypress-covered

a

grave

Lomas Leynolds of Maryagv! >:* years, and then
w"ids, “He was a good
L* volution.”
•lit

<>t

place

mcient

amid the harstones and inouu-

a.posing shaft erected
brave

rear-admiral,

to the
James

is Scotch granite,
iblets. On the west side is
t the admiral in bas-relief
“Iiearc!i, this inscription:
s
A Idem
Born in Portland
'10: died in San Fiancisco
'77.
On the reverse side
-‘upturns i»u bronze: “Ini. skilful hydrographer of
I’jited States; entered the
l.-iis, commissioned rearAnd on the side
P', 1S71.*
underneath a bronze ship,
it significant words: “Mexi•\
Orleans, Vicksburg, Port
bile Bay. Fort Fisher.
He
buried iu the old lot with
and left So,000 in his will
eminent

Lit.
ieet

from the famous graves
is a plain old fashioniiiment which recalls a deed
1 to that performed by Hobonly with melancholy and
The causes which led to
three officers and 10 men
•
•ply inscribed on the pages
as the causes of
our war
tic rescue of helpless sol'•rrible captivity. The inthus:—

i-tains

Henry Wadsworth, son of
•rth. Fsq
lieutenant, in the
fell

before the walls <>f
eiimg of September 1. 1.S04,
if his age by tin? explosion
liidi h*' with others gallantigaiust the enemy,
■

!

se

side is this

couplet:—

ills, this world adieu
life, this life l give for you'.
i

|

Somers, Lieut. Henry Wads-

Josepli

Israel ami ten brave
ideers were the devoted band,
c once,
they prefer death and
'ii of the enemy to
captivity

|

slavery.
it
Intrepid, commanded by
was

N

selected to go among

*E0 0£ ASTHMA
'li

35 YEARS OF SUFFERING.
gratifying to Asthmatic readers
an absolute cure has at last
ri d
v
by Dr. Rudolph Schiffmann.
■!
is an effectual one cannot
p'*edy
after perusal of such testimony
p
*
W. Van Antwerp. Fulton, N.
b."Your Asthma Cure is the
iv
used. I tried it according to diii;, *»ui one box entirely cured me of
b- Pp 1 have not had it since. I can
;
''«d and sleep all night with perp
rt. which 1 have not done before
irs
?
and I thank you for the health
V
1
en3°y* I hope you will publish
Wr lhat others may learn of its
Ill'P virtues.”
Asthma Cure is sold by all
'*<)c- an(l
°0 per package, or
bv writing direct to Dr. R.
b.p'Ued
^ Box 80i, St. Paul, Minn.

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY.

33,

St.,

VOURTRUSSAm

-■

••

.-

c•

■

Prescription.

1*

Belfast Office, Johnson Block,

fnoA

E. L. STEVENS. M. D.

j/(‘i

Operating Surgeon.

The War
.■

Help

Him

Along!

■

Bangor

JVORINE

Company.

WASHING POWDER
—

I“lcan’tw2s!imy

dishes without it.”

only
family

—

Glycerine

—

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

l'TT

>

Miss Emma Giuu ar
Prospect Ferry.
rived horns from Aubumdale, Mass,, last
week....Mr. an 1 Mrs. ThomisHeagan visited Mr. aud Mrs. Win. Smith in Stockton
Springs last Saturday aud Sunday-Mrs.
John Meader, who has been visiting her sister, Mrs. J. S. Harriman, the past three
weeks, returned to her home in Ellsworth

SEARSHORT LOCALS.
Paine of Portland spent Sunday in

L. O.
town.

Ise in place
of Cream of Tartar
and Soda.

j
j

Sarah Prescott is visiting her

Mrs.

of

sou

Boston
liich Brothers
and hake.

are

with

in

full fare of cod

a

a
apt. James McGilvery is in Boston on
business trip.
Mrs. Lydia Hammons f Etna is visiting

Vennie Harriman visited friends in Stockton
several days last week....Miss Emma Triv-

j

ett of

Prescott's.

Nichols has a position
Joseph
Evelyn, now at New York.

Capt. J. W. Walnutt is making extensive
on Ins house and grounds.

Mrs. 1). S. Beals arrived by city of Bang. v Tuesday with her fall millinery.

rapt. Amos Nichols left Monday
trip to Pomedecook Lake.

for

it:• er

to-day for Now \ ork
ship A. J. Fuller.

of

Schooner-has just discharged
cargo "f

corn

for A.

prepared

gagements

to

make

to

week.

Diirgin, wife and daughter Eva
Saturday from a short visit

returned home
Boston.

to

Mrs. Sarah Briggs of Belfast has rented
and w ill
part of the A. P. Wentworth house,
result- here.

Margaret B. Sargent returned from Boston Wednesday with her fall millinery and
fancy goods.
a

tine

,.i Rockland and left Monday
duties.

situation

begin

secured

has

Auspland

Gordon C
bis

Mr. and Mrs. Fred E.

ing a two week’s visit
parents in Islesbore.

to

Whitcomb are makMrs. Whitcomb’s

to

Congregationalists are reminded of the
County Conference to be held at North Belfast next Tuesday and Wednesday.
Nichols arrived home last
York. His ship, the A. J.
Fuller, will load coal for Honolulu.

Capt.

C.

ng all

BAKING

POWDER TO.,

NEW

perhaps to caution our gunners
again-; shooting the Chinese pheasants, as
there }h a rifty dollar line for killing one of

enjoying

are

Arnes, Small, Perth Amboy; eld, sch
Levi Hart, Pendleton, Bangor.
Savannah, Sept 28 Old, sch Gen Adelbert
Ames, Philadelphia: 80, ar, sch Edward H
Blake, Smith, New York.
Bath, Oct 1 Sid, sch James A Parsons,
New York.
San Francisco, Oct 2 Sid, bark Edward
May, Sydney, N S W,
Perth Amboy, Oct 2. Sid, sch Edward
Strout, Kent, Bangor.
Punta Gorda, Oct. 1.
Ar, sch Gladys,

Gen A

vacation

a

their old home in Appleton-Mrs. Sarah
Robinson of Rock Island, 111., ia visiting
relatives here... Mrs. Chester McLain aud
at

12th at 10 30

a. ui

.continu-

Robbins has returned from a visit to her
Leeds_Mrs. Aaron Henderson
aud daughter
Myrtle recently visited friends
in Boston.... Maurice Davidson and bride
have gone to Wilkes barre, Pa., the home of
Mrs. Davidson, nee Miss May LeGraiue
Malven. Mr. Davidson will resume his
studies in New York iu a school of phar-

County Grange

Montevideo, Aug. is. In port, bark Mannie Swan, Higgins, for New York.
Shanghai, Aug 20 Shi, bark Serrano,

Proctor _Jesse Weutworth and
wife are enjoying a carriage drive t<> Mars
Hill, Aroostook Co. They will he goue two

Prospect Village. Capt. Allard Crockett, who has been failing for the past mouth,

pissed

away very suddenly last Saturday at
P. M. He had taken a walk to his barn

ily went to cal! him

to

diuuer.

Richardson,

for the

past month, have returned to their
Boston.

visitors at Mrs. Hannah ThompConnell is at home after six
weeks absence in Waterville, where he has
been painting the new house of Mr. Josiah
Paul....We were sorry that Rev. Geo. S.
Hills was unavoidably absent from bis pulpit here last Sunday on account of sickness.
A sermon was read by Dr. T. N. Pearson,
Mass.,

home in

son's.

CORRESPONDENCE.

COUNTY

Bean,

H. M.

Camden.

bought the

ship builder,

the

residence on the
corner of High and Mountain streets and will
move into it in the early part of December.
Mr. Adams will vacate it the first of October
has

B. F. Adams

are

..

.Thomas

....Horace L. Gould will return to Boston
this week ...Alice Haley is at home from
Squirrel Island, where she spent the summer-Mr. ami Mrs. Geo. West of Frankfort were the guests of Mr. aud Mrs. C. II.
Mrs Annie EmerPartridge last Sunday.

slowly recovering-Grace
spending a few weeks with friends
ton Springs.
is

son

and

billowed

a

in

Stock-

...

[

I

|
I

I
I

j
I
!

j

■

i

I

4

..

with the big policeman, our friend James S.
\\ b
h i- jn-t concluded Ins annua! “-it

Orr,

here. T!ie artwle describes him

ast-heguhh
Chinatown, and
mistake for what J ini don't km. >w
about tliat location isn’t worth knowing.

1’hilosooher

friend of

am

to take charge of a mil liner’s
shop... .Th*1
infant sm of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Hunt was
i buried Oct. 1st.... Mrs. H. B. Rice returned

from

Liberty Saturday....

Mrs.

|

Darius Oil-

resident of!
week calling on
friends.... Mrs.
Gusteve
Blanchard has
A ong the oMest grave st'-nes in Sears- I
moved to Beifast and has let her fann t«» i
;u>r is one ere
e<l in memory of Elias Dm]- i
Thomas of
Eugene Stewart.Dr. A.
ley, win) died Jan’y. 25, ISOS. and is said to Waterviile was in town last
week, called
liaV'* been one of the influential men of the
here to visit a patieut
Mrs. John Vandeets
town in his day.
Few with whom we have
is quite sick-The W. R. C. is still prosconversed know anything about him, except
pering. They met with Mrs. A. R. Myrick
that he was instrumental in m. ating the vilSent. 28th anil Oct. Jtli-Miss Ida Whitewhere
it
vnv
is.
Who ran give any inlage
house returned to Portland last week_
formation ;n r<: .ation to him
mak»

s

man

of Dover, N. II..

Unity,

was

Mr. X. C.

Thursday evening. Sept 22d. the vestry of the
M.

Church

rilled

was

to

listen

to a concert

the

*r«.grain t whi h was. arranged l.y Miss H. c.
Colcord, and was a.- follows
*■>;.interim Evening Hymn. F. H. Park, A. M.Kane,
Mr- < •>. Sawyer. Mrs. P. R. <ii 1 key and Mi>Laura Ma\

«

trver.

Recitation,
\-lc»-p

Miss Eunice Whittum.
at the Switch, Miss Jennie Whittum.
Jesus' I.ntle Ones. Bennie and Beatrice
Park. Eva ai d Ruby Imrgiu and Powell (iii-

bon-.
Son-.

key.
Duett, The Heavenly Song, Mrs. C. O. Sawver and
Miss Laura May Carver.
Mrs. Prudence Putnam.
Recitation,
Recitation, When I was a little girl, Rubv Durgim
Miss Louise Field
Song. Ave Maria,
Recitation,
Mrs. Prudence Putnam.

Beatrice Park.
Songv He loves me so.
Tno. The oars an? plashing lightiv, Mrs. P. R. nilkey. Miss Laura May Carver and Mrs. C. o.

Sawyer.
Song. Rock a bye, my honey, Miss Jennie Curtis.
(As an encore Miss Curtis and Miss Clara Sweetser ang a duett).
Recitation,
Miss Ida West.

£<do.
I iano duett,

Miss L. M. Carver.

Bonti-en train galop,
Miss H. C. Colcord and Mrs. C. O. Colcord.
The entertainment was wholly by home talent
amt was one of the finest
given in this town fur a
long time. All rendered their parts in such a

call forth many warm words of commendation. At the close of the concert ice cream
and cake were served. The proceeds,
$22.50, will
be applied to help pay for the fine piano recently
the
for
the
bought by
society
vestry.
manner as to

NORTH

SEARSPORT

ITEMS.

0. Fernald is visiting in Union this

Chas

week.

Harry Nichols

is

at work iu

Winterport

John Snow.

for

A.

Stinson attended the County Grange

in Morrill last week.

Mrs. Crofford of Boston
ing at Hollis Black’s.
Mr. and

Miss Alice Dow is
and Mrs. G. A.

in Brooks

are

visit-

visiting

Mr.

Morrill.

Mrs. Holley Perkins and daughter visited
A. Stinson last week.

at

\\

L.

Mathews and family have moved

from Brooks to this town.

There will be

a

dance at the grange hall,

Searsport, Oct.

North

20th.

wife visited Joseph Patten
in North Monroe last Sunday.
A. Stinson and

Mathews and wife attended the fair
in Union and had a very tine time.
W. J.

T. Scribner has made an improvement
his buildings by newly shingling.

H.
on

Sarah Smart is in Prospect visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Frank M. Eastman.
Mrs.

Mrs.
visited

Addie Condon and Mrs. Helen Dodge
E. W. Seavey, their brother, last

week.
Mr.
were

and

Mrs. Arthur Webb of

in town last week

Boston
visiting at J. W.

Smart’s.
Will Bowler of Belfast and friend, Mrs.
Clara Berry of Searsport, were in town last

Sunday.

in

last

town

Knights

Liberty.

former

a

is

improving slowly.

tins town.

of

the

The entire exhibit

was

grown

on

hundred and seventy-five
varieties were shown.
He said he could
have pfitin fifty more. This exhibit couldnot
be excelled by any one farm in Maine, and
possibly could be not duplicated from auy
farm in New England. The whole community was surprised at the magnitude of the exhis

farm, and

one

hibit and all say that, barringjfruit, there was
than was to be seen than at the State

more

fair in Lewiston;
fair and

more

four times

Knox fair in

as

Unity.

than at the

much

as

a

few

Monroe
North

at the

St. George is
quite a large hall, 75x40, and it, was full.
Two wide tables extended nearly the entire
length and one across the end and all were
packed full ami there was a large lot on the
stage. The question that interests us is
this If Mr. Prescott can do all this with the
help of an aged father and one hired man,
besides filling large barns with hay and
Hall

grain, cellar with fruit, potatoes and other
vegetables, and corn house full of golden
corn, why can not others do the same? Is it
in the man or in the land? We are of the
opinion that, like our navy, it was not the
ships or the guns that gave us our great victories, “but the man behind the gun.” Following are varieties of the different kinds:
Apples, 24; potatoes, 17; beaus, 23; peas, ;
squash, 25; pumpkins, 23; cabbage,4, besides
purple; beets, 0; carrotts, 2; onions, 2; turnips, 4; gourds, 7; kale, 1; cauliflower. 2;
kale rabi,(a species of turnip) 1:watermelon,
ripe, 2 ; musk melon, ripe, 2; cantaloupe, 2;
grapes, 3; winter radishes; butter; pickles
and preserves. The exhibit included a sofa
pillow made by Mr. Prescott’s grandmother,
i>5 years of age, without the aid of
glasses.
There was also on exhibition in the hall a
Hag captured by Capt. E. E. Hatch at Manila. It was not the regulation Spanish
flag but some kind of a Corps flag. It had
five stripes, three red and two yellow, with
several crosses-Mrs. W. D. Sanford visited friends in Rockland last week_Ellis
Berry and wife of Troy visited friends in
this village last week-The officers of
Georges River Lodge, F. & A. M., will be
installed at their lodge room Saturday evening,Oct. 8th,at 7 p. in., A. W. Ward, D. D, G.
M., of Thorndike installing officer. None
but Masons and their ladies are invited.
Supper at the Sanford House-Mrs. Hannah Knowlton, widow of the late Samuel
Knowlton, was found dead in her bed last
Friday morning. Mrs. Knowlton had been
partially insane for a number of yearsShe was a pensioner by reason of the loss
of a son in the army and was under guardianship. She was buried Sunday from the
home of her son-in-law, G. N. Stevens.

days

here with

relatives

recently.

rel.
per

The farmer has to pay 40
barrel for freight, commission

Capt. Melvin Ooleord i age

r

a

45 cents

;

id truck-

in

Belfast for

a

few

to

days last week,

SHU' N

KWS.

upon friends... .Capt. Ed. Hiebborn
and Postmaster Hiebborn attended the fair
in

Unity-Quite

party went from here
to attend the fair and horse trot in Prospect.

They report

it

as

PORT OF BELFAST.

a

being the best had there,

for years.... Mr. S. B. Merithew visited

his

sister, Mrs. Minnie Foster, in Orrington, recently ...Mr. and Mrs. Larrabee of Monroe
visited Mr. ami Mrs. W.A. Carter last week.
-Mrs.
Etta
Damon and daughter left
Saturday for Boston, where they intend to
spend the winter.Mrs. H. A. Soden
has closed her cottage at Fort Point and returned to her home in West

Newton,

Mass.

Miss Gilman left for Chelsea at the
same time.Charles Sanford and family
have returned to Brooklyn after spending
the summer in their cottage at the Point.
Mrs. and

Bos-

ton.

Oct 2. Sell Volant, Pendleton, Rockland,
Oct 1. hch Good Iutent, Bangor.
Oct 4. Sch Margaret, Robinson, New

York.

SAILED.

Sept

NEW SILKS FOR

bargains,

WAISTS,

NEW CLOAKINGS FOR CAPES AND JACKETS
A NEW LINE OF FURS AND JACKETS

H. A.

Savannah, Ga., Get. 2

For 15 hours, from
J o’clock this morning until <’• o’clock tonight,
been
in
Savannah has
tL
grasp of a West
India cyclone.
During that, time the wind
blew steadily from 50 to 70 miles an hour.
While the city escaped with comparatively
little damage the loss of property among the
sea islauds of the Georgia and South Carolina
roasts is believed to be heavy.
For miles in
every .lireetion around Savannah the low
lands along the rivers are submerged.
Tindamage to shipping is great. The schooner
Governor Ames, which was on her way to
sea with a cargo of 1,500,0«>0 feet of lumber,
went adrift in the harbor, but was secured
safely. Four vessels at anchor at the qtiarantnu s atioii were torn from their moorings ami driven into the marshes. Three of
these were the British schooner Syanara,
bound from St. John, N. B : the American
schooner Millville, for Millville, N
J., and
the Fannie L. Childs for Bust .::, all lumber
laden, and the Italian bark Frank i n.
How badly these vessels are damaged is
unknown.
No news has been
eivrd lroin
Tybee since early in the morning and nothing
is known of the damage there.
Ghaktkks. Ship V J Fuller, Norfolk to
Seh Mary L Crosby,
Honolulu. coal, p t
New York to N S Cuba, general
irgo. p t.
Sch R F P-Utgrew, Pnila.ti-Iplmi t,. Matafi/. is. .'oal, 82.
S-'di Henry li luton, Bangor
to New York, me, 50 cents.
Seh Levi Hart,
same.
Sch Gen A Ames, same. Sch Hauiarock, Brunswick to N"\ York, Inmlier,
4.75.
Coal freights: S. i, Rd St< u art, Perth
Amboy to Bangor, 5d cents. Sell Herbert K,
South \mlii'> to Lynn, 5o ‘cuts.
Fkkiuhts. The Freight Circular of Blown
N Co., N-*w York, reports for t.i e week endThere is yet a very limited demg Get 1st
mand for long v .yage tonnage, tlnmgli the

STARRETT,
BORN.

TO THE FARM®

In

Bueksport., September 27, to Mr.
i and Mrs E. G. Allison, a son.
Hamblen, lu Stoningtm:. Sept'mber 22, to Mr.
; md Mrs. lames I. Hamblen, a d mgliter.
.Miller. In Waldoboro. Sept tube' 17,'
!
Mr.
and Mrs. Frank B. Miller, a dang!,ter.
Feaslei
In F.ast .lellei-on, Septeuil)or 1 1,T
I Mr. and Mrs. Warren Peaslee. a a ighter.
Allison.

of Waldo Con

■
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laioin- 1 Lead a.id Ro-sie F. Yv mI man.
1
T
where space is a,
i Camden.
Wi.-idli -it
In lielfav. September 2'J. !■>
up ii. the oh! stw '.<■
l’.ev. G. i. Win- w. «
Wo-- ot
do
tor this purpose wh-M, a bet:
ami MissGra<-o K. Ilu-nis d Freedom
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he ..KaliieU,
count.

I > IKI >.

!
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It is ot

ei:

iral

tm-e

imp-

1

year of low prices, th.c
w it h the dealers ami
pres-.

Blackwell.
In Bangor, Soptemdo:
Far!
Midon. -on ot John M. 1- K
md Amm- I'd..:,,
1.
level presses, I.•
well, aged 3 years and
imdith-.
t auleton!
In BluehiU. >op;.-mlier 24. \\ li.mi
highest prices, which can
\\
Carlo ton, agvd 7s Years s no nths and 22 m\ -.
In Hancock. Sop;, mb.-r 22. Mrs. !
( olby
et
M < 'dl»\. aged o<> years, 11 month- ami
The 1 ‘edriek pre "<•> i:
CibM'KK t :. In Rockland. Sept.-mb.
:s, < barios el by Freeman Ellis v
fc. sou of Adelbert F. ami Lottie Bi-i
( r-. -,
< 'Italics Ha:
!
W.i! I.
et;. aged 5 no -at h-.
Elwki
In Boston, September .'P». Fannie S
and E. H. <. ree'e> Sw i;
"t
7>
i;
Nort
I
Eiwell
ears am 7 day-.
port, aged
a ny
the above t art ies,
Elwei.l. In South Thomastoti, September 2J.
will receive prompt at tea* m
I»a\id Eiwell. aged (J2 years. |t> months. 4 days
(it:tnule.
In Penobscot, September 21. 1 :.n !
T1IM1S:
I ’l'.'S'iTs
Gr it idle, aged 1" im mrhs and 14 days.
win -. ■'*1..'»0 |»
i«>ii
j Gardner. In Castine. September 24, Lewis N. j
and ho
Jardner. aged 'J months.
| ini; and w in
Hmoeer. In Brook-wile. Scptemher 17. ldod- owner- of ha».
eriek M. Hooper, aged R4 years, '* moiitlis. s
y| Jai'Kson.
In S'nth M-uitville. September 2S.
I Robie F Jack.-m,
aged RR \era.-. R month- and 2"
!

|

s

indications are regarded as promising an
eariy improvement in the situation. Case
■li shippers, it is said, are willing to consider

■•■

idlers of vessels upon the basis of rates now
ruling, and the Colonial lines are showing
interest in tonnage that will be available for loading November V January. Gwn
ers abroad, however, are indifferent to the
business offered here, hence are not attempting negotiations. Barrel petroleum freights
continue quiet. Suitable tonnage is not plentiful. hence the market is maintained at 2s.
’•i-yJs. to the V lv as to port. There has j days.
been a moderate inquiry for lumber tonnage |
Pack a ui). In Rockland. Septemoor 2S. Fli.-a J.
to the River Plate, with
charges reported at Packard, a native of ljuaeo. sr. Martin- N. Ii..
8b" 8b50 from the Provinces to Buem-s aged Rb years, R months and 21 lays. The rt mains
TIM K-TA i
were taken to West Roekport lor burial.
Ayres, and 88 from Boston. The Gulf rate
On and alter Oct. 3, »
Pace
In Bueksport, September 2i Mrs. Hai"
it nominally 812 25 812.50.
Brazil tonnage rier
Page, aged So years, 7 months and R da..-.
j Burnham and Waterville u
is wanted to a moderate extent, but shippers
Pkni»lk!".\. In Yarmouth. Me., (tetober 2 Mrs, and t'roii, Bangor. Watervi
s
are unwilling to advance their limit, lienee
Susan Wealtham Pendleton, widow of the late I ton will run as Io 1 i•
vessels are obtained with difficulty. There George Pendleton, aged K7 years and b months.
FROM BFL
Perkins. In Brooksville, September In, Mr-.
is an increased demand for the West Indies
and Windward, but owners in most instances Nellie Perkins, aged 33 years.
Belfast, depart..
S'Iovek. In Rockland, September 2S, Elthea,
are tpposed to the acceptance of business
wife of James A. Stover, aged 5b years, 2R da. -.
Citypoint.
Waldo.
upon the basis of current rales, being tinSmith. In Rockland. September *_7. Nancy It.
able to secure return cargoes at figures that
Brooks
Crowell i, wife of John F. Smith, it native or
Knox
are considered remunerative. Coastwise lumNorthport, aged 7b years.
I Thorndike..
ber tonnage is quite anxiously inquired for.
I Cuity.
but the higher rates firmly demanded by
I Burnham, arrive
owners serve to restrict operations.
Coal
Bangor..
rates to the East have improved siightly, infiueuced by the better demand for tonnage,
Waterville
some

28.
Sell I Iv Stetson, Trask, New
York via Bangor.
29.
Sch
Almeda Willey, Dodge, New
Sept.
York via Bangor.
30.
P
M Bonney, Burgess, VinalSch
Sept
haveu.
Oct 4. Sch A Harford, Ryan, Boston.

j

~

Maine Centi

j

....

..

j

j

j Portland.
|

AMERICAN PORTS.

York, Sept 29 Sld, sch Edward II
Blake, Savannah;28, ar.seli Wm H Sumner,
Pendleton, Baltimore; 29, ar, sch Wm Butman, Lowell, Bangor; sld, schs Susie P
Swanville. Mrs. Helen Peck, who has Oliver, Elizabetliport for Bangor; Florence
Belfast People Might Doubt this but
been the guest of Hon. A. E. Nickerson, re- Leland, Brunswick for Boston; 30, cld, sch
Scotia, Davis, Tampa; Oct 1, ar, bark Olive
they can’t Disprove It.
turned to her home in Williamsport, Penn.,
Thurlow, Boston cld, sch James A Garfield.
last week. Mr. N. accompanied her as far as
Wood, Paramaribo and Surinam ; 2, ar, schs
When a citizen allows his opinions to he made
F Hart, Bangor; Paul |
Boston and visited his son Ernest, who is Post Boy and R
Seavev, Belfast; Emma S Briggs, Clarks public in a community where he is well known, he
attending school in Worcester. He return- Island; Isaac Oberton, New Haven fur Nor- must have incontrovertible evidence t<> back it up.
ed Friday-Jesse Nickerson and wife of folk; Henry Whitney, Bluehili; Wm Slater,
Whatever his neighbors’ estimate might be of his
Boston are visiting relatives in town.... Izetta and Andrew Nebinger, Bangor; 3, ar,
ideas, one thing cannot lie disproved—his convh
schs Willie L Newton, Dresden;
Melissa i tions as far as he is
concerned cannot be shaken
Mrs. M. A. Pierce of Middletown, R. I., has
Trask, Bangor; passed Hell Gate, sell Lester
It certainly is a tribute that any one interested in
been the guest of her sister,Mrs. R. G. Royal
A Lewis, Hoboken for Belfast.
Boston, Sept 27 Ar, schs Penobscot, an article which has come to Belfast to stay ought
for the past few days-Mrs. Ida Pierce is
Dodge, Norfolk: Joel F Sheppard, Carter, | never to lose sight of, and at a time when so m:u;\
visiting friends in Bangor.... McKinley, the Philadelphia; 28, cld, brig Harry Smith, ; preparations are before the public, all claiming
New York ; 29, ar, schs Kit Carson, Newark,
little son of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Daium, has
representations that border on the miraculous, it
been quite sick but is improving_Mrs. N J: Willard Saulsbury, New York; cld, should stiffen the backbone of the tiiuidaml prove
sch Young Brothers, Kennebec and WashFlorence Dowling returned to Malden last
to the skeptic a hard nut to crack.
Read tins
ington, DC; sld. Odell, Bangor; 30, ar, sell
1
Captain S. R. Cottrell of 6 Bell street, says:
Thursday... .J. W. Nickerson was in Bucks- Laura M Luut. Cummings, Fernaudina: sld.
sch E L Warreu, Belfast; 3,sld, bark Willard bad kidney trouble for years and it grew worse ail
port last week-Mrs. Isaac McKeen and
Kit
sell
('arson, Bangor. the time. It was brought on, no doubt, by hard
Mudgett, Portland;
son Perley returned to Woburn last week.
Philadelphia. Sept 2(> Cld, sch Olive T work, such as lifting heavy trunks and other
.Mrs. M. P. Greeley, who has been visit- Whittier Whittier, Sagua; 30,ar, sell Henry
freight and being exposed to all kinds of weather.
ing in California for the past teu months, Clausen, Jr, Kennebec.Sld.
I did nothing to relieve it, hoping that in time u
Erskine N
Baltimore, Sept 27
ship
returned last Wednesday-Miss Katliie
Plielps (new) Graham, San Francisco; 30, ar. would pass off. On the contrary, my back across
Nickerson is attending the Normal school bark Priscilla, Springsteen, Rio Janeiro; cld. the kidneys pained me so that 1 often had to walk
in Castine-Mrs. T. S. Ford has returned sch Leander V Beebe, Daniels, Boston.
lame.
At night, when my day’s work was done. 1
Portland, Sept 30 Ar, schs R F Petti- have sat down to read the
from a visit to her son in New York... .Rev.
paper but my hack
grew, Baltimore; F C Pendleton, Burgess,
pained so 1 could not sit still. .1 would walk
T. S. Ford lost a row-boat recently_Miss South Amboy.
Bangor, Sept 28 Ar, sch Wm B Palmer, around a little while, then go to bed expecting to
Mamie Nickerson of East Corinth is the guest
McDonald, Newport News; 29, ar, schs Har- tind relief. In place of obtaining it, as a rule. I
of her grandmother, Mrs. Abigail Nickerson.
riet S Brooks,
Bullock, Beverly; Lizzie would roll and toss until exhausted, then finally
-Hon. A. E. Nickerson and his niece, Lane, Closson, Portsmouth; Isaiah K Stetfall asleep only to wake up iu the early morning
« Id, schs
Mary Stewart,
Miss Mamie Nickers on, called on Mrs. Rich- son, Trask, Belfast;
York : Norombcga, Armstrong, with the same pain across my kidneys. 1 also had
Coombs,New
ards, of Frankfort, who is 101 years old, last
Bridgeport; 30, ar, schs Alrneda Willey, a weakness in the kidney secretions, which was
Saturday-Mr. Fred Young and Mr. Gra- Dodge, Belfast; Henry R Tilton, Randall, very annoying. 1 saw Doan’s Kidney Fills adverham of Boston, who have been guests at H. Newburyport; Susan N Pickering. Haskell, tised and got them at Kilgore & Wilson’s drug
C. Marden’s,returned last week-Mr. J. F. Boston; Levi Hart, Pendleton, Portsmouth: store. The first box did me so much good that 1
Littlefield is having larger windows put into Maud Snare, Castine; Flora Condon, Bucks
a second and they cured my backache.
My
his house... .Mrs. Charles Hammond of Old port;cld,sch Charles E Raymond, Pendle- got
Town has been visiting friends here_ ton, New York; Oct 1 ar, sch Mary E nervousness left. I could sleep better at night
There are a few cases of scarlet fever in Palmer, Haskell, Newport News; sld, schs than I did for a long time. The kidney weakness
town....We had a little much needed rain Lillian, Grindle, Boston; Rabboni, Lord, was less annoying and the secretions of the kidMonday night... .Capt. T. D. Nickerson is New York; 3, ar, sch Hattie Me G Buck, neys became nearly normal. Doan’s Kidney Fills
Chandler. Eddyville; sld, schs Annie P did me lots of
improving.
good. I have recommended them
Chase, Ellis, New Bedford ; Henry R. Tilton,
and will, whenever I have a chance.
Randall, New York; 4, ar, sells Odell, to my friends,
Doan’s Kidney Pills are a good medicine and are
Menawa and Henry Crosby, New York;
Eagle and July Fourth, Boston; schs Yale, worthy of recommendation.”
As well as the nandsomest, and others are invited Philadelphia; Mary Ann McCann and Susan
Doan’s Kidney Fills are sold for 50 cents a box.
York.
For sale by all dealers; sent by mail of receipt of
to call on any druggist and get free a trial bottle N. Pickering, New
27 Bid, sch Lyman M Law,
Norfolk,
Sept
of Kemp’s Balsam for the Throat and Lungs, a
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
Blake, Providence; 28, sld, sch R W Hop- price byfor the
United States.
agents
remedy that is guaranteed to cure and relieve all kins, St Jago; Oct 2, sld, sch iEtna, Boston.
Remember the name DOAN’S and take no
Chronic and Acute Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis
Portsmouth, N H, Sept 28 Ar, sch Anna
New
and Consumption* Price 25c. and 50c.
Pendleton, Thomas,
York; 30, ar, sch substitute.
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Boston,
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Portland.
Waterville.

FALL AND WINTER

nillinery,

j

[

1

THURSDAY

FRIDAY,

i

J
!

Bangor
Burnham, depart..
1’nity.

Thorndike.
Knox.
Brooks.
Waldo.

Citypoint.
Belfast. arrive.

lag stat ton.
Limited tickets for B<
Belfast and all statu
Through tickets t" all p
ia all routes, f
west.
Agent. Belfast
Vice Pre>idni
F. L. Bnermn
1\.~I’ortlantl, Sept. 2S, 1 s: s
>

AM)

j

j

from

Oct. 13 and 14.
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THE HOMELIEST MAN IN BELFAST

,v’

1

ARRIVED.

Sept 29. Sell Fannie & Editb, Ryder,

and enumerate dozens of other
We have also NEW' LINES of

on

j

calling

ant

NOVELTY DRESS GOODS in pattern lengths,

<

;

get a barrel <■( apples to Boson and
Baldarrived Thursday with the material for the 05 cents from Boston to Liverpo-.
wins appear to look better...
There is some,
new sidewalks on east Main street.
It is!
complaint even in the little towi of Prosexpected that the walks throughout the vil- j pect about deer <■ iting garden stun'. '.V. JL
lage will soon be in good shape, as each G inn and several others can testify to their
behavior.....!. F. Libby h.is got the trotstreet has taken the matter in hau l and has
ting stock that trots, and Josiah Co'soii is
raised money suffccient to do so.Mr. W
to win laurels with good st -pperstrying
j
M. Emmert of Cerrillos, New Mexico, has i Cows are in demand and prices higher. i
are coming into favor
Sheep
again, and
moved with his family to Independence, Mo. ]
steers are wanted. Eugene Blanchard his
Mrs. Emmert was formerly
Miss Nettie. ; four yoke and it will take £40.00 to
get his |
Clark of Stockton.... Dr. Herbert Deveraux best yearlings, and the trade is a good one
is at home from Boston for a while, owing this year. They stand over 5 feet, in girth
and can be grown to over 0 feet before i
to ill health.
His many friends hope for a
spring.
Ames
speedy recovery-Mrs. Margaret
Stockton Spring.

was

week here
was the two days exhibit of farm products
at Hall St. George by John W. Prescott of
The event

and Mrs, O. W. Whitten of Old Town spent

We might go
permit it.

not

•,

I

8

...

Extra Heavy Storm Flannel.
Ladies'Fleeced Hose. 2 pair for

seamen.

j
j

pair.

Outing Flannels.5c., 8c

at Barbadoes at the time of the hurriand was driven to sea. She
knocked about and driven before the
storm for some time,and finally tossed ashore
at St Vincent, a distance of 00 miles.
Her
bow was stove to pieces.
4.
The four-masted
Charleston, S. C., Oct.
schooner Sarah M
Palmer, Capt. Whittier,
from Charlotte Harbor to Carteret, N. J.,
was lost. Sunday morning, off Stone Inlet,
7 miles south uf Charleston. |Onlv two of
the crew were saved.
The drowned are:
Captain Whittier, First Mate Briggs, Sec.on!
Mate
Mcdonald, Steward Pat
Healey,
Thomas Foberalo, Walter Stancliffe.
The
saved are]Joe Meyers and .fames Roe, colored

short social service.

*

AT THESE PRICES:

Cotton Blankets, per pair,
Cotton Blankets, extra size, per
Cotton Batting, full pound rolls.
Cotton Flannel ail prices from

was

repairs and

wn,'!

LOOK

chor

Curtis is

*

MORE BARGAINS

*

cane,Sept. 10th,

j

|

SOWS, Philadelphia.

NEW GOODS.

MI SC K1. L A N Y.

2(1
Bark Harriet S
ashore near Monotuny Life Station, went to pieces night of
24th. during the storm.
Spoken. Ship A G Ropes, Ri'. ers. from
New York for San Francisco, Sept 11, 32 JO
N,l-G;;o\V. Sept 1, no lat or Ion, barque
Alice Reed, from Weymouth, NS,for Rosario.
Sept 25. lat ’.7 N, lou 5b W, ship Susquehanna, Sew all, from Norfolk for Manila.
Seh. A. B. Sherman,
Pills bury
from
Brunswick for Baltimore, with lumber is at
with
ami
ist
Tybee,
foretopni
gone;
jibboom
also a portion of deckload and one man lost.
Boston, Sept 30. Ship Baring Bros, which
was burned at Kobe, Japan, last August,
had 1.5(h) tons of curios stored in the hold
and 17,000 rolls of matting were on board, as
well as several hundred tons of rags.
Chatham, Sept. 30. The cargo of sulphur
of wrecked bq Harriets. Jackson has been
purchased from local parties by a Chatham,
NB., consignee for 850; the stuff is now
being secured by Boston parties, using

When asked

WM. AYRES Sc

;

Vineyard Haven, S. pt
Jackson, before reported

of the fam-

are made in all styles—to fit
any horse—to
suit any purse As* your dealer for 5/A Bias Girth Blunke's
and look for the trade-mark. A book on the subject sent free.

|

j

Savannah.

M A KIN E

by
Prospect. Herbert Black of Searsport is
Two large barns on
Centre Montville.
improvements will take
bis corn fodder into his new silo.
gathering
are
reminded
of
the
Congregationalists
place-Joseph Bryant has offered twenty- the Elmwood Stock Farm were destroyed by
.The bean crop is an extra one here. The
missionary barrel soon to be sent to the col- rive dollars reward for the body of his sou tire Wednesday evening, Sept. 28th. They
correct yield from une qu irt of the small
ored school in Macintosh, Georgia
Contriwere substantial
buildings, having been pea beans raised by Wilber Ridley was three
Edward,who was drowned Sunday, Aug.
butions may be sent to Mr. McDougall
erected not many years ago by the owner, bushels.
between Camden harbor and the islands.
Greater yields have been heard of,
The pulpit decorations at the Congl. church
E. P. Walker of Vinalhaven.
The such as sixteen bushels from one
Wm. McKinney the late
Lingolnvillk Centre.
quart of
were
tasteful
and
last Sunday
effective. has on hand a few more
barns contained about b0 tons of hay and the small
very
wagons, and also i
pea beaus, but such large yields
uf
By skilful combination
potted ferns with horses and harnesses, which he will sell or many farming utensi Is. The horses, which are always
just over in some other place and
tuberoses and begonias a
beautivery
exchange... .The members of Tranquillity were the only stock in the barns at the time, the place moves on when you get near
ful representation uf autumn tints was proGrange have their stable nearly completed, were safely removed. There seems to be enough-Miss Abbie West and Warren
duced. Miss Siiute was the artist.
tire.Mr.
aud it is a tine one... There will he a socia- no clue to the origin of the
Benson and daughter of Frankfort are visaOther cases of scarlet fever having devel- ble at the Town House Friday night,Oct. 7th. Robie Jackson died at his iiome in South
ing Mr. ami Mrs. Gardiner Clark.... L-s ie
28th.
He
:u
the village, by Tie advice of the Ice cream and cake will he served. Come Montvilie,
Wednesday, Sept.
oped
Howard has been at Sandypoint visiting
resided for many years in this part of the
Board of Health the superintending school one, come all... .Mr. Good
.vin,the travelling [
friends this week. ..Walter LittLrield of this
but sold his farm and bought the
committee wisely
decided to
lose the man for the D. M. Osborne
town is laid up with a sprained ankle....
Co., stepped at town,
schools for a week and await results. Their Wm.
McKinney’s over Sunday... .Geo D. Solomon Gilman farm, several years ago, Two men have passed through here from
action meets the approbation of a large maBar Harbor buy mg apples. The prices
fl'erSpaulding of this place and Alb, it Knights where he has since resided. He was
He leaven a
wife and three ed for
jority of «mr citizens.
of Boston have geue to Charleston for a few years old.
were
picked baidwius and tile No.
Darius
of
this
children—Mrs.
Cain
place, £1.00 per barrel and they furnish teams to
Willis Briggs, who rode from Boston here days hunting.
Mrs. Geo. J >. Spaulding and
m his hi. ycie, made a record Tuesday that
Miss Wood called oil Miss Hattie Hooke : Mrs. Austin Wentworth of South Montvilie deliver to tiie wharf, tome lots were sold.
ami Mr. Hollis Jackson of South Muutvilie.
Apples sent, to Boston last week from here
proves hi in a sprinter when occasion re- Sunday.... Miss Flossie Young has gone to |
ores.
He left the house he occupies near Camden, where On will finish her trade in He will be greatly missed by his family and netted from ~T 1- to £1.50. The apple crop is
j friends.Main peop e from ibis town
lighter than it looks. The refuse and No. 2
Sears;..c-t vilh.ge with three eiirtains strap- millinery tins fall.
attended the Freedom Fair Oct. 1st. The day iu the greening are more than half of the
ped !•» Tilt Tout of Ills bicycle, rode to Bel! .MTV. Mrs
Adam Myrick
lias been
was beautiful and the travelling good and
fasr.ex.
.lijed tli” elirtaillS, died at Reed’s
With the Is barrels we sent to Boston
crop.
very sick, but is better at this writing.
a!! enjoyed the tine display in the hull and
and rod- borkgarr vmg home. wii din an hour.
the poor ones thrown out must he nearly 70
Sadie Pi! is bury lias gone to Lawrence,
on
the grounds.. .Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
bushels and it is useless to barrel up No. 2
where sin- has employ incut-Gallic Fuller
A very interesting sketch in a recent numGetehell returned t< Carmel, last Thursday greenmgs as the returns won d only give the
returned
2*th
from
ol
where
she
ber
tin Youth's Companion, entitled *T'a- i
Sept.
Boston,
after visiting friends
u
Montvilie-Mr.
packer something like 40 or 50 cts. per bar"
trices ;n c'hinatc
deseribes an interview visi'.ed fib mis.and went to Pitts lie Id Oct.
birds.

the

I®BIAS GIRTH

1 Horse Blankets
k

Waterhouse, Foochow.
Guantanamo, Sept 29 In port, sells Talofa
and Frank A Palmer, wtg.
Buenos Ayres, Sept 27
Ar, bark Edward
L Mayberry, Hinds,Montevideo; 80, ar, bark
Rebecca Crowell, Dow, Bridgewater, N S.
Pernambuco, Oct. •'■. Ar, brig Havilah,

weeks-Walter Whitten is at work for F.
Davidson in his store.

one

That's the secret of the 5/A Bias Girth Horse
Blankets. The girths are on the bias—that means
they are crossed. They work automatically. The
blanket can’t slip. If you pull one side the other
side keeps the blanket from sliding, and vet it
doesn’t bind the horse. He can’t rub it loose. He
couldn’t displace it if he rolled in it.

gos.

Eustace

minutes before aud

On the Bias.

Tampa.

Yokaliama, Sept. 4.
Shi, ship Manuel
Llaguuo, Small, Hiogo and New York : 7, in
port ship John McDonald, Stover, for Hiogo
and New York.
Bahia Blanca, Sept. 24.
Ar, bark Edward
Phiuney, Young, Portland, Me.
Hong Kong, Aug. 20. In port barks Adolph
Obrig, Amsbury, for New York; St. James,
Tapley, for Baltimore.
St. Jago, Sept. 2.
Sid, sch Tofa, Cienfue- !

macy..,. John Proctor aud wife of Bridgewater,Mass., aud the guests of Mr. and Mrs.

some ten

Waldo

Port

FOREIGN PORTS.

sister in

one

The

Colson,

meeting here, last Wednesday,was attended to come in to Ins dinner he told them he
by about 100 out of town Patrons. It was a could not walk, aud they assisted him to the
Benjamin Merrithew has returned from beautiful day and all seemed to enjoy the house and he
passed away in about twenty
Fort Point, where he has been for the last, session very much-Last Thursday night
minutes, apparently without a pain. Capt.
some 200 or more of the relatives and friends
three months.
He will long be
C. was about 7J years old.
Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Fernald attended the of Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge A. Aehorn assem- remembered
by his friends and neighbors.
40th
the
hall
to
celebrate
bled
at
the
Grange
reunion of the 4th Maine ltegi. in Rockland
-Mr. John F. Libby went to Whitman,
anniversary of their wedding. Among the Mass., last Saturday to visit his daughter,
Sept. 14th and 1.7th.
base
rich presents we noticed a nice
Mrs. G. M. J,. Nute, who is slowly recoverMrs. A. A. Colcord of Belfast lias been in many
rocker from members of the Grange, a wil- ing from her recent
injuries-Mr. R. Killtown lately taking care ot her mother. Mrs.
a
i low rocker from her brothers and sisters,
man of Bangor is visiting his old home.... ;
,T. L. Daw, who has been ill.
!
Morris chair from Mr and Mrs. Win. Haugh The S. B. I.
S. met witn Mr. and Mrs. M.
E. W. Thompson, who lost his buildings and a dinner set of 117
pieces, costing $14.50, Haley Sept.
th anti about 40 were present.
MerJ.
C.
tire
last
lias
the
bought
June,
by
from a loug list of friends. Coffee, cake anil Mr. and
Mrs. I
Cummings will entertain j
rithew place and is building a house.
cheese were served and the large company
them Oct. loth.. .Capt. A. A. Ginn will go!
Mrs. Henry Truudy of Newburg and her enjoyed themselves socially until a late hour.
to Bangor this week on busiuess for South
.Mrs. Isaac Burns of Waldo visited friends
daughter, Mrs. Byron Allen of Mt. Desert,
Branch Grange_Mr. Young and wife of divers.
were iu town recently visiting friends.
Flora
in town last week .Misses Emma and
New York, Sept. 20.
The crew of bark
Belfast are visiting Mrs. Y’s parents, Mr.
Mureh have gone to Taunton, Mass., where ami
Messrs. Geo. Huban and Neal Holland,
Grace Lynwood, before reported wrecked,
Mrs. M. Kuowltou ...Joseph Lindsey
York
arrived at New
to-day on board steamwho have been stopping at E. W. Seavey’s they are employed in the Insane Asylum- aud
Harry Libby are at home on furloughs. er Hubert The Lynwood was lying at anMr. and Mrs. William Thompson of Lowell,
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